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FACT]ONAIISM ]N THE INDTÆ{ COMM1JNIST PARTY:

THE INFLUENCE OF THE SINO.SOVTET R]FT

-ABSTRACT-

The thesis is an examination of factíonalism wíthin the Cormn-

unist Party of India beËween 1920 and L968t with special emphasis

upon rhe period 1958 - 1968. llithin the 1958 - 1968 period the

author links factionalÍsm within the Communist Party of lndia with

the differences which emerge between the Communist Party of the

soviet union and Èhe communíst Party of china in the post-1956

pe riod .

The thesis is set out in seven chapters. Within the first

chapter the nature of communist parties is discussed. The concern

centres around the naEure of Marxist-Leninist doctrine, authority in

communist parties and the source of legitimacy within communist

parties. ThÍs chapter forms a backdrop againsE which factionalism

in the Communist Party of India can be examined'

Chapters two and three examine the hístory of facLionalism in

Ehe Communist Party of lndia from L920 - f958. The study of these

years reveals considerable faction building within the party. It

also reveals, however, thaË faction building was controtrled due Ëo

the existence of only one source of legítimacy to which factions

could appeal for support' This source rnTas the Conrnuníst Party of

the Soviet Union.

The fourth chapter is an examinatÍon of the Sino-Soviet rift'

ltrhile it does not att.empt Ëo exhaust the subjecË, the chapter does

examine major dif ferences beE\^leen the Communist Party of the Soviet

Union and the Communist ParËy of China on the issues of de-Stalini-



zai.'íon, the road to communísm, world revolutionary strategy, and

inter-bloc relations. It is the authorrs contentÍon that the stale-

mate between the Communist Party of the Soviet Uníon and the Comm-

unist Party of Chína has had a major effect on faction building in

the Communist PartY of lndÍa.

Chapt.ers five and síx are a study of factionalism in the Comm-

unist Party of India from 1958 - 1968. Throughout these years the

author identifies issues over which faction building in the Communist

Parxy of India is dírectly related to sino-soviet differences. 0f

equal importance is the fact that duríng these years factions sought

legitimizing support for their posiËions from the Conr¡nunisE Party of

the Soviet Union and the Communist Party of China and, in most cases,

received this support. The result of this was, that with two opposing

sources of legitimacy, factionalism within the Connnunist Party of

Indía could no longer be controlled. I{ith stalemate between the

f actions, the communist Party of India r¡Ias forced to split. The

party first split Ínto two parties, the Communist Party of IndÍa -

Right and the Communist Party of India Marxist in L964; and Lhen into

three parties, the conununist Party of lndia - Right, the communist

Party Marxist, and the communist Party of Indía Marxist-Leninist in

1968.

The concludíng chapter looks aË factionalism Ín political

parËies generally, and Indían parties specifically' ft trys to

explaín the reasons for toleratíon of factions vrithin other Indian

parlies and the lack of such toleration within the Communist Party

of India. The differences between the sources of legitÍmacy in other



parties and in conìmunist parties accounts for their differences in

faction building and cont.rol of factions. Thís difference in Èhe

source of legitimacy is then relaËed to the Sino-soviet rifÈ and the

factíonal íza:ion and splitting of the Communist Party of India.
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CHAPTER I

FACTJONALTS}I IN COMMUNIST PARTTES

Any survey of the literature on Communist Parties reveals a rich

and long history of factionalism. Tt is my intention wíthin the body

of this Ëhesis to look at the causes of factionalism within the Commu-

1

nist party of India (CPI) between the years 1958 and 1968 with special

reference to the Sino-SovieL Rift. To do so some theoretical back-

ground is necessary before díscussing the specific Party in question.

prior to discussíng Eheory, it must be reatízed that L am limiting

the thesis to one dimension of the factors which have potential for

causing factionalism in the CPI. Political parties, 1Íke all instit-

utions, fall prey to and often partÍcipate in the diverse factors

present in the country ín which the party exists. India has many

such divisive factors - regionalism, lingustic differences, religious

differences and caste - to mention only a few. As the country has

been in crisis throughout the Twentieth cenEury, all of these factors

have been important and all have effected the CPI to some degree.

For this reason it must be reaLízed that, while some mention of these

factors will be made, no attempt has been made to pursue Ëhem in a

systematic manner.

The mainstream of Communist Parties is to be found in the ideology
2

of Marx, Lenin and Stalin. Due to the ínterdependence ímplied by

The Communist Party of India will be referred Ëo Ëhroughout the
thesis as the CPI.
Ideology is being defined as ft... a belief system ... configur-

aËion of ideas and attitudes in which elements are bound ËogeEher

by some sort of constraint of funcLional interdependence". Joseph

llyomarkay, charisma_and_Faclionalis{n in the Nazi Party (Minneapolis :

universitv oe ui"tturotr press, 1967) P.20. I have used basic
definitions and concepts developed by Nyomarkay in this first

t.
)
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ideology, there is an unavoidable frame¡^rork for analysis which defines

ultimate objectives with which one must relate. ProgranÌmes, strategies

and tactics thus follow as a matter of course theoretically.

In Marxist - Leninist ideology, class conflict occupies the position

of central importance. Understanding of the prevailing situation Ín a

country therefore means understandíng the specific class relationships

of that country. This understanding is the central problem at any

given tÍme. Once the class relationships are defined, strategies and
3

tactics can be set out.

T/iiLh different strategies Lhe Party leads different groups of

classes. The strategies, and the individual classes led, change from

one phase of hÍstorical time to another. Thus, as an example, in Russia

Lenin proposed a strategy of two phases, first leading four classes and
4

then three classes in 1905. Lenin developed Ëwo tactícs as appropriate

to particular strategies. The first of these is Ëhe united front from

above. The objective here ís formal alliance by the Party with non-

communísÈ political organizaËions (including such semí-political organi-

zations as Lrade unions and sËudent organizations). Pressure is to be

õhàpter due to Lheir clarity. Unlike many writers he has made a
careful examination of the differences between ideologícal and
charismatic auËhority extending and developing the basic concepts
of Max trrieber.
St,rategy defines the nature of the struggle between classes in a

society as a whole. It enÈaÍls defining the long-term aims of
acËion. In a word, it is the whole plan for winning Ëhe revolu-
Ëionary war.
Tactics, on the other hand, are the plan for wínning a revolu-

tionary battle. See Joseph Stalin, Foundationg of Leninism (Moscow:
Foreign Languages PublishÍng House, 1950) Pp. 114-115 & 117

See V. l. Lenin, trTwo Tactics of Social Democracyt', Sletted !lo4g
of l,enin, Volume 1 ?rogress Publishing, Moscow, (1967) pp. 458-566

e

4.
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exert.ed upon these orgarLizations through

leaders.

collaboraËion with theÍr

The second tactic is the united front from below. This Eactíc

cal1s for exerLion of pressure on other organizaLions from within and

wiËhout. This is done by direct appeals to the otganízationts constí-

tuenLs and followers.

Decisions in Communist Parties are t.heoretically reached by the

principle of democraEic centralism as presented by Lenin in his 1906

ItTactical Platform for the Unífication Congress of the PSDRS|I. Thís

principle $ras a response Ëo the need Eo create an organization which

could make correct decisions in a democratic manner with a maximum of

speed, efficiency, security and a minimum of friction. Such an organ-

izaLlron is a synthesis of authoriËy and democracy which requires the

functional juxtaposition of uninimity and dissenL. There appeared to

Lenin to be a natural force for unÍnimity among ?arty members since the

members \,Iere felt Co be slriving for the same goals. This unínimiËy

would cause spontanious self-discipline among indívidual members and

hold the ParËy together in a central way. The result of this r¿ould

be a maximum of conËrol withÍn a democraËic framework. Uninimity of

goals would thus lead to uninimity of decision-making.

In practice democratic centralism would a1low for ful1 discussion

prior to the announcement of a decísion. Once t.he decisíon r^las ann-

ounced, however, it would have t.o be accepted as completely binding

on all Party members. Ln this manner, decísions would acquire the

force of law.

L am not irnplying here thaË as a result of the uninimity rule

all dissenting discussion would be merely a hol1ow exercise. RaEher,
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the final unanimous decision might be

points of view. During times of spli
5

would demand such a compromise.

For an example of this see
Frederich A. Praeger, 1962)
Meyer, Leninism P. 95

a result of a compromise in

E opinion the uninimity rule

Alfred G. Meyer, Leninism (New York:
P.95

A major problem in Lhe principle of democratic centralism is

the assumption that. there exists uninimity concerning the Partyrs

goals. lfhite thís may be true for long-Ëerm goals such as the estab-

líshment of socialism, it can hardly be the case with short-term goals.

ShorË-Ëerm goals continually change as a result of circumstances, and

with them methods of execution and programmes must change if they are

to be successful. If, however, democratic centralism means Ehat Èhere

can be no crit.icism, how are these policies going to change in accord-

ance with the new situaLions and goals?

A policy problem, or even an analysís of prevailing cir-
cumstances, must be considered a seEÈled questÍon as long
as Ëhe leadership continues to consÍder it. Any theoret-
ical or practical problem can therefore be debated only
after the leadership has decided that it Ís to be debated. 6

I{hile this problem is serious enough on the level of a single party

it is likely to arise more ofËen and in greater complication on an

internaËional leve1. Consider the fact t.hat the Communist Internationals

have been composed of parties from many differenË countries. A1I of

these countries may be saíd to have been aË different places Ín Marxts

historical development at any gíven time. How, with so many different

circumstances, could unínimity arise on StraLegies, tactics and pro-

granmes? If a compromise Íras struck, which as Meyer points out is a

possibiliËy, it would have to be struck in only Lhe vaguest \^Iay, thus

5.

6.
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leading to misunderstanding or ambivalence. Alternatively, each Party

could be allowed to act according to its interpretaËion of its circum-

stances. I^Ihile this might be effective at the state level, it would

defeat the entire idea of a unanimous International. A final solution

exists whereín the most powerful party, or bloc of parËies, would det-

ermine Lhe rtcorrectn path. The histories of the Internationals indi-

cate t.hat po1ícies have wavered between ambivalent directives which

have lefË individual parties free to follow theír own path on the one

hand, and directives from powerful parties or blocs adopted as the

rrcorrectrr path on the other. The principle of democratic centralism

thus encounters serious practical difficultíes both on the national

party level and the International level. Such differences, of course,

are conducive to factionalism.

Since, with its announcement, a decision acquires the force of

law, any post facto críticism of the decisíon becomes a breach of party

discipline. Such criticísm const,Ítutes a questioning of the correctness

of the interpretation of the ideology by which the decision was made.

Additionally, such criËicism would also, ipso facto, be a challenge to
7

Ëhe legitimacy of the partyts leadership. In any party, however,

there r^¡i11 be disagreement. Such disagreement, when it labours under

a situation like the uninimity rule, eventually must lead to faction
8

f ormatÍon.

The authority of a partyts leadership is legitimized by the lead-
ershipts interpretation of ideology. A challenge to that interpre-
tation thus implies that the leadership is not competent to be the
partyts authority. See Nyomarkay, Chrisma and Factional.ism in the
Nazi Party, P. 2L
A faction may be defined as tr... a group of people joined together

to furËher some goal in opposition to some other group or groups
within the same partyrr. Nyomarkay, Chrisma and Faclionalism in the
Nazi Party, P. 35

7.

B.
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trfhen factions arise in Communist Parties, as I have pointed out,

the leaderts authority and interpretaËion of the ideology is chal-

lenged. Thus, when a dissenting faction arises the díssenterrs posi-

Ëion must be rejected. ff the dissenËerts position is accepted as

correcL, either the party leader ís displaced, or the faction musÈ

split off from the party. In the latter instance the dissenting group

can no longer be called a faction.

The character of conflict within political parties is contingent

upon the character of the party taken as a hrhole. The nature of inter-

nal party conflict and conflict resolutíon, is condiËÍoned by the naEure

of the partyrs cohesive forces. In Communist Parties the focus of

authority is Marxist-Leninist ideology. This being the case, in fact-

ional dispules, all facEions must appeal to the ideology for legiti-

macy of their positions. Thus, aLL disput.es become fundamental

disputes.

ltrithin ideologically based parties such as the CPI, the leaderrs

authority rests on the ideology not the personal qualities of the

Ieader:

Thus, regardless of how absolute their po\^Ier may be, leaders
of ideologically legÍtimated movements are always careful
to justify their power ideologically and Lo appear mere
instruments of the ideologY. 9

Before turning to the body of the thesis, which is the notion of

factionalism as it applies to the CPI and the Sino-Soviet Rift, a few

words should be said about sources. The thesis is set out ín seven

chapters. Chapters tvro and three are an examination of the development

9, Nyomarkay, Charisma and-Factíonalism in the Nazi Party, P. 2l
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and sources of factionalism in the CPf from 1920 - 1958. Mat.erials for

these chapters come mainly from the Feltrinelli Collection, a collection

of Communist International documents; Windmiller and Overstreetrs

Communism in India; and, from M. R. Masanitt .

The years from L920 - 1958 are important in the development of different

types of factionalism and set. the stage for the type of factionalísm

which became prevalent after f958.

The fourËh chapter deals specifically with the Sino-Soviet Rift.

lÍhil-e it by no means exhausts Ëhe issues between Lhe two Parties, it

does deal with the main elements of difference which in turn effect

the CPI.

The fifËh and sixth chapters deal with factionalism during the

Ëen year period from 1958 - L968. These chapters are an Ín-depth study

of the development of CPI factionalism and the influence of the Sino-

Soviet Rif t. Chapters f Íve and six are I4Tritten almost exclusively f rom

CPI public documenLs. The documents are to be found in Lhe Asial

Recorder whích is a monLhly publication of all events, nehTs articles

and important documents from Asia. ThÍs volume is extremely valuable

as it is the only continuous source of public documents in english of

asian communist parties on a monthly, or even yearly, basis.

The final and concluding chapter seeks to do two things. First,

it draws some general conclusions about the causes of faction building

in Conrnunist Parties. These are conclusions which are probably appli-

cable to all CommunisË Parties. Second, it draws specific conclusions

about Lhe causes of faction building in the CPI and Ëhe input of the

Sino-Soviet Rift into this process.
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CHAPTER ]I

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CP] L92O - L933

Factionalism in the CPI \¡/as present even at the ParLyrs inception

during the Third Tnternational Congress, 19 July - 7 Augusl L920. I,Ihile
10

officially no CPI yet existed, M. N. RoY, in a debate with LenÍn over

the Colonial QuestÍon, laid the basÍs for fact.ional disputes for the

next eight years. During the Congress both Lenin and Roy submitted

theses on the Colonial Question. These differed in the interpretation

of the revolutionary potentíal accorded t.he Indian middle class. Accord-

ing Èo Lenints draft:

Tn respect. to the more backward countries and nat.ions with
prevailing feudal or patriarchal and patriarchal-peasant
relations, it is necessary to bear in mind especially:

a) The necessity of all Communist parties to render
assisËance to the bourgeois-democratic movement; espec-
ially does this duty fall upon Ëhe workers of such countries
upon which the backr^rard nations are colonially or finan-
cially dependenË. ll

Roy wanted part of this statement deleted:

...the paragraph according to which CommunisL Parties musE

assist only bourgeois-democraËic liberation movements in
eastern counËries. The Communist Tnternational should
assist exclusively the Communist Party of India, and the
Communist ParËy of India must devote iËself exclusively to
the organizaËion of the broad popular masses for the
struggle for the class interests of the latter. 12

Leninfs thesis was altered replacing rrbourgeois-democratÍc liberatíon

movemenËrt with rrrevolutionary movements of liberationtr. The signi-

Roy was an Indian Marxíst-Leninist who, between 1920-28, was
the leader of the CPI and interpreter of India Eo the Comíntern.

SECOND CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST INTERNAT]ONAL.-PSOCEED]NGS,

SECOND CONGRESS OF THE COIß{UNIST INTERNATIONAL: reported and
interpreted by the officitl ttewsptpets of Sotiut fu . (U'S
DEPARTMENT OF STATE: I^IASH]NGTON, 0.C., GOVERNMENT PR]NT]NG
oFFrcE, 1920) ?. 43

10.

11.

L2.
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ficance of this change for Lenin is questionable as a nationalist move-

ment in his eyes was, by definÍtion, bourgeois-democratic. Behind the

word change lay significant dífferences in strategy and tactícs. These

differences would lead the Tnternational and the CPI down different.

paths. Such differences in interpretation of a nationrs stage of hís-

Èorical development by the Tnt.ernational on one hand, and the domestic

party on the other, often leads to tensions which produce factionalism.

Moreover, the International did not clearly indicate which of these

Ëheses it deemed as correct, thus, either line could be followed with

a degree of legítimacy:

Both Leninrs tthesest which aimed at the unconditional sup-
port of the struggle of all Eastern nations against lüestern
imperialism, and Royrs tthesisr, whÍch insisted upon the
hopelessness of such a policy, rn/ere voted together by the
congress. 13

The word change reflected dífferences ín Royrs and Leninrs inter-

preLatíons of Tndia. Roy felt that there \nlere two movements in fndia.

The firsÈ r^ras a nationalistic bourgeois-democratic movement. seeking

political independence under a bourgeois order. The second was a

workerrs and peasantts movemenË which sought liberation from the bour-

geois order. Roy felt that only Lhe latter movemenl was worthy of

Comintern support. This support should take :the form of the establish-

ment of a Communist Party to organize the masses and build soviet

republics. Implicit in this view is the assumption that India r¡7as

at a highly developed hisËorical stage raËher than a feudal stage.

Moreover, this analysis has as its primary focus India and the belíef

Franz Borkenau
Michigan Press,

I^IORLD COIß.{UNISM (ltichigan: University of
TñÐ-n.-ñ2

13.
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that Ehe bourgeoís classes inlere not revolutionary. Roy probably be-

lieved that an attempt Eo lead the peasants, workers, and bourgeoisie

together would weaken the Communist Party and be a betrayal to the

peasants and workers.

Lenints analysis differed in several respects. trrlhere Roy offered

a united front from below, Lenin offered a united front from above. In

the from above tactic communists would work through and lead the bour-

geois-democratíc movement, thís movement being robjecËivelyt revolu-

Ëionary and anÈi-imperialist. Lenints analysís implies a much lower

stage (eg: feudal) of historical development to India. More important

is the fact that Lenints analysis hTas geared towards the U.S'S'R' rs

needs, not specifically Indiats. The tactÍca1 direcËion of domestic

parties by the International for the purposes of meeting Èhe U.S.S.R.ts

needs has been a constant source of factionalism in domestic parties.

Throughout L920 - 1927 rhe Communist Party of the soviet Union
L4

(CPSU) had been trying to assess the position of Great Britain towards

the U;S.S.R. Lenin and the Polítbureau believed that Brítain was

fÍrmly behind intervention in the Russian Civil trrlar on the side of

the llhite Army. fn an aËtempt to tie Britain down rrEhe Comissariat

of Foreign Affairs and the Comint.ern tried to hit back at British
15

positions in Asia...rt. Thus, in supporting bourgeois-democraLic

movemenLs in Asia, Ehe CPSU could tíe BrÍtain down without invoking

Èhe kind of reaction which míghL come from Britain íf the CPSU spon-

The Communist ParËy of the SovÍet Union will be referred to as
the CPSU
Isaac Deutscher TH-E ?ROPHET ASlaED : TROTSI{Y I 1879-1921 (New

York: Vintage Books, 1954) Pp. 46L-462

T4,

15.
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sored the peasant-working class movemenLs alone. In effect, even if

the CPSU wished to sponsor proleLarian movements, the consideration

of British reactÍon prevenLed her from doing so. The result of this

was the ambivalent policy direct.ion which ensued from the Third Inter-

national Congress. Considerations of possible British reaction on Èhe

part of the CPSU lasted until L927 at which time the British Government,

which had contained a strong wing that argued for invasion of the

U.S.S.R., broke relations wíLh the U.S.S.R. Towards the end of the

L92O - L927 period, policy considerations were also coloured by the

development of the Trotski Opposition Bloc in the CPSU. This dimension

witl be discussed later.

Throughout L921 Roy was forced to clarify his position owing to
L6.

a challenge to his leadership by Virendranath Chattopadhyaya. Chatto-

padhyaya, r^iho had good connections in the Tndian Congress ParËy, was

known to adhere to the from above Ëactic which Lenin had suggested.

He had already submiËËed a plan Lo organize f.ndian revolutionaries

in Europe and had been invited to Moscow to discuss the plan. As a

result of these discussions, the Comintern pledged to support him if

he could produce a mandate sÍgned by leading Indian revolutionaries.

Chattopadhyaya hras successful Ín obEaining this mandaËe and reLurned

to Moscow in April of L92L. By this time, however, Roy had been able

to convince the Russian leaders that Chattopadhyaya \^Ias a nationalist,

not a communÍst, and as such, did not deserve their support.

During L92O - 1921 Indian polilics became increasíngly radical.

16. Chattopadhyaya was head of an exÍle group of Marxist-Leninísts
from India in Berlin known as the f.ndian Berlin Independence
Committee.
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Ln these events Roy found confirmation of the position he had put forth

at the Third TnLernatíonal. In L922 he restated and elaborated his

position in India in Trans!Ëion. Here he took argument with Ëhe idea

ËhaË fndiars socio-economíc structure was feudal. He claimed that the

major politícal factor was the growing, well established bourgeoisie.

The bourgeoisie was permitted only 1imÍted economic opportunity in

Indiats growing industrialization. This had resulted in the beginning

of a political struggle againsË British imperialism. The rise of

Indian bourgeois nationalism r^7as paralleled, he claimed, by the risÍng

political consciousness of Lhe masses. The British, fearing a union

of the two movements, gave political and economic concessions to the

bourgeoisie to weaken its nationalism. These caused the bourgeoisie

Ëo vacillate and share in the exploitation of the masses. fn this wav,

the bourgeoisie would see the masses as a threat and ultÍmately join

the imperialísts thus giving up their revolutionary role.

During the wrÍting of India in Transi_tion Royrs actions displayed

the ambivalence found in the Third Comintern theses. His attempts to

convince the Comintern of Ehe correctness of his posíËion had faíled.
L7

Thus, on the one hand he worked within the Congress Party as if he

intended to capture the organization in accordance with staËed Comintern

policy and Lenints thesis. On the other hand, at Congresst 36th Annual

Session he put forth an economic policy to raise Lhe workerrs and

peasanLts standard of living, a policy which he knew Ëhe Congress could

not accept. Hís plan was to form an Opposítion Bloc in Congress and

L7. This was the major party in India which worked for the indepen-
dence of the country from Great Britain.
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v/in over liberal Congressmen. In líne with

men that their party must show itself to be

middle and upper classes, or of workers and

was desÍgned to split the Congress. In the
18

Advanced Guard he adúised Congress:

...the revolutionary factions believing in mass action
should form an Opposítion Bloc withín Congress... which
roi1l eventually grow ínlo Ëhe revolutionary party of the
people destíned to be the leader of the fínal sËruggle. L9

fn effect Roy was trying to follow both of the Cominternrs lines at the

same time. By degrees, however, he started to pursue a position closer

to his own beliefs at Congressr next session at Gaya.

The 37th session of Congress at Gaya promised a showdown between

Congress elements who believed in non-cooperation with the British and

those ín Congress who opposed this view. In December, Advanced Guard

laid the groundwork for aligning Congress wíth t.he workers and peasants

in an arËícle entitled trProgramme for the NatÍonal Congresslr. The

programme \^ras so sweeping that Congress could not accept it. Roy

conf ided :

... it is a foregone conclusion that the Congress as pres-
ently constituted will noË adopt this programme. And this
failure of theirs wÍl1 expose their true character. This
will open before us the way for the call for a new party
of the masses with its own leadership and o\^rn prograrnme
having for its object the capture of the Congress, the
traditional organ for the nationalíst struggle. 20

Roy wished to expose Congress I bourgeois leadership as reacEionary to

iËs followers and, in so doing, prove to the Comintern the correctness

ThÍs was the official CPI organ in L922
Gene D. Overstreet and Marshall Windmiller COMMIJNISM IN INDIA

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1960) P. 46

this plan Roy told Congress-

a party of landlords,

peasants. This tactic

October L922 íssue of

18.
19.

20. Overstreet and trriindmiller, COI4MIJNISM IN INDIA. P. 49
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of his analysis of the Indian bourgeoisíe. Even with these tacËics

Roy was unable to change the Cominternrs position at its Fourth Congress,

TNovember-3December.

After the Fourth Congress Roy started to pursue the course he had

been recommending with increasing consistency. 0n 15 February L923
2L

Vanguard was called the trCentral Organ of the Communist Party'r for

Ëhe first time. This issue appraised the Congress as a rtbourgeois

political organ?t. In Royrs estimation:

...the organízation of the party of workers and peasants
had become an indispensable necessity. The Communist. Party
of India is called upon by history to play this historic
ro1e. 22

Roy now saw Congress as three parties; one of reformers, one of reac-

tionaries, and one which was the rr...politícal expression of the working

massesrt. This tactic could not help but come into conflÍct with the

CPSUts need to avoid head-on confrontation with Great Brítain.

In June Roy called for the establishment of a lega1 Communist
23

ParËy and an illegal I'Iorkerts ând Peasantts Party (i,fPP). The latter

parËy would send representatives Lo, but not seek formal membership

with, Ëhe Comintern. The IIPP would seek a trworking alliancett wiËh

bourgeois national parties during the anti-imperialist struggle.

Tnterestinglyr this strategyr which contradicted Comintern policy,

T^ras r¡reIl received by Kolorov at the ThÍrd (Enlarged) Plenum of the

Comintern. The Russian of f icial sent. a message to a projected trrIPP

2I. Advanced Guard had been renamed Vangugrd.
22. M. N. Roy, 'tThe fndian Natíonal Congress", ]gpgor_Ilf,

(March L923) P. 127
23. hiorkerrs and Peasantrs Parties will be abbreviated I^IPP.
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conference on 14 June stating:

It is clear that the workers and peasanLs can no longer
remaÍn as adjunct to bourgeois nationalism. 24

At the same time, the plenum cited the Indian bourgeoisie as a revolu-

tionary factor, and called for full co-operation on the part of the

CPI. This ambivalence on the part of the International probably re-

flected two different points of view within the Russian leadershÍp;

Ëhe position of the majority on the one hand, and of the Trotski

minority on the other. Russian fear of British reactíon to open

communist activity seems t.o have been jusLified, for in the summer

oî. L923, Ehe British government all but neutraLízed the CPT with mass

arrests which led to the Peshawar Conspiracy Trial.

Roy now found himself in direct and obvious conflict with the

CominËern which, for its part, sought to bring him into line at the

Fifth Plenum 17 June L924. The pre-Congress report limit.ed discussion

of Tndia to the tasks of the CPI. The Party was charged with restoring

the nat.ional liberation movement to a revolutionary footing. A rrnat-

íonal peoplets partytr was to be established leading urban petty

bourgeoisie, intellectuals, the poor, the revolutionary peasantry,

smaIl clerks, and advanced workers. Additionally, the CPI \^ras to get

influence over the trade unions.

As if to insure the firmness of its directives, the Comintern

stated prior to the meeting that it would expand ltdirect contacts with

natÍonal movements for emancipation". In India this would take the

24. Kíng - Emperor vs. Nalini Bhushan DasGupta., Muhammad ShaukaE
U

Superint.endent Government Press) 1924? Exhibit No. 15, p. 32
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form of direct contact with t.he National Congress Party. Roy countered

with the argument that the Comintern should establish direct contact

with the masses, not the Congress. Roy stood alone ín this objection,

and the final resolution called for tr... the necessity for winning over

the revolutionary movementsrt and trdirect corit,act between t.he Executive
25

and the national emancipation movements of the Orientrt.

The Fifth Congress introduced a final element int.o the picture

which would check Roy and challenge hÍs leadership of the CPI. This

r^ras a directive to Communist Parties in imperialist countries to estab-

lish close relations with Communist Parties in theír respective colon-

ial countries. If fulfítled, this would mean close work between the
26

Communist Party of Great Britain (CPGB) and the CPI. ThÍs posed a

serious threat Eo Royts leadership as the CPGB followed the Comintern

line strictly and had more influence in the Internatíonal than did the

CPI. The Fifth Congress dispelled any doubt about the Cominternrs

disposition to the line whÍch Roy had been following. The report of

Ëhe Congress r¡rent on to say that the Tndian movement \^/as in transitÍon,

and called on the CPI to work wilhin the left wíng of the Congress and

other parties.

The CPGB acted quickly on the Fífth Congressr directive. In early

L925 ít sent one of itts members to India to revÍew the situation. He

reporLed back that no Indian Communist Party existed at all, whereupon

the CPGB established an Indian Bureau staffed with Indian revolution-

aries. This was followed by the calling of an Qriental Conference

25. Overstreet and
26. The CommunisË

the CPGB.

ltrindmiller, Communism in India, P.7I
Party of Great Britaín will be referred to as
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without Royrs knowledge. The Conference, which was dominated by the

CPGB, put Roy on the defensive, and Lensions were only settled by the

intervention of the Comint.ern. The Cominternfs Coloníal Bureau ouÈlined

Roy0s role to the CPGB on 25 September. The lines of authority, however,

r¡iere not clearly drawn. The tensions whích these acLivities caused were

never completely dissolved, for as the trial judge at the Meerut

ConspÍracy Trial poÍnted out:

Roy def initely 'h/ant.ed Ëo keep control or guidance of comm-
unist activiËÍes in India ín hi.s own hands and was inclined
to criticize the efforts of the CPGB as based on insuffi-
cient understanding of the problems. This view seems to
have been partially accepted by the CommunisË International.

27

The CPGB had taken over direction of CPI polícy in order to bring it

into alignment with Comintern policy. Comintern policy r^7as predicated

on the foreign policy needs of the U.S.S.R. DireatÍon of the policy of

one Communist Party by another Communist Party has been a basic cause

of faction building in CommunÍst Parties.

The differences between Royts position and Ëhe position of the

Comintern are clearly reflected in a comparÍson of Royrs Future of
2B

Indian Politics and R. Palme Duttts Modern India. fn Future of

Indian Politics Roy continued his stand against support. of the Indian

nationalist movement. The bourgeois bloc, he argued, was seeking

united front with the imperialists to prevent revoluLion. The workers,

peasants, and petty bourgeoisie were the only revolutionaries in Indía.

This being the case, the social basis of the natíonal movement had

27. Meerut Sessions Court Proceedings of the Meerut ConspÍracy Case.
(Meerut: Saraswati Press) L929 Pp. 69-70

28. R. Palme Dutt, an Indian by birth, Ís a long-standing member of
the CPGB and one of the major contributors to the development of
Indian Communism.
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changed demanding a new class alignment. Strategically, this would be

an alignment of proletariaL, peasantry, petty-inËellectuals and smal1

traders.

Henceforth a new fight for natÍonal freedom in fndia
becomes a class struggle approximating to the final struggle.

29

Tactically, to play their.role, these classes must have a party of

Ëheir own - the CPI. The Party would have no room for democratic

allies, Ëhese would be part of a Larger party which would combine

all differenË revolutionary elements from the various classes in common

struggle. Roy rejected Congress as this larger party calling for a new

party minus the bourgeoisie. What was needed was a neráI mass party con-

tainÍng al1 ant-impería1íst elements for the independence struggle.

Duttfs Modern India is in striking contrast to Royrs analysis.

Dutt did not see the entire bourgeoisie as unrevolutionary. Tactically,

he felt that:

The immediate important task is to carry on the battle of
clarification within both Congress and the Swaraj Party,
the Left Nationalist elements should gather themselves
around a popular nat.ionalist progranìme. 30

''i Differences bet\nleen Roy and the International were fast coming

Èo a zenith. In L927 the CPGB had sent a series of agents to India.

Through their diligent work the CPI was building a head of steam. The

process of CPGB agents working in India could only make the differences

between the Comínternfs approach and Royts approach more glaring.

In November Roy attended the Seventh Plenum of the Comintern,

22 November - 16 December. Again Roy called for withdrawal of support

29. M. N. Roy
P. 90

30. R. Palme

Future of Indian Politics. (London: R. Bishop, 1926)

P. 148Dutt Modern India (London: CPGB, L927)
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from the bourgeois movement, this time in the context of China. The
31

Chinese Communist Party (CPC) found itself in the dífficult position

of tryÍng Eo support a peasanÈ revolution on the one hand, and work
32

co-operatively with the bourgeois KuomÍnt.ang (KMT) on the other. RoYr

joÍning Ëhe voices of the Trotski Opposition Bloc in the CPSU felt:

...the Chinese Revolution had reached a critícal moment
in which it must strike out a ne\^/ course and a fetish
should not be made of the alliance with the Kuomintang. 33

The CPC, following the ComÍntern line, disagreed. As one of íts

delegates pointed out, the ChÍnese

...commission is unanimous against the demand of the Russian
Opposition that the communists should leave the Kuomintang.

34
35

I have noted earlier that the Comintern at itrs Third Congress

passed contradictory resolutions, one Lo work with bourgeoís movements

and the other to work without and against such movements. These two

resolutions, and the way in which they were applied, led to ambi-

valence in Comintern policy and ín the policies of fraternal parÈies.

The Seventh Plenum marks the end of this marriage of incompatible and

contradíctory policies. In the last analysis, one of the paths would

have to be dropped if the other was to succeed. At the Seventh Plenum

the weight of decision clearly came down on the side of working with

the bourgeois movements. The test case for this policy was China and

the Chinese Revolution. 0f equal ímportance, beyond theoretical con-

sideratíons, T¡ras the presence of a struggle within the CPSU between

the CPC.

(Calcutta:

The Communist Party of China wil
The Kuomintang will be referred

I be referred to as
Lo as the IGIT.
Revolution in China

31.
32.
33.

34.
35.

M. N. Roy Revolution and Counter
Renaissance Publishers, L946) P. 538n
Imprecor VII, January 27, L927, P. 174
See page 9
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the Left Opposítion led by Trotski and the dominanË faction led by

St.alin. The Left Opposítion supported the position that communist

partÍes should not work r¡ith bourgeois movements, while the majority

supported the position that there should be such co-operation. The

consideration of the struggle within the CPSU is exLremely imporlant

in discussing Comintern policy and faction buí1ding. Often factions

are builÈ as a result of competing analyses of strategy and tactics

within the CPSU. Thus, one faction of a Communist ParËy will supporË

one analysis from one facËion of the Russian Party, while a second

faction will support a competing analysis.

Trotski and the Left Opposition belíeved that the next Chinese

movemenL would be peasant and proletarian in naLure. If Ehis was the

case, they argued, then these events should be prepared for immediately.

The dominant group ín the CPSU felt that the cPC hTas too weak to risk

rupture with the lef t wing of the KMT in L927. Such a polícy r.rould

even alienate some of the CPCrs present supporÈers, especially the

left wíng of the KMT. In effect, Trotski was challenging stalinrs

interpretaËion of Marxist-Leninist doctrine. In all of this Royrs

position became impossible as his analysis closely paralleled Trotskirs.

After the Seventh Plenum Roy was sent to China by the Comintern. This

move seems calculated to remove him from the Indian scene on Ëhe one

hand, and to place him squarely in the middle of the Chínese situation,

a situatíon in which he would lose all credibiliËy when the CPC split

from the KMT and Trotski l^7as purged from the CPSU. In these circum-

sEances Royrs position would be equated with Trotskirs and both would

be blamed for the events ín China,

llhile Roy was in China the CPGB took advantage of hís absence to
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hold a Congress of Oppressed Nationalities in Brussels. This Congress

was attended by, among others, three moderate Tndian trade-unionists

whose ideas \^rere known to differ from Royts. The CPGB was now consol-

ídating the CPSU policy posiËion in IndÍa.

Roy returned to Moscow in August of 1927 at the height of the

struggle beEween Trotski and Stalin. In July, when Trotski and

Zinoviev rnrere purged from the CPSU, Royrs position became critical.

trrlith Trotski ts position defeated Royrs position was also def eated.

After leaving Moscow Roy published an article enÈitled rrThe Lessons
36

of the Chinese Revolutíonrr in which he drew conclusÍons for the Indian

scene. In this article he stated that the bourgeoisie in colonial areas

rnTere counËer-revoluËionary and that the only successful revolution must

be agrarian in nature. In his estimation, only a working class with

itts own independent party (Communist) could make a successful

revo lutÍon.

Irrhile events in China seemed to vindicate Royrs posiËion, such

vindicaËion was not forthcomíng due to the power struggle in the CPSU.

These events indicate the degree to which Comintern policy had come to

hinge on the needs, external and internal, of the CPSU rather than the

objecÈive circumstances of coloníal natíons. Subjugation of the pol-

icies of colonial Communist Parties to the needs of the CPSU has been

a major cause of faction building in Communist Parties.

In March of. L928, with the reversal in China and the Trotski Oppo-

sition safely out of the way, Ehe Comint.ern opened up the question of

36. It
and
L932

is interesting to note
Trotskits Problems of

the similarity between
the Chinese Revolution

this article
published in
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the bourgeoisie by the publication of an artícle in Tmprecor by Eugene
37

Varga. Yarga claimed that British policy in India in recent years

vras geared to slowing down Indian industrialization. The Indian bour-

geoisÍe objected to this action, but did so by tryíng to improve their

position in Ëhe Empire. In so doíng they gave up t.heir revolutionary

role. Vargats article signals the beginning of a shift in Comintern

policy.

The Varga article and Ëhe position it posited came into conflict

with Èhe April-March 1928 meeting of the Cominternrs Indían Commission.

Dutt had stated in June that Britísh polÍcy was aimed at securing
38

fr...industriaLízaLion under British control". Dutt felt that the

important question Ín Tndia was the disposition towards Congress. He

had specifically stated that the role of Èhe bourgeoisie lvas not yeË

over. It was the rr...task of the maSS movement to exploit to t.he max-
39

imum the opportunities presenLed by bourgeois resistence...tt before

t,he bourgeoisie turned counLer-revolutionary. In their 508 page report,

which served as the basis of the Sixth lüorld Congress, the Comintern

contradicted Dutt. The report stated that the Indian petty-bourgeoisie

hras unreliable and that the big bourgeoisie would dominate it in an

effort to conËrol the masses. The weak point of the trrIPP, the report

claimed, was that it acted like a left wing of the Congress, not an

independent party. It cautioned against the trriPP becoming a substitute

for the CPI, and indicaËed that the Comintern would soon withdrar^r

support from the trIPP.

37 . Eugene Varga \^ras a CPSU economist
38. R. Palme Dutt ttNotes of the Monthtt,

Britain June 1928, P. 326
39. R. Palme Dutt trNotes of the Monthrt,

Labour Monthly X GreaË

P.335
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Unlíke earlÍer Congresses, the Sixth trrlorld Congress (.luly 17 -

1 Septembe r, 1928) was \^re 11 repre sented by Indian de legate s . The se

delegaLes eifher lacked a mandate or had a mandate from different

sections of the tr'iPP, thus there vlas much confusion over credentíals.

ThÍs confusion reflected the situation of confusion wíthin Lhe Party

in India. None of the delegates had a CPI mandate.

During the Congress Bukharian set forth the Russian position

during the debate on the Colonial Question. He made it clear that the

bourgeoisie would not play a revolutionary role for any length of time.
¿+O

The main report was delívered by OLto Vilhelm Kuusiner. He put forth

a three class strategy and refuted Vargars argument. He claimed that

the big bourgeoisie was rrNational reformistrr while the urban petty-

bourgeoisie and the intellegencia had a role to play only in the trnat-

ional movementrr. He also criticÍzed the trrIPP as drifting away from the

communists and losing contact with the masses. Kuusinerrs report

caught the CPGB off guard and they resisted ít Ëhroughout. Dutt claimed

that the llPPts main feature was:

...that they are forming an independent route through which
communists are finding their way to the masses. 4L

Moreover, he claimed that the communists could still use the bour-

geoisie towards developing mass revolution. The Tndian delegation

split over the analysis of the Comintern and that of the CPGB. Fact-

ionalism is often fostered by differing analyses which result from a

change in policy and acceptance of that policy by all parties. In

Èhis case the CPGB, formally in step with ComÍntern policy, was still

40. Kuusiner was the main
during this and latter

4L, OverstreeL and Windmil

interpreter of
Congresses.
ler Communism

Lhe colonial situation

in India. P. 115
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espousing the old policy while the Comintern itself had changed policy.

The New Colonial Thesis was true to Russian needs and reflected

Russian experience in China. The CPSU was forced by the reversal in

China to re-evaluate its Colonial Strategy in light of the failure in

China and the need to support revolutionary movements abroad. At the

same Ëime the leadership now felt secure in doing this since the chall-

enge to itls legitimacy v/as no\¡I Past. The new Thesis called f.or a

three class straLegy based on the assumption that the Indian revolution

was in an agrarían phase. The declining bourgeois nationalism allowed

Ëhe British to hinder industrializaLion, while the poor peasantry and

petËy-bourgeoisie were allies of the proletariaL rt...under the influence
42

of active revolutionary forcesrt. Tactically, any bloc with the bour-

geoisie \,ras to be rejected, although temporary agreement or union was

permitted in anti-imperialist demonstrations. Lines between communÍsts

and petty-bourgeoisíe were to be clearly drawn. At all other t.imes Ëhe

bourgeoisie (Congress) was to be críticized. OrganizaEionally, the

trrlppts T¡rere to be dropped since communists could not build on the fusion

of two classes. As a first task a single, illegal CPI was to be estab-

lished. The Fifth Congress directive for European Conrnunist Parties to

pay atËention to building up colonial Communist Parties \^las stressed.

Between 1928 and 1933 conflicting advice and ambivalence strangled

the Tndian Communist movement. In large part the conflicting advice

came from the CPSU, the Comintern, the CPGB, M.N. Roy and the CPC. The

CPSU and Comintern followed the same line, especially as Stalin com-

pleted the consolidation of his povier in the International. The CPGB

42. Overstreet and ltrindmiller Communism in India' P. 119
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r^ras still giving advice on the basis of the 1920-27 ComÍntern policy.

Royts advice \^/as a conflicting and contradictory mixture of all app-

roaches, while the CPC st.art.ed gíving advice on the basis of itrs post-

1927 experience.

During 1928 the CPI had put a great deal of work into the llPPrs,

holding the first trtiPP conference 2l-24 December. The conference called

for strengÈhening the organLzation, calling itself rr...the only organi-

zation which has a correct polícy and can unite and lead a1l the mass
43

revolutionary forces ín the countryrt. The existence of Lhe party,

not to mentíon itts prograrnme, contradicted the Sixth Congressr deci-

sions. One CPGB member argues Lhat this contradictíon was a result of

Ëhe Comint.ernts bureaucracy refusing to seriously accept the new line

of the Sixth Congress.

Indian communists may have failed to heed Moscowts directives due

to the realization of divisions within the Comintern over Ehe strategy

and tactics of the new line. They may have also been aware of the

sLruggle in the CPSU between Stalin and Ëhe right opposition, a struggle

which contínued for six months. Moreover, the success of the llPP in

India and Ëhe encouragement of the CPGB helped support the continued

exisËence of the I,'PP. One CPGB member has commented:

This (the WPP) is a two class parÈy... As a form of organi-
zation Ít was expressly condemned in lhe Colonial Thesis of
the Sixth Congress of the Communist International...
But this trrlorkerrs and Peasantts Congress, the speeches at
it, and its decisions, its resolutions all give an unmis-
takable feeling of a real conscious mass movement for the
first time in India, a reaL proletarian awakening. 44

43.

44.

trThe Politíca1
Peasant I s Party
March, L929, p.
R. Page Arnot

Situation in fndia: Thesís of
of Tndiart. I.abour _M_onthly XT,
345

How BríLain Rules India (London:

the trrlorkerts and
( Great Brítain) ,
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0n December 27-29 the I^iPP leaders reconstituted themselves as Ehe

CPI and met in Calcutta Ëo discuss the new Comintern line. They decided

to seek formal affiliation with the CominLern, but decided to accept the
4s

new Thesis only as a rr...basis f or workt?.

changed to fit TndÍan conditions.

The CPI met again in March of L929 in Bombay. ltrhile the CPI was

recognízed as the basis of a1l cormnunist work, the hiPP would continue

Ëo exist. As a measure of the ParËyrs ambivalence the first item on

the agenda for the Partyrs next meeting wasrrThe Danger of Having a

tr'IPP", Often factíons are built as a result of direct.ives from the

fnternatíonal which call for a ne\^r course of action, a course of acËÍon

whÍch will undo successful activities of the domestÍc party. Príor

t.o the next Party meeting, however, the government of Tndia liquidated

the IriPP through mass arrests which led to the Meerut Conspiracy Trials.

Between 3-19 July L929 the Comintern held its Tenth Plenum. By

this time Stalin had consolidated his position over the right oppo-

sitÍon. Kuusinen, speaking on India, described party weakness as due

to the lack of a ".,.firmly enough established't party. He attacked the

class basis of the i{PP and críticized the lack of work amongst the pea-

sanËry. By January the new line was clearly sLated in an Open Letter

from the Young Communist International in Imprecor:

The new Thesis would be

The National Congress...actually reLards the revolution-
ary movement...Tt has long ago betrayed the masses of the
fndian people and cannot lead this struggle against. British
imperialism... Sever your contact with the National Congress
and with the League of Independence (Tndependence fbr India
League)...disclose their falseness and treachery. Show
them up for what t.hey are, as assistants of British imper-

Meerut Sessions Judgement, P. 23445.
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your ranks. 46

This directive called fot a

and íts leaders.
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traitors, the phrasemongers, out of

fulL scale attack on t.he National Congress

This new line was pursued until May of L932. The new line claimed

thaL Nehru, Gandhi and Congress had been rejected by the masses. All

efforts were to be bent towards forming a strongr illegal CPI. This

line was st.rongly coloured by the failure in China. So rigid was

SËalints analysis that little allor¿ance was made for different political,

economic and social conditions. Imprecor now claimed:

The fndian NaLional Party under the direction of Gandhi
is just like the Kuomintang of China. 47

The CPI now conformed with the new line in their Draft Platform which

appeared in the December 1930 issue of Imprecor.

Even though the Comintern line was now clear, factionalism still

continued to build Ín the CPI. The old guard of the party in the

Meerut prison reaLízed that the ultra-leftist policy would wreck any

gains which Lhe Party had made. Outside the prison, Party leaders were

a mixËure of moderates and radicals. As a result, the Bombay movement

of the Party split. The ParËyrs old guard now called on the ComÍntern

to publish an Open Letter analysing the Partyrs mistakes and arbitra-

ting the differences betr^7een the two Bombay factions. An ttOpen Letter

to T.ndian Communistsrt appeared in the June 1932 issue of Imprecor. The

letter attacked the CPI for following the Cominternts advice, but at

the same time the Party r¡ras Ínstructed to follow many different paths

46.
47.

Overstreet and llindmiller Communism in India P. 140
rrsolidarity with the hiorkíng Masses of Indiafr Imprecor-4t

(.ruly 31, 1930) P. 666
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aL once. While stating that the C?I should isolate the Congress and

other left reformers, the party was also told not to stand't...aside
4B

from the mass movement of people against BriLish imperialismrt. The

cont.radictory advice of the Comintern reflected the different positions

of the people wíthin the International. The ultra-left policy of the

InËernaËional Ì¡ias reaping a negative return throughout Europe and Asia,

but no decision had been made to change the policy at Ëhis time.

By June 1933 the Meerut prisoners had starËed to be released. Tn

November Ëhey met in Calcutta to form the nucleus of the 'tprovisional

Central Committee of the CPIlr.

In November a second Open Letter from the Central Commit.tee of the

CPC appeared in Imprecor. Organizationally it followed the thoughts of

the first leLter. The critical difference is that the second letter

showed a tempering of the ultra-leftist policy. The CPI was criticized

for being sectarían, and told that the struggle agaínst lefE reformers

díd noË mean refusal to work in reformíst Lrade-unions, or even join

Ëhe Red and mass national reformist unions. The advice of the Lwo Open

Letters ís a reflection of the degree lo which the lndian Party had be-

come subject to the direction of the InternaËíonal. Due to conflicting

advice Èhe CPT wandered aÍmlessly for four years.

Comínrern policy from L927 - f933 took a radical turn to the left.

This turn had at its base events within the CPSU. To a degree, many

communist.s throughout the world had become disillusioned by the moderate

tone of Comintern policy in the period f.rom T920-27. The Comintern used

Ëhis disillusionment to help produce the radical swing to the left.

48. rrOpen Letter to the Tndian
(June l, L932) P. 347
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Behind the swing to the 1eft, however, was a struggle within the CPSU

between Stalin and the Right Opposition, a struggle which went on from

L928-29. Once again foreign Communist ParEies could look to two diff-

erent sources for guidance within the CPSU, Stalin on the one hand and

Bukharin on the other. As Stalin consolídated his position, policies

which were applied in Russia were applied, by directive, ín other coun-

tries. One sees parallels between the Russian policy of non-co-operation

between the communists and private t.raders translated internatíonally

into non-co-operation between conìmunists and oËher parties. In essence,

the Comintern vras becoming an adjunct of Russian foreign policy rather

Èhat an LnternationaI.

That automatic transmission of every movement and reflex
from the Russian to all the other parties constituted the
main and Ëhe most bízarre anomaly in Ëhe life of the Com-
intern, an anomaly which became the norm. It was because
of this that an air of unreality hung over so much of the
Comintern!s activity. 49

In December of 1927 Stalin, who earlier had sËated that Capitalism

and Socialism had reached a balance which would lead to peaceful co-

existence for fifteen or tI^Ienty years, nor^r stated that the period of

peaceful co-existence r^7as past. This analysis was replaced with pred-

ictions of imperialist attack and intervention against. Russia. This

thesis I^Ias accepted at the Síxth Congress of the Comintern.

The Sixth Congress foresaw economic crisis in capitalist countries.

This would be accompanied by revolutionary upheavals, and in the trrrest

the final offensive against capit.alism would take place. As a result

of thís, left nationalist. partíes, former al1ies, \^rere now seen as the

most dangerous enemies of all. It. was on this kind of analysis lhat

49. Isaac Deutscher Stalin (Penguin Books: Míddlesex, 1966 ) P. 398
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the Comintern pushed the ultra-lefList policies in countries like IndÍa.

At the same time, the sudden and drastic switch in policy caused con-

fusion in foreign parties and indeed in the Comintern itself.

Stalinfs analysis of world events, however, seems to have been con-

tradÍctory. I^Ihile predicting massíve revoluLionary outbreaks on the one

hand, he redoubled his faÍth in rrsocialism in one countryrr, a faiEh based

on the assumption that Russia would be isolated for a considerable time

in the future. This belief was predicated on the assumption that the

main political enemies of the U.S.S.R. were the victors of trrlorld trriar 1,

especially France. Throughout the L927-33 period Russían policy backed

Germany rather than the former ltrorld üiar I allies. ThÍs allowed Russia,

to a degree, to overcome the boycott imposed on her by Europe and to

recover economically in the 1920!s.

The backing of Germany had a second source of logic behind it.

This was to prevent Entente between Germany and her former enemies, an

Entente which would threaten the U.S.S.R. In one respect Stalin was

buying time, time before Russia would have to enter the next war, a war

which he r¿as convinced \^ras on the way. The longer Russia could be an

observer of such a war, the stronger she would be when she had to enter

iË.

The years between L920-1933 witnessed a large degree of fact.ional-

ism in Lhe CPI. One main type of factionalísm grew dÍrectly out of the

subjugatÍon of the policies of the International and various communisL

parties to the foreign policy and internal needs of the CPSU. In these

circumstances the CPI had to choose between following the needs of the

CPSU at the expense of t.he Indian domestic situation as it. related to

Ëhe Party, or following iEs own analysis of the Tndian situation at the
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risk of contradicting CPSU or International policy. fn t.hese circum-

stances the Parly constantly found itself torn between two worlds.

At other times factions of the CPI, or the enÈire party, found it

could follow a path predícated on it.s own analysis of the Indian scene,

by seeking doctrinal authority from one or another of the conflicting

Ínterpretations within the CPSU. This was especially true during the

period when the right and left opposÍtions I^/ere active in the CPSU. This

raises a basic question of what happens to the Communist movement when

there ís more than one centle of authority t.o which part.ies or Lheir

factions can appeal for doctrinal legitimacy. In this respect there is

an anology between internal conflict on fundamental policies wíthin the

CPSU and int.ernational expression of this in the form of differÍng

interpretations and analyses by communist parties or their factíons.

These problems come Lo the fore in full force wíth the opening of the

Sino-Soviet Rift.

This period also witnesses the evolution of the Comintern from an

International to a section of Russiats foreign policy machinery. As

Ëhis happened the InternaLional predicated its policies and ColonÍal

Theses to an ever greater degree on the U.S.S.Rrs needs rather than to

the híst.orícal stages of the countries in whích it was active. The

result vras conflicting analysis of the Indian situation, both within the

CPI and the CPSU and the fnternational. By the late L920ts the CPI had

lost the initiative in terms of analyzíng India and acting on that

analysis. i^Iith the setback in China on the one hand, and the consoli-

dation of Stalínrs power over both the right and left oppositions in

the CPSU, Stalin could afford to allor¡ the position of the bourgeoisie

t,o be re-examined. As a result of the fate of the CPC in L927 and of
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Stalints desire to defeat the right oppositÍon, the swing to the left

became a reality. This swing all but desËroyed the CPI. trrlith the Party

in ruins and with itts initíative lost in conflictÍng analyses of the

fndian situation, litt1e could be done but await direction from the

source of all authority, the C?SU. This direction came in 1935.
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CHAPTER ÏII

DEVELOPMENT OF THE C?I I933-1958

The CPT received the direction Ít needed in 1935 at the Seventh

Comintern Congress, This came in the form of abandonment, by the inter-

national movement, of ult.ra-leftism, in response to Èhe U.S.S.R.ts needs

in Lhe face of a rising fascist Germany. Colonial countries were dir-

ected to reassert antÍ-imperialÍst goals in an effort to pressure bour-

geois European governmenËs. Implied in this was a four class strategy

and collaboratíon with bourgeois nationalÍst movements.

The maÍn spokesman at the Congress I^¡as I^Iang Ming of the C?C. Ming

argued for the use of a united front from below and above. The CPf was

to strengthen itself by including four classes (working class, petty

bourgeoisie, peasantry and national bourgeoisie) whíle at the same tÍme

peneËrating the naLionalist movement and appealing directly to its rank

and file. Joint action wÍth some of the nationalist leadership had to

be maintained.

The Congresst resolutÍons were specifically in keeping wiËh Russiars

foreign policy needs. The signing of a non-aggression pact between

Germany and Poland in 1934 had made Russian leaders fearful of HÍtler.

SËa1ín wished Ëo free Russia from isolation and keep her out of war by

encouraging trrlesËern resistance to Germany. Comintern policy r¡/as novl

bent towards resisting the threat of fascism. This direcËive, known as

Ëhe Popular Front, \¡/as a complete reversal of former Comintern policy

and could not help but cause differences in Communist ParEies. The
50

generation of such differences became clear in the rrDutt-Bradley Thesisrr.

50. Dutt and Bradley were leading CPGB members. This t.hesis was the
CPGBts interpretation of the Seventh Congress Ëo Ëhe CPI.
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The CPI vras not represented at the Seventh Congress. As a result,

Ëhe CPGB acted for the CPI. Its first move I^Ias to try and unite Ëhe CPI
51

and the Congress Socialist Party (CSP) by meeting wíth that partyrs

leader, Minoo R. Masani. Masani agreed that a united socialist party

mÍght be created if the CPI first dissolved itself. Entrance into the

CSP would allow the CPI to work both from above and below since the CSP

vras part of Congress.

I^iith this fÍrst step out. of the way, the CPGB interpreted the new

policy to the CPI in the ttDutt-Bradley Thesisrr. The thesis claimed that

Congress had two wings, one of which \^Ias reactionary. It now claimed

that Congress was the united front of the fndian people in the natíonalisL

struggle.

The Natíonal Congress can play a great and foremost part in
the work of realLzing the Ant.i-ImperÍalíst Peoplers Front.
Tt is even possible that the National Congress' by further
transformation of its organizations and programme, may be-
come the form of realízatLon of the Anti-Imperialist Peoplers
Front; for it is the reality that matters, not the name. 52

By early 1936 the CSP had agreed to admiË communists as members by

individual application. The CPI did not act on this Ínvitation until

March, since, due to the drastic reversal in policy, the CPT did not

seriously believe the 'tthesisrt." The magnitude of dif ference between the

old and nel¡r lines led to factionalism and caused the Party t.o embrace

Ëhe new policy slowly. Factionalism in Communist Parties is often gen-

erated by sharp reversals in policy. Like all polítical organizations,

change occurs slowly, but due to the fact that Communist Parties have

51. The Congress Socialist Party,
will be referred to as the CSP.

52, R. Palme Dutt and Ben Bradley
Frontrt, fmprecor. XVI (February

a socialist bloc within Congress,

trThe Anti-Tmperialist People t s

29, 1936) P. 298
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their authority based in dogma, change occurs even more slowly since ne.ttl

policies must. be examined in light of the dogma before change is accepted.

In March P. C. Joshi, who was not idenËified with any of the fac-

tions, became general-secretary and ordered applicatÍon for CSP member-

ship. The result of these applicat.ions \^/as successful inf iltration of

Ëhe CSP. By the end of the year, communists had captured local CSP units.

In south Tndia Ehe csP joint secretary, E. M. S. Namboordidipad, had

become a communíst and placed the Kerala and Tamilnad organizatíons

under communÍst leadership. Simílar events took place in Andhra and Ín

the labour sections of BombaY.

In the next year the CSP and CPI entered into the Lucknow Agree-

The agreement r^7asment whereby the two parties would eventually merge.

never fulfilled due to the fact that Masani obtained

document explaining methods for capturing CSP uníts.

made the document public, the Party had been weakened

communÍsË takeover.

since Ëhe csP \,{as part of congress, the cPI had now gained access

to the larger bodyrs organization. This success had raised a basic

dílemma which \^ras Ínherent in Comintern policy. The Party had been

trying to unify the nationalist movement while at the same Lime Erying

to capt.ure it. Eventually it would have to sacrifice one or the other

of these thrusts favouring either a campaign against Congress I leader-

ship or a united Congress. fn this respect the CPI encountered the

same problems as its European counterparts in the Popular Front. By

their success the Popular Front had developed revolutionary potentía1,

especíally in France and Spain. In so doing, ít struck fear into the

middle classes whích in turn moved more to the right' In essence, iË

a confidential C?I

Although Ëhe CSP

due to careful
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increased the gap between the U.S.S.R. and the l,Iest rather than reducÍng

it. rtThus by a curíous dialectical process, the Popular Fronts defeated
53

their own purposefr. Decision for one road or the other vTould mean

alienation of that section of the Party which was following Ëhe course

to be abandoned. This, ín turn, called the leaderts authoríËy into

question and led to facLionalism. Such was the result when Èhe CPT

decided to support Congresst backing of Gandhits leadership at the

Tripuri session in 1939. As a result P. C. Joshi came under heavy

críticism from the partyts left faction. The necessity to choose be-

tT^reen contradictory goals ínherent in Cormnunist Party policy ofËen

leads Ëo factÍonal rifts.

The results of the Popular Front and the partitÍon of Czechoslovakia

put Russia in even greater danger. Russian leaders felt that the tr'Iest

was trying to unleash Germany upon her. This lead to an attempt at

agreemenL between the U.S.S.R. and Germany, culminating in the Nazi-

Soviet Pact of L939 - t4!. Russian leaders now felt that they were

safe, at least for the Ëíme being. It was expected that Poland would

resist Germany f.or a period of time long enough for the U.S.S.R. to

reduce the risk of a future German attack.

Reduced pressure on Russia allowed the CPT to again shift polícy'

policy became directed t,owards unÍting all anti-imperialisL classes,

and centered around the question of the CPTts relalíons with other

parties and fndiats role in the war.

In 1939 Congress decided, after much hesitation, to support the

war efforË. This caused several left parËies, which were allied with

53 Isaac Deutscher Stalin Pp. 4L4-415
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the Congress, to split off from the organizat.Íon. Indian particípation

in the \^7ar soon became a fait accomplis when, on 3 September, the Více-

roy declared India at \,var. Thís left the CPI with the choíce of con-

tinuing the from above allíance wit'h Congress, or criticizí-ng Congress

for vacillaËion. Between L939-t40 the CPI seemed to select the latter

alternative. Thus, while the Comintern stíl1 called for anti-war work

and increased ínfluence ín Congress, the CPI demanded that the war be

made into a revolution. In October the CPI Politbureau stated thaË the

task of the people was thetr...revolutionary utilízation of the war

crisis for the achievement of National Freedom".54 The resolution fur-

ther called for an intense antí-war movement, and was followed by an

Independence Manífesto in January. The Manífesto was a call to revo-

1utíon.

By 1940 the CPI had broken with all oËher parties of the left.

i{íth this break, and because of the lessened pressure on the U.S.S.R.

as a result of the Nazi-soviet Pact, Lhe CPIis policy sr¡¡ung to the left.

P. C. Joshi no\^r accused the Congress leadershíp of failing Ëo lead the

rrexplosive struggle?t in Indía. In March the CPI publíshed the I'Pro-

LeLarían Pathrt Statement demanding revolutionary use of the war crisís

and, as a first stepr "...a political general stríke in major industríestt

and rra country-wide no-rent and no-tax actionrt. This would lead to a

higher acLion whose maín features would be:

...sLorming of miliËary and police stations by ...natíonal
milÍta Ín rural as well as urban areas, desËrucËion of
Government ínstitutions, actual offensive againsË the
armed forces of the Government on the most extensive "."1..55

54. P. C. Joshi rrCommuníst Reply to Congress i^Iorkíng CommitËeets
Chargesr?, (Bombay: Peoplets Publishing House 1945) Pp. 35-39

55. P. C. Joshí rrUnmasked Parties and Politicsrt, quoted in SíÈa Ram

Goel Netají and the CPI (March 1940) Pp. 9-L4
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This was an attempt to displace the Congress as leaders of the popular

movemenL. The turn to the left resulted in mass CPI arrests and virtual

disintegraËion of the Party since it had not establíshed a sound under-

ground movement.

In turning to the left the CPI had deviaËed from the Cominternrs

policy considerably. The CPI was acting on what it believed to be the

objective condít.ions in India. The International, on the other hand,

ï^ras putting forth a mild policy dírected at buying more time for the

U.S.S.R. before she became involved in the war. In May the Comintern

published the CPTrs ttlndependence Day ManifesLorr abrídging it and leav-

ing out all indÍcations of impending revolution. The same issue carried

an article which further magnified CPI deviatíon from Ehe Comintern

1ine.

As Moscor^¡ came to feel more Secure due to the Nazi-Soviet Pact,

the Comintern line started to sound a more radical not.e on fndia. The

CPL was charged in June 1940 with desLroying the masses tt...illusions
56

of Gandhismrt. The Comintern line now was similar to the CPIts call

for changing the war into a revolution. Ilhile the party was to keep

unity with Congress, it was t.o try and neutralíze the bourgeoisie. The

enËire CPI swing to the 1efË was thus vindicated.

trIith Comintern backing, the CPI pressed Congress even further.

The Party claímed that Congress \^Ias sabotaging the national struggle.

This attack was so great that it ended by splitting Ëhe A1I India Student

Federation into tT¡/o groups. The positive reception by Indians of the

Questions on the l,Iork of Communist Parties in Conditions
Kommunistich" gki-_ Itltu tttg¡jotal, No. 6 , ( 1940 )

56. rtOn Some
of trrlartr.
Cited in

P. IL4
186tr^Iindmiller and Overstreet, Communism in India P.
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radical approach was due to the importance of the Hindu-Muslim question

and the lingustic staLes question. In many respects the CPf was ach-

ieving the same positive results as the Popular Front in Europe. Thus,

by March 1940 Muslíms called for an Índependent Muslim state. In so

doing they challenged the Congressr right to speak as representative of

all Indians.

Thus, throughout the first half of 1940 the CPI|s policy was

stable, but radical. This policy was based on the progression of events

in India. The rapid fall of France, however, caught the U.S.S.R. off

guard as Russian leaders had supposed that France would be a battle-

field for a considerable period of time. These events necessitated a

re-calculation of Comintern policy in light of Russiats more weakened

position. This re-calculation \^7as complete when Germany invaded Russia.

The new aim of policy was Ehe defence of the motherland. In July and

August Labour Monthly spelled out the new line. trrÏar could not be made

into revolution mechanically:

Every act of the ProleEarian struggle \^ras to be subordinated
to the supreme end of procuring victory of the U.S.S.R.,
which would mean a giant stride forward of the peoplers
cause in every country. 57

The role of Indian communists was specifically spelled out in

September. The CPI Inlas Ëo support Britain as long as she and Russia

fought on the same side. Dutt of the CPGB told the CPI to support. the

war effort unconditionally.

The rapid changes in policy and events between 1939-r41 pulled

Ëhe CPI in Ëwo different directions and divided it Ínto two factions.

57. rrQuaestortr, 'rleading Lhe lrlorld AgaínsË Hitlertr, Lab9ur Monrhly,
XXIII (August L94L) Pp. 36L-362
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One direction was dictated by international evenÈs and demanded support

of the war effort. The second direction was dictated by the growing

radicalism of the domestic Indían sit.uation. These tTrro positions were

reflected in two camps r^Iíthin the CPI, the inner leadership of the Party

(most of whom were in jail), and a loose, disorganized group led by P. C.

Joshi, who were not in jail. These Ë\^Io groups were considering polÍcy

completely índependent of each other. The results of their considera-

tions produced tvro separaLe and antithetical sets of polícies.

The inner leadership took Ëhe position that Tndia must support

Britain in the war effort. They raised the slogan lrPeoplefs trnlartt.

Communications from the CPGB and CPSU confÍrmed the correctness of this

line. The faction outside of prison sided with prevailing national

feelings, and put forth the position that their purpose, victory of the

people over Ëhe old order in India, was larger than víctory to the U.S.S.R.

Thus, they still called for the In/ar to be transformed into a revolution.

The faction ín prison was attacked for rt...following on imperialist

po1icy...tr and rr...echoing the imperialist 1in"".58

and December the faction outside of prison learned of the conflicting

party policy and that Ëhe InLernatíonal supporËed the 'tpeoplers vlarrt

polícy. This instance of facËionalism points up the tension which

Communist Parties run into when trying to lead domestíc events and

international event.s at the same time.

The ttpeoplers vrarrt policy helped to make the CPI legal again, which

improved the Partyts position. Legality of the party was all the more

effective since many other parties, íncluding Congress, were declared

Between November

58. OversËreet and trrlindmiller Communism in India P. 196
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illegal and their leaders imprisoned. Throughout the war party policy

was consistent, having two main directions. The first was the rî{ational

Unity Campaign" which sought to unite the Muslim League and the Congress

by getting the latter to make politÍcal concessions to Lhe former, whÍ1e

calling on Britain to re-legalize the Congress. The second direction

was the 'rProduction Campaignrtwhich sought to encourage and throw all

production behind the war effort. InteresÈíngly, both of these campaigns

hrere costly to the CPI since Congress opposed the war as well as the idea

of a separate Muslim state. Moreover, losses of Congress support $Iere

not balanced by gains in the League. Many Indians came to feel that

the CPI was collaborating wiËh Britaín against Tndia. The result of

this was that, with the end of the war, the CPT had lost popular support

and was expelled from the Congress.

After World lJar II the CPI rnras directed back to its pre-v/ar policy,

buË little other guidance was gÍven. The Russian disposition towards

India Ì47as r'.Iell summed up by A. Dyakov, a Russian analyst:

The social and political activity of the masses in India
remains at a very low level, and their degree of organiz-
ation is considerably inferior to that observed in democra-
tic countries. ThÍs being so: a political party like the
National Congress, embracÍng comparatívely limited circles,
is in a position to formulate in its progranme a number of
propositions whÍch have Ehe support of consÍderably broader
sections of the population. 59

lJithout international guidance the CPI entered into its first

eleclion with a platform which indicated factional differences within

the party. The CPT sought a united front from below pursuing a moderate

anti-imperialist strategy. There was to be a united struggle agaínst

the BritÍsh, but co-operaËíon with all bourgeois elements. Thus, only

59. A. Dyakov, 'rlndia Af te
P. 11

r the trrlarrr, New Times, (January 15, L946)
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Ehe bíg bourgeoisie were sÍng1ed out for attack. The party was split

as to support of thÍs position. Radicals, 1Íke Ranadive and Adhikari,

ïrere uneasy with the partyts position. By December of L945 artI,eft

opposítonrr had appeared under the leadership of Ajoy Ghosh, Ranadive

and Adhikari. As the electíon progressed, the partyls position became

more militant on issues of regionalism and anti-imperialism and a

separate Muslim state.

Thís position changed significantly in March when R. Palme Dutt of

the CPGB arrived in India. Dutt advised the CPI to remaín neutral on

the issue of a separate Muslim state. He further urged the party to

stand for unity. In sum, the entire election position \^/as disguarded.

Íiith the failure of the British Cabinet Mission in May 1946, however,

Duttfs analysis of Ëhe Indian rniddle class changed. He now sar¡r a t'pop-

ular upsurgerramong the Indían masses. He passed this analysís on to

the CPI at. the Central Committ,ee meeting of July in Bombay. Here Dutt

backed the rrleft oppositionlt. The resolution of the Central Committee

rnras a mixture of the moderate positíon of Joshi and the radical posit.ion

of the ttleft oppositionrt faction. The resolution was friendly towards,

but attacked both, the League and Congress. ft called for I'bold and

militanttr action by workers and a wider, stronger peasant movement.

The CPI was to rt...come forward as the organízer of this new phase of
60

the Indian revolution and lead it t.o victory." Thus, while the reso-

lution called for capturing leadership in a revolutionary stage, it also

qualified this approach by calling for influencing, raLher than sweeping

aside, the bourgeoisie. In essence, the document hlas a stalemate bet-

60. Overstreet and lüindmiller Communism in India P. 243
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\^/een the partyrs two wings, although the left had gained in strength.

The effect of the Central Committee resolution \¡ras a loss of con-

trol by the central CPI of its local uníts. While the central organi-

zation followed a moderate course, local units attacked the government

and sponsored rioting in many areas. In the state of Hyderabad, guer-

ril1a warfare brolce out in the Nalgonda and !üarangal districts (Telengana).

The mo,lerate approach of P. C. Joshi prevailed until June 1947 as a

result of the failure of both the CPGB and the CPSU to give the party

guidance.

Signs in Russia indicated that a major change in policy was coming.

In May 1947 Russian economists met to discuss the Ídeas of Eugene Varga.

Varga had argued that colonial countries were becoming less dependent

on their imperial masters, and that sorne of these countries had actually

reversed the dependency. India, he felt, was an example of this trend.

This position caused drastic reaction in Moscow. The Russian airalysts,

Dyakov and Zhukov, took issue with thÍs interpretation. fn terms of

India, they claimed that Congress had becoine reactionary. The Congress

represented, according to Zirukov, the big bourgeoisie. Congress had

given int.o ihe British as a resull of its fears of the masses, settling

for partial independence and a share in the economic and military control

of the sub-cont.inent. Zhukov proposed an anti-imperialíst strategy

against feudalism, mor¡opoly capítalism and imperialísm. This would

require an attack on Nehru and Congress with a united front from below

directed at the petty and middle bourgeoisÍe. Clearly, Lhe ideas of

Dyakov and Zhukov reflected emerging CPSU Cold hlar policies, The aím

was enlistment of Cold trriar support by an attack on the Indian Governmenl.

The central question of the bourgeoisie remained unsettled. Two
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different opinions on this question were offered in June 1947 at the

Academy of Sciences. One was the opÍnion of Zhukov, the other the

opiníons of Dyakov and Balabushevich. The latter two felt that the

Lndían GovernmenË represented both the middle and big bourgeoisie.

Thus, the middle bourgeoisie was also reactíonary. They offered a

Èhree class strategy againsE capitalism, rather than Zhukovts four class

strategy. Theirs \^Ias a call for a radical programme leading to

revolution.

Tnterestinglyr while it was no\^I agreed that Tndia r¡Ias at a higher

stage of revolution, no appeal was made to the Stalinist formula used

in China where an agrarian revolution was the higher stage. Debate

between Russian experts probably centered on the theory of rrpeoplers
6L

democracyrr.

The theory of rrpeoplers democracyrr had grown out of the East Euro-

pean situation and the need t.o tolerate bourgeois parties temporarily.

ft was a transitional state form with neither a proletarian nor a

bourgeois government. This form used bourgeois democratic machinery

with the int.erests of an alliance of the \^/orkers and peasants. It was

directed against foreign capital (imperialism), big business (monopoly

capitalism), and bíg landlords (feudalism), its es,sence \"ras anti-

imperialist.

In mid-1947 this Ëheory was under heavy attack by the Yugoslav
62

Communist Party (YCP), which called for the more militant position

of combining the bourgeois and socialíst revoluLions. Policy towards

6L. Balabushevich had in fact cited
the aim of fndian Communism!

62. The Yugoslav Communist ?arty wi

the term rtpeople I s democracyrt as

Ll be referred to as the YCP.
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Èhe enlire bourgeois class should have been more drastic, accordÍng to

the YCP, smashing bourgeois democratic machinery and replacing it with

soviet democratic machinery. In applying this position t.o colonial

countries, Ëhe YCP was demanding an end t.o Russian temporising. The

posítions of the three major Russian theoriticians reflected the diff-

erences between the Russian and Yugoslav parties, with Dyakov and Bal-

abushevich giving the YCP formula mÍnus a call for víolent revolution,

and Zhukov gíving the Russian position. Thus, the Indian and rrpeople rs

democracyrt debates r^7ere completely linked.

The Central CommÍttee of the CPI met in Bombay during the debates

in Russia, declaríng the Mountbattên Plan a step forward and giving

support to the Nehru Government. Clearly, this position was antithetÍcal

to current CPSU thinking. The position reflected genuine inputs from

the Indian situation and, as a result, carried the CPI radicals. The

party v/as unar^rare of the impending shift in CPSU thinking and continued

to back the GovernmenË of Lndia.

The Central Committee positíon \nras not one which brought support

from the entire CPT. Shortly after independence, the partyrs left wing

started to assert itself. Radical artícles by RanadÍve were reinforced

by articles by the YCP. Party vertans were displeased with Joshirs

moderate line and blamed it for the difficulties which they were exper-

iencing in mass activitíes. These tensions were increased by the success

which radical approaches had yielded in Telengana.

Reports from the Ínitial Cominform meeEing in Poland in SepLember

1947 gave the first indication of a shift ín the internaLional line.

Speeches by Zhdanov gave support t.o the CPI left. In his main address

he claimed thaÈ the crisís in the colonial system was inËensifying due
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to increasing weakness in the imperial

he claÍmed, were trying to keep India

and economically, Kardelj, of the YCP,

calling for an al1-out anti-capitalist

democratic and socialist revolutions.

ist. states. The imperialists,

and China in bondage polÍtically

took this reasoning further,

strategy and merging of the

The radicals ín the CPI took these reports as sanction for their

posítion. Tn December L947 Ehe Central Committee met and the radicals

challenged Joshirs leadershíp. As a resulË, Ranadive secured a majorÍty

for a new line and displaced Joshi as party leader. This change in

leadership is an example of a successful challenge in which a faction

uses the sancEion of another Communist Party to capture the leadership

of its oÌ,rn party. The ner^I Central Committee resolution complet.ely

reversed Joshírs moderate line. Nehru was described as subservient to

the tr. . .Anglo-Amerícan Camprt, using Zhdanovr s Cold I¡Iar classíf ication

of the world divided into two camps. The resolution called for a unity

of workers and peasants to unseat the bourgeois leadership. An anti-

impería1ist. focus \^Ias novr ín full swing.

The Russians had never settled the question of the disposítion

Ëowards the bourgeoisie. They had put forth two possibilÍties, one that

Ëhe entire bourgeoisie was reactionary, and the other that only the big

bourgeoisie was reacLionary. The result of thís was ambivalence and

failure of the CPSU to give guidance to the CPI.

On 28 December 1948 the CPI held its Second ParEy Congress. Ranadive

used this Congress to purge the party of Joshits supporters and to

educate the members in the antÍ-capitalist sËrategy of the YCPrsrrpeo-

plets democracyrr. A from below Lactic \^/as put forth and the entire

bourgoisie seen as reactionary. Bhowani Sen, leader of the Telengana
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movement, gave the speech on tactics. He called for a revised nation-

alities policy in which workers and allies would accomplish self-

determination. Revolution r^7as needed throughout the country:

The real solution to the question is on the field of batËIe
...that is Ehe way thaË the victorious people must march
to f reedom and real democracy...\^7e must be proud to say that
here at last is Ëhe force that will achieve Indian Liber-
aËion. 63

Thus the party sËarËed out on a radical approach based on the Yugoslav

line, an approach which would plunge it into a crisís unequalled in

its history.

llhen Ranadive purged Joshits followers he all but washed the party

of its chief organízalíonal people. Additionally, his personalíLy and

approach \^/ere so authoritarÍan that he alienated the Politbureau mem-

bers causing considerable internal opposition. Rather than revoluÈion,

the partyrs general pattern \^Ias n...not that of a planned and co-

ordÍnated revoluÈionary campaign, but rather of unorganized and sporadic
64

outbursts of desperate violencerr.

I,lhile the CPI went off in this direction, the CPSU was dropping

the Yugoslav position as the basis for Cominform action. By June L948,

Yugoslavia was formally expelled from the Cominform. This action

effectively ended Yugoslav guidance of the Indian communist movement.

Russian auËhorities nor^r sounded a cautious note on fndia calling for

a rtDemocratic Fronttt. This meant the development of a mass organízation.

Ln June Dyakov stated that India \^7as far from a revoluEÍon. Other

Russian authoriËies ignored the middle bourgeoisie stating that Èhe

bÍg bourgeoisie \,Ias reactionarY.

63. rtAccounË of proceedings of the CPIts Second Congress.?r People_l s

Age, Supplement Vf, (March 21, i948) P. 3.
64. OversËreet and trrlindmiller Communism in India, P. 280
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In October 1948 Dyakov reversed his position on nationalities and

on the bourgeoisie in The It'tdian Uttiott .Arrd PakisL

Of India and clarified the Russian position. National groups intended

to dominate the Indian market along with the British in order to prevent

the rise of rival groups. A small group controlled the government and

suppressed the revolutíon, workers, peasants, petty bourgeoisie and

weaker bourgeoisíe of other naEionalities. He was suggesting that

various provincial bourgeoisies could be counted as allies in the re-

volutionary movement. Tactícally, these bourgeoisies were progressive

and the CPI should collaborate with them. The Russians sanctioned the

promotion of subnalional partícularism against Congress. The only cri-

ticism of these ideas came from Zhukov who criticízed the lack of atten-

tion paid to the agrarian aspects of the Indian revolution.

The first opposition to Ranadive was a result of his manipulation

of the party machinery to secure an amendment granting wide por^lers to

Ëhe central committee. By the amendment the central commitlee could

rr...reconstiËute itself and other committees and fractions and frame new
6s

rulesrt. This Ranadive used as a hreapon against dissent and lovrer part.y

conrnittees.

Two different groups opposed Ranadivers poliËical line, the Bombay

Trade Union Leaders and the South India agrarian leaders. Ajoy Ghosh,

a union leader, protested that the idea of revolution in six months was

impossible. S. A. Dange, anoLher trade union leader, found Ranadive

trying to expell him from his base in Bombay, but successfully resisted.

Trade union leaders feIt. that premature violence would destroy the

65. Constitutiol gf the Communist Party of_ India, (Bombay; Communist.
Party of India, 1948), P. 13
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organízaluions they had built.

Although successfuL agrarian revolution had taken place in Telen-

ganars Nalgonda and Warangal districts, this was not immediately ex-

portable Lo ot.her provinces such as Andhra. The Andhra communists

drew on a theoretical argument against Ranadive taken from Mao Tse-

tung. In June 1948 Andhra communists called Maors rtne\^I democracyrt the

rrguidance to fndia't. They proposed that the entire peasantry be uniËed

under the workers f or trguerrilla ülarf arett:

the rniddle peasant is a firm ally in the revolutíon and
participates in the revolution. The rich peasant who has
no feudal tails can be neutralized as a class but in areas
like Telengana and Rayalaseema, where feudalism is very
strong, it ís even possible to get sections of the rich
peasantry in the struggle! (though vacillating). 66

Thus:

Our revolutíon in many respects differs from the classical
Russian Revolution; and is to a great extent similar to that
of the Chínese Revolut.ion. The perspective is likely not
that of general strikes and general rising leading to the
liberation of Ehe rural side; but the dogged resistance and
prolonged civil war in the form of an agrarian revoluÈion
culminating in the capture of political por¡7er by a democra-
tic front. 67

The Andhra communists combined the CPIrs nationalist policy with Maoist

antí-imperialisL sÈrategy and Maoist agtarian revolutionary tactic.

in Communist in an attempt to counter

this opposition. fn Ëhe final article he siËed the main points of his

Ranadive had less success

to the rising prestige of that

June and July he l¡lrote articles

66. Itstruggle f or People I s

of Strategy and Tacticsil
67 . 'tStruggle f or People I s

of Strategy and Tacticsrt

countering the Andhra dissenters due

factionts Ídeas. In January, February,

Democracy and Socíalism -
, COMMUNIST Tf, June-July
Democracy and Socialísm -

Some Questions
L949, P.7L
Some Questions
L949, P.83, çq0{JNrÞT 4, June-July
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thinking and found the Russian Revolution totally valíd for India. He

specificalty attacked the Andhra secretariat0s ideas calling their

four class strategy revisionism. He claimed that this secretariat did

not see the rich peasant as an enemy because the secretariat. itself
68

was mainly tt...rural intellectuals, sons of rich and middle peasantsrt.

Finally, the article directly attacked Mao tse-tung. This attack,

ironically, came on t.he eve of the CPCts victory. The attack may have

been prompted by the knowledge, on Ranadivefs part, of símilar attacks

in Russia, but this is not known definitety. The importance of the

dispute between the factions is easily seen in Ranadivets conlcuding

remarks on Mao:

Firstly, vre must state emphaLically that the Communist Party
of India has accepted Marx, Engles, Lenin and stalin as the
authoritative sources of Marxism. It has not discovered nernl

sources of Marxism beyond these. Nor for Lhe matter of that
is there any Communist Party which declares adherence to the
so-called theory of new democracy alleged to be propounded by
Mao and declares it to be a new addition to Marxism. Singu-
lar1y enough there r¡ras no reference to'this new addition to
Marxísm in the Conference of Nine ParLies in Europe (Cominform).

69

Ranadive I s policies of violence T¡/ere f ailing, the more they f ailed,

the more desperately he invoked the revolutionary call. He became so

desperate that he hailed the Telengana movement while, at the same time

criticizing ils policies. The Telengana movement was itself failing.

CPI oppositíon to Nehru forced the Telengana conmunists to back the

local governmentrs resistence to integration into the Lndian Union.

Thís was, however, t.he very governmenÊ against which the uprisings has

been focused! The Telengana conìmunists and their former enemy found

68.
69.

Wind¡nílIer and Overstreet,
ltrindmiller and Overstreet.,

Communism in India, P. 289
P. 29LCommunism in India,
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themselves fighting a guerrÍ11a war agaÍnst advancing federal troops

in September 1948. The Telengana resistance r¡ras crushed by the federal

troops and its communist sections fell into disrepute. The Andhra move-

ment also faí1ed, and Maoist tactics discredited ít. The Andhra party

was shattered by opposition factions within its own secretariat. Oddly

enough, as the Andhra movement fell apart, its ideas received inter-

national sanction.

I,lhite Ranadive was attacking Maors ideas, a June 1949 Russian

academicians meeting promulgated Leninrs anti-imperialist strategy and

Maors trnew democracyrr for all of Asia. Zhukov emphasized the simílar-

ities between the ChÍnese and East European Lheories as having the same

general laws of development. The Chinese regime had proven that it had

achieved the correct st.age of peoplets democracy as it applied to the

current Chinese situat.ion.

Tn the struggle for Peoplefs Democracy in the colonies and
semi-colonies are united not only the workers, the peasants,
the petty bourgeoisie, the intellegentsia, but even certain
sections of the middle bourgeoisie which is Ínterested in
saving itself from cut-throat foreign competÍtion and
imperialist oppression. 70

The Asian revolutÍon must be anti-Ímperialist since Asia was at a

lower stage of economic development than Eastern Europe.

Tact.ically, Zhukov sanctíoned violent revolution in Asia. Such

struggles as were in progress at the time he took as evídence of a

Ithigher stagetr of national liberation.

Balabushevich, in the main report on India, fully applied Chinese

strategy and tacËics to India. Certain of the middle bourgeoisie could

be counted upon for a time in the Indian situation. He praised the

70. Overstreet and trriindmil ler, Communism in India, P. 294
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tactics of violence hailing Telengana as an example. This movement I^Ias

the start of agrarian revolution which he called "the most important

contentrt ín the liberation movement. Sub-national particularism was

heavily emphasized in his sPeech.

The new RussÍan line was immediately communÍcated t.o all of the

Asian parLies. It \^ras díscussed by Zhukov and Balabushevich in Probl_ems

of Economics. Dyakov also put forth the new line ín his book Crisis of

Èhe Cololial System seeÍng peasant st.ruggle as the ttcharacteristic

featurerr for fndÍan revolution. The new policy was finally put forlh

by Liu Shao-chi at the November Trade Union Conference of Asian and

Australasian Countries meeting in Peking. Liu proposed a four class

strategy of armed struggle wherever possible. He emphasized the nec-

essity of legal activity as well as violent tactics. No CPI delegates \^7ere

at the conference, which called for discussion of rtconcrete struggle't

for each country, and thus no clear decisions were made for a CPI

tactical p1an.

The Chinese programme for Asia was officially sanctioned in the

Januaryl950issueoftheCominform's@.Theissue,

however, hedged the applÍcation of Chinese strategy and tactics as

applied to India. Additionally, Luits remarks were altered. llhere he

suggested that all colonial and semi-colonial countries should adopt

the Chinese path, the artícle suggested that ttmanyrt such countries

should do so. Specifically, the article called on the CPT to adopt

programmes from the Chinese and rtother countríesrr for Ëheir guidance.

This suggests some difference in opinion in the international communist

world over r^rhether India úIas in the Russian or Chinese sphere of infl-

ence. Strat,egically, however, the Cominform approved the four class
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strategy for India, but it omitted mention of violence tactically.

Ranadive, upon appearance of the nernT line, admitted to errors and

dogmatism swearing allegiance to the new policies. Ranadive printed

his views in the CPGB journal seeking approval from R. Palme Dutt.

Dutt remained silent leaving the Andhra groups as the only Indian

faction sanctioned by the neI^7 line. This faction proceeded to take

over the partyrs leadershiP.

Tn May 1950 the central committee met for the first time in two

years. They used Ranadivets constitutíonal amendment to displace him

with a new central committee, four members of which were from Andhra.

C. Rajesh\^rar Rao, leader of the Andhra secretariat, became the nevl gen-

eral secretary. The nerál central committee greeted the CPC on its

twenËy-ninth anniversary sayíng of China tt...the Communist Parties in

the colonial world are lookíng upon the Communist Party of ChÍna as
7l

their modelrt. The central committee clarified its policy in a con-

fidenËial letter to party members. The letter first stated Lhat the

parËy had been torn assunder by Ranadivers polÍcies. IË then put forth

a policy aimed at armed agrarian revolution. f.t claimed the Cominform

debates, the Peking Conference and articles by Russian theorist.s as the

basis of its new polícy, thus guaranteeing its members that the new

central commitLee was following the correct policy. Following t.he

Chinese lead, it then called for a |tunited national front'r strategy

including the middle bourgeoisie and rich peasants. Secondly, as an

tressential pointtt the national liberation struggle:

...has to be waged by means of armed guerrilla r¡Iarfare in

CommunÍst,IIl, July-August
and Windmiller Connnunism in

Pp. l-26, cited in Overstreet
P. 298

1950,7L.
India,
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the countryside, the formation of liberation bases and lib-
eration armies - culminating in the seízure of power al1
over the country. 72

The CpI quoted from a May Cominform article that listed lndia as amongst

the countries where armed struggle was applicable. The party also called

for renewed regional parLicularism with itself as leader. Finally, the

Telengana experience \^ras summarized and distributed as the exemplified

model for all of IndÍa.

The new call to violence, alËhough it be of a different form,

further confused the CPT. InternatÍonal sanctÍon and guidance was

nowhere as definite as Lhe Central Committee claimed it to be. The

result was immediate inner-party oppositíon. Joshí, although expelled

from the party, was Ëhe first to object. He proceeded to publish his

opposition to the general public and to foreign Communist Parties. He

attacked Rao for seeing India as revolutionary, and argued that the

Chinese path could not be applied mechanically, what was needed r¡7ere

ttparl iamentarY tactics rr,

The trade union movement in the cPI also resisted. s. A. Dange

in July 1950 stated to the press that armed revolt was not. in the CPIrs

plans, He said thaÈ such an impression is given by the rr...ill planned
73

behaviour of some sections of the leadershíp of the Communist Party"'

He further stated that elements of policy were under debate, forcing

the Politbureau to call publicly for such debate. The debate that

followed was Ëhe most severe that the party had ever undergone,

shattering party diciPline.

In April Dange had published an analysís of the Party entitled

72.
73.

OversEreet
Cro s s roads

and hlindmiller, Communism
I, April:7, 1950. P. 2

in In4ia, P. 299
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'rSome Notes on the Roots of Our Mistakes After Calcutlat'. In September

S. V. Ghate and Ajoy Ghosh issued a similar statement. It claimed that

party membership had seriously dropped and that trade union work was

all but dead, as were peasant organizations - in short that the Party

was disintegrating. By falt f950 Party Headquarters (PHQ) was the

central poÍnt from which the oppositÍon attacked. It published a crit-

ical organ called ttPHQ Open Forumtr. Ghosh \^ras reported to have saíd

in a speech in the October issue that:

Today the reality is that nobody in the Indian Party can
solve the crisis. It was the ínternational comrades who
poÍnted ouË our mÍstakes. Since I^7e are noË agreed on the
interpretation, only they can help us. hie must, therefore,
contact the international leaders. None of us is clear what
the Lasting Peace editorial means. If anybody claims he is
correct, it is arrogance on his part. 74

In the same month that Ghosh errot.e thís, the CPGB Political Comm-

ittee, after three years of indifference, reclaimed its role as touter

sending a letter to the CPI Cent.ral Committee. The Rao leadership hras

able to conceal the letter until December when the PHQ group got a copy

of it. The letËer attacked Rao for failing to analyse the Indian siL-

uatÍon and offer real proposals for party reotganizalion. It called

on the CPI to solve its problems by full discussion, and chided the

selecËion method for the new Central Committee. A party conference

rtras recommended for selecting new leaders. In terms of policy, the

CPf was attacked for failing to provide political leadership on issues

like Korea, the peace movement and Bihar famíne. Rao, it was claimed,

distorted the Fgr a Lasting Peace article. llhile armed insurrection

r^ras surely the path for Tndia, it was not an immediate prospect. Fin-

74. Prabodh Chandra, ttA Note on the Present Situation in Our Partyrt.
P. 9. See Overstreet and Windmiller Pp. 302-303.
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al1y, the party was urged to use all opportunities for legal activity,

especially in light of the comÍng general elections in Indía.

Within three weeks the Central Committee met to try and develop a

political progranìme. ThÍs meetíng accomplÍshed little, and the committ.ee

enlarged itself and elected a ne\^I PoliËbureau to represent all of the

partyrs major trends.

In a new letter from R. Palme Dutt, the basic outlínes of a new

policy were put forth. First, the peace movement l^ras stressed. This

movement !üas to be mobilized against the Anglo-American Imperialist

Bloc. Second, and most important, Dutt stated that. Nehrurs attitude

was changing towards imperialist war policies, thus the atLitude of

inËernational communism towards Nehru was reversed. As a third point,

DulE related the peace movement and freedom. All wars being imperial-

íst, those for peace were also for freedom from imperialist control.

The fourth point laid out tactics. A united front \^las to be created

with leftist parties, and based on a democratic progranme. It v/as a

from above front, and should be developed ín common So as to attract

a majority on issues of peace and independence. Finally, he disquali-

fíed tactics of violence in the current situation.

Duttts ideas were further developed in an interview with two

people from PHQ. The Nehru government vÍas again seen as having a

progressive and reacLionary wing. Nehrurs following hTas progressive.

The Indian government thus would tend to vacillate, thus popular

pressure must be used to reinforce the Congress anti-imperialist wing.

In late 1950 then, rrnernr democracytt T¡ras emphasized, but violent

revolution r¡ras excluded. A four class strategy with united front

tactics from above vlas to be used with progressive parties, and a
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from below tactic in Congress.

The party now tried to reolganize and renel^I its ideological pos-

ition in preparatíon for the Third Congress. In April 1951 the Polit-

bureau drew up attDraft Programmertanditstatement of Policyt'which were

circulated for party discussion. In May the Central Committee met and

approved the Draft Programme. At this time Rao resigned' and Ghosh

later became general secretary.

Tn Oct.ober an All India Party conference met. This meeting app-

roved the Draft Programme and the Statement which became party policy.

The new progranxîe r¡IaS an elaboration of DuËtts ideas appealing to pea-

sants, proletariat, pelty and middle bourgeoisie. The CPI pledged to

support and protect Ëhe development of prívate industry agaínst comp-

etÍtíon from abroad. Reorganization of states, the CPI argued, should

take place on a lingustíc basis with the nation formed in a voluntary

union.

The CPI seemed less able to enuncíate Dut.trs foreign policy advice.

The idea that a big bourgeois government (Nehrurs) was a friend of peace

and freedom \,Ias hard for Ëhe party to staEe. Thus the CPf talked of

the Nehru governmenË saying it tr...essentially carries out the foreign

policy of Britísh imperialism'r. The party kept imperialisL po\^Iers

separate rather than place them under the títle Anglo-American Bloc

as DutË had done. In terms of freedom, Lhe CPI saw BriLain as the

main enemy, whíle in terms of peace the u.s. was the main enemy.

Dispute continued within the party. During l95l conflicting

views hTere expressed ín anrropen forumtt. Tn L952 an issue of Party

Letter noted that there were still dissentions in the party.

EnËering the first Indian general election the Party relied on
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anti-imperialism. f.Ë declared Nehru t s f oreign policy rrnot a policy of

peace'r since t.he government T¡/as tied to imperialists. This position

seemed to bear fruit, for the party did best where its polícies had

been most violenl. I^Ihíle this must. have spurred party radicals, the

international movement demanded cultívatÍng the possibilities of the

government aS a peace partner. Thus, when the extended CPI plenum met

at the end of L952, it criticized the partyrs failure to pay attention

Ëo Ëhe peace issue. Yet, the Central Committee March 1953 meeting saw

Britain as Ëhe main Èarget and persisted in seeing Nehrurs government

as an imperialist collaborator. Thus, as the Third Party Congress

approached, the party \^7as unstable on quest.ions of the Nehru government

and the bourgeoisie.

The Third Congress met in Madras 27 December 1953 - 4 January 1954,

r¿íth no agreemént on its role in India. llhile the radicals had lost

face between 1948 - 51 they had power in Andhra, Bombay and I^Iest Bengal

making them a strong force in the party' Organizíng a united front and

the partyts attítude towards the governmenE \^lere the most complicated

problems. The latter question vlas not settled until around 1958.

The Madras Congress was t.orn between its natíonal and international

environments. The international situation demanded that the party

follow a moderate line on the Indian government in an effort to try

and turn the governmentrs neutralism into anti-lüesternism. Nationally,

events seemed to argue for leftist tactics.

The Madras Congress had to develop a policy satisfactory to its

left and right wings. The parËyrs line of action depended on whether

ít would select the U.S. or Britain as the main enemy. One faction saw

Britain as the main enemy of India and the CPI. This faction centred
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in Andhra. Another factíon saw the U.S. as the main threat. This

latter group would opt for the party as a 1oyal opposítion in India.

While the Andhra group \¡¡as numerically superior, the moderate factíon

had international backing and had the pressure caused by a suspected

U. S. military aid programme Ëo Pakistan. According to Ghosh, there

were only two possible choices ín relatíon to the Nehru government.

The CPI could oppose the government whíle supporting specific acts,

or crit.icize specífíc acts while co-operaLing wíth the government,.

The final resolution \¡¡as a compromise, and the party decided to oppose

the government r^¡hile supporting specific acts.

Indian-U.S. relatíons started to falter in November 1953 when it

was learned that the U.S. r^ras consideríng mílítary assistance to Paki-

st.an. The Nehru government harshly criticízed the U.S. Relations

worsened when l,Jalter S. Robertson, U.S. Assistant Secretary of StaLe,

\^ras reported to have claimed that the U.S. mustrrdominaterrAsía ín the

interest of peace for an índefinite period. Russía was quíck to con-

gratulate Nehru on his verbal resistance to the U.S. and, on 29 April,

a Lrade agreement, between China and India was signed concerning Tibet.

In thís agreemenL Indía signed her Tibetian properties over to the

Chínese. On 23 May V. K. Krishna Menon and Chou En-lai started t,alks

in Geneva culmÍnating ín Chou meeting Nehru in New Delhí on 25 June.

From this meetíng came the Panch Shila (five Principles) of co-existance.

After Chouts vísit New Age showed evídence that the CPIts right

wing was gaining slrength. P. Ramamurti, New Agets editor and a Polit-

bureau member, cited the talks as a t'change in the relationship of

forces in Asiarr. Ramamurti gave the slogan of a ?rnational platform

for peace and freedomrtin this 18 July article, again lighting the
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flames of difference in the party. Ramamurti had joined the separate

issues of peace and freedom, with their different meanings, into one

slogan, something Ghosh had tríed to avoid at Madras:

The struggle for peace and the struggle for freedom are not
ídenËical. The maín edge of one is against America and of
the other agaÍnsE the British. We should understand that
the two movements are not coexistive. The peace movement
ís broader than the struggle for liberation. All those who

participate in the sEruggle for liberatiorÌ must come into
Lhe peace movement. But all those Ín the peace movement
may not agree to participate in the sEruggle for libera-
tion. 75

Ifrras Ramamutits slogan indicated, the two movements could

where then was the difference between the Nehru government

CPI? Moreover, he saw the U.S. as the enemy of both peace

which would call for the CPI to back Nehru against the U.S.

This New Age article touched off debates ending wíth a

rrrevísionist tendenciestr being laid on the PoliEbureau. As

be linked,

and the

and freedom

charge of

a result,

Ghosh left India in July for Moscow.

The CPI Central Committee met 5-11 September and accused the Polit-

bureau of reformism. E. M. S. Naml¡oodiripad, in his official reportt

said the New Age article slogan:

...is a slogan v¡hich is likely to create the impression that
recent internatíonal developments have made it possible for
a platform of peace and freedom to be evolved - a platform
which will include the Congress organization. As such this
vras a r^rrong slogan because the Congress organization, domin-
ated by landlords and monopolists collaborating with British
imperialism, cannot stand for a consístent policy of peace,
and there is no questíon of a plaËform with the Congress
organization for freedom. 76

75.

76.

Ajoy Ghosh, trTasks Before the Communist ParLy of Indiat', in
On The trriork Of '

Pp. 23-24.
õGãEr".t and l^Iindmiller, Communism in Indíar P. 315
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The left obviously had the upper hand, and the report concluded:

There is no question of abandoning the struggle against
the Congress government or revising the slogan or replacing
it by a Government of Democratíc Unity. The task of the
democratic forces, on the other hand, Ís to intensify thís
sLruggle. 77

Even though the Central Counnittee had

of the trends in international communism,

In October the Cominform journal carried

in which he argued that the world scene

II. The U.S. had stepped up its efforts

colonies. Dutt concluded that:

negated Ramamurtits analysis

this analysís had been correct.

an article by R. Palme Dutt

had changed since World trrlar

to dominate former European

First, the struggle for national independence in the count-
ries in the sphere of British imperialism is no longer only
against British imperialism, but, firsË of all, against the
direct rule of British and the growing penetratÍon of Ameri-
can imperialism. Failure to recognize this new stage of the
st.ruggle can lead to Ëhe destructÍon and defeat of the aims
of the national liberation movement, if its leadership falls
into the trap of regarding the American imperialists as the
rivals and enemy of the British ímperialists....The fight
for peace against the war drive of the imperialistic camp
led by American imperialism is closely linked wÍth the fight
for national independence....There can be no separation of
the fight for national independence from the fight for peace.

7B

Thús, Dutt sanctioned Ramamurtirs slogan calling for collaboratíon with

Congress. I'Ihen the article appeared the Politbureau called a Central

Committee meeting to discuss its ímplications. The November meetíng

was called to get rejection of Duttrs thesis, but ended in stalemat.e

and a special commission was created to reassess the new situation.

Ghosh returned to India in December and a New Age article by him

77. Cverstreet and Windmiller, Communism in India, P. 315.
7B.R.PaImeDutt',ttNewFeat,,'uffiLiberationStrugg1e

of Colonial and Dependent Peoplert For A Lastíng Peace. For Peopl_e rs
Democracy. October 8, L954. P. 6.
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indicated that he had moved to the right. Ghosh asked:

Can any serious student of fndian affairs deny that the
foreign policy of Pandit Nehrurs Government has undergone
a shift in the last five yearst...(lfe) support this
change.... 79

Ghosh nor^r called for a policy supporting the peaceful parts of Nehrurs

foreign policy and a fight against rrreactionary polícies internallyl'.

On 7 December Ghosh specified the matter saying Nehrurs Ínternal policy

did not suit the massesr interests while his foreign policy did.

During the winter of. L954-55 the situation for the CPI became

more complicated. In November Nehru returned from a visit to China

and, on the 28th, praised ChÍnars economic programme while attackÍng

the CPI. At the same time he announced a coming visit by Tito'to

India, noting the estrangement between Yugoslavia and Russia. 0n the

day that Tito addressed Ehe Indian Parliament, the Nehru government

int.roduced a resolution giving its goal as rr... the creation of a

socialist pattern of society'r. While in India, Tito backed the

Congress I economic policy. Tito I s visit, however, T^7as not recorded

in the communist press.

Finally, in February there r^Ias to be an election in Andhra, a

CPI stronghold. Observers believed that the CPf would further its

gains since the statets leadership was militant. To t.ry and offset

this possibility Congress organized well and campaigned claiming the

CPI to be loyal to a foreign power. This effort paid off and Congress

received 6L% of. the seats while the CPI received only 87.. Interest-

ingly, on 26 January Pravda had editorially praised Nehruts foreign

79. Ajoh Ghosh, rtCommunist Answer to PandiL Nehrutt, New Age (tr^Ieekly),

.lI, December 5, L954. Pp. 1, 13
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and domestíc policies.

All of these events led to factionalism at the L7-29 March CPI

Central Committee meeting which had been called to analyse the Andhra

election. This meeting alI but liquÍdat.ed the Politbureau and seriously

divided the party. The meeting cited two shortcomings leading to the

defeat in Andhra. First, the party had not placed enough emphasis on

It...Ehe important part that IndÍa was playing in recent times in the

international arena in favour of world peace and against imperialíst
80

Í/ar mongers.?t Second, the Party had failed to rr...pursue correcl

united front tacLicsrt.

Things continued to disintegrate within the party. The special

commission of November split into two factions each composing a posi-

tion paper for t.he June Central Committee meeting. The Central Comm-

itt.ee meeting gave a compromise resolutíon. lùhile the resolution was

clear on Nehrurs foreign policy, it was contradictory on domestic

policy. On domest.ic policy the party first said:

...the general at.t.itude of the Government towards the demands

of the people has been one of unconcealed hostility and of
ful1 support to the vested interests. llherever the masses
have fought against r^rorsening conditions of life, the att-
empt of the Government has been to surpress them with a

heawy hand. The policies of the Government have thus meant
attack on the standard of life of the people and Eheir
democratic rights, ínterruption of production, increase in
police expenditure, intensification of strife and conflict
all over the countrY. 81

While within the same resolut.ion, the party was told to become part

of government schemes:

The tendency to keep away from schemes and projects sponsored

80.
81.

Overstreet and
Cornmunist Part

hlindmil ler, Communism in Ind_ia, P. 319
in the St le for Peace. Democrac

Advance. (lelhi, Communis t Party of India 1955), P. 4
and National
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or run by the Government must be given up. trrle have t.o par-
ticipate Ín them, actively and effectively combat corruption,
inefficiency and bureaucratic practices, help to implement
and run them in such a way that maximum benefÍt is secured
for the people. This must become an important part of the
Party and of mass organization where we work. 82

This compromise could only intensify differences. The party now had

a centerist as well as a right and left wing faction. The June Central

Committee meeting called for a Fourth Party Congress. Prior to the

Congress, Ghosh wenl to Moscow a second tíme. A second Central Commi-

t.tee meeting in September resolved nothing.

The FourËh Congress l^7as postponed until 2 February L956 due Lo a

state visiË by Bulganin and Khrushchev. The official Russian visitors

shunned the CPI.

The event of the Twentieth CPSU Congress ín Moscow caused a

further postponement of the CPIts Fourth Congress. The Fourth Congress

was held in Palghat L9-29 April 1956. The Congress apparenLly had

sharp debat.e and expressions of view. ft is generally believed that

Joshi of fered the Congress an alternative resolution r.¡hich was accept-

ed by one third of the delegates. The final resolution bears his

poínt of view quite heavily. Ramamurlits point of view now became

orthodox. According to the resolution, ttlife itself has shown how

the struggles for peace and defence of national freedom ...are ínsep-
83

araLely linked and strenghten each othertt. The resolution called

for the CPI to act as a r'...Party of Opposition in relation to the
84

present Governmenttt. Thus, the party would fol1ow a constitutional

path. Unity with other left wing parties was called for, but forms

82.

83.

84.

Advanc_e, P.
Political

Communist Partv in the Strueg Ie for Peace
30

Resolut ion. (lelhi:

Democrac and Nat iona 1

P. 5.
Po I it ical Resolution, P.24.

Communist Party of India, r9s6 )
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vrere left unspecified.

The resolution called for restraint on issues of lingustic states,

Goa and other issues of mass unrest. The decisÍon for moderation by

the leadership led to strain in areas like Bombay where state reorgan-

izaLíon left many unhappy and offered a field for CPI activity. Such

strain was intensified by the need to build strong local units Íf the

state level party was to be strong.

llhen Stalin had dÍed in 1953, Ghosh, on the part of the Central

Commit.tee, had issued a tribute of praise to the deparËed Russian

leader. De-Stalinization, thus, dealt the CPf a blow to iLs unity and

prestige. The party passed a qualified resolution on De-Stalinization

in March of 1956. This resolution cited Stalínrs accomplishments in

Russia and in the communist world. The party was forced to try and

soften the blow of De-StalÍnizat.ion as much as possible to keep from

alienating its true believers. Events in Hungary and Poland added to

the CPIrs diffículries at explaining international line changes. This

was magnified by the partyrs need to publish a stronger staLement on

4 June 1956 on St.alin due to the U.S. Department of Statess public-

ation of Khrushchevrs at.tack on Stalin.

Finally, debates on 'rpaths to socialismrt had profound effects on

the CPI. The question challenged the authority of the Russian example

as the sole path and the aut.hority of Russian thinkers to be guides to

other Communist Partíes.

In July and August 1956 New Times (Moscow) carried Modeste Rubin-

steinrs article on India entÍtled ?tA Non-CapitalÍst Path for Underdeveloped

Countriestr. Rubinstein cited Congressr statement that it sought as a

goal arrsocialistic pattern of societytt. He cornrnented that close co-
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operatíon by progressive forces in India could lead to socialist devel-

opment. This article was a shock to the CPI which had víewed the 1955

Congress statement. as a hoax. Moreover, the CPI was being told to

co-operate with Congress to this end!

Ghosh was forced in the October issue of New Age to ask:

I^Ihich class has profíted most from the economic policíes of
the governmenL - Èhis is a question whích any Marxíst, any
serious student of economics has to examine in order to deter-
mine whether the path taken by a government is the path of
socialism or even of democratic planníng. Unfortunalely,
Modeste RubínsÈein does rioË even pose the quesÈíon.ö5

The ímplications for the CPI worried Ghosh:

What is vírtually ignored in the article is the profound
truth thaË 'rüfhaLever the form of transition Èo socialism,
the decisive and indispensable factor ís the political
leadership of the working class headed by íts vanguard.
l{ithout tiris, there can be no transition to socíalism..."86

The results of De-stalinization and the rrseparate pathsrr discus-

sions were basic to all corffnunist parties and especially to the CPI.

On 18 November New Age publíshed a letËer to communísts by Jaya Prakash

Narayan, leader of the Socialist Party ín the 1930t s. He asked how

Stalinrs crimes could have been kept secret for so long. Certaínly

top communists knew of these crimes far before they became public, whY

had they remained silent? Narayan asked íf Conrnunism could be built

on 1ies. Ghosh replied to the letter, but the reply was lame. He

admitted that idealizing everything Russian was Íncorrect, but would

go no further. The CPI theoritical journal in December carríed an

article by David Cohen, one of íts main contributers, entitled 'rTactics

or Truthrr.

85. Ajoh Ghosh, "On Indiars Path of Developmentrr. New Age,
(Monthly) V, october, L956. P. I

86. Ajoh Ghosh, trOn Indiars Path of Developmentrl. P. 16
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Sometimes one hears otherwise clever people say: ItAh truth
-yesr but from which angle: that of the capitalists or of
the workers?

But how can there be any "'anglett to the truthi Those who

would seek to read apologetics for capitalism int.o reality
would have to distort the truth. Truth is on the side of
the working class as Ít is, or there would be no Communist
movement. The working class does not need to find ttanglestr

to the truth...The cynics - and Lhe philistines - sometimes
behave rather crudely. They say: ttTruth Ís all right, you
know (e.g., for discussions etc.) but somehov/ or other we

have got to come out on t.op. InIe shall see about the truth
and all that later'r.

This boils down to the philosophy that you may do anything
to win victory for the Communist Party, try any dirty tricks
you like, the only criterion being whether you can succeed
or not. If you fail, you will dorrself-criticismrr; if you
win, then you can promÍse to be very Lruthful in the future !

...The controversy which has been shirked for so many years
should aL last be resolved: ends and means. f believe it
is necessary to say that bad means do corrupt what were
meant to be good ends. The means do determine the ends. 87

This article was shocking in its honesty.

In 1957, to the surprise of the CPI, and especially those members

who believed that. power could only be obtained by violence, the CPI

sr¡rept the April

tut.ionally and

generâ1 elections in Kerala. The state

Lhe victory strengthened the position of

right wing. The victory by election and the exístence of right, centre

r, exposed the party to the brunt

emerge as a result of Sino-Soviet

and left factions in the CPT, howeve

of the basic issues which would soon

differences.

87. David Cohen, rtTactics or Truthr', New Age (Monthly) V, December,
L956, Pp. 57-58

r¡/as won COnSti-

the party 1s
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CHAPTER IV

THE SINO - SOVIET RTFT

The years prior to Indian independence ín L947 and through 1957,

can best be viewed as formative for the CPI. I^Ihile these years witness

differences withín the party, prolonged factionalism was almost non-

existant. DurÍng t.he period L92O-t47 xhe party was subjected to tensions

related to the personality of its leadership as rlrell as to attempts to

formulate policy according to domestic as opposed to international

circumstances.

The early years have their importance in several respects. First,

and most important, üras the initial posiLion taken by M. N. Roy in his

debate with Lenin at the Second Congress of Ëhe Comintern in L920. The

debate centred around the revolut.ionary potential of the bourgeoisie.

The question of bourgeois revolutionary potential has always remained

unsettled and thus has always been a source of conflict for communist

parties. Thís question arose anel^/ in the Sino-Soviet conflict.

The second point of importance in the early years lies in the zíg-

zag pattern of party policy. This pattern ídentified the extreme posi-

tions of policy and the leaders of these positions. In many respects

the different positions are analogus to the positions of the right. and

left oppositÍons in the CPSU aL an earlier date. Juxt.aposed with the

growing necessity of the party to follow the lead of the International,

these extremes could only polarize in the 1947-t56 period. This polar-

ization vras due to the control which the U.S.S.R. manifested over the

policies of other communist parties. This control was dírected t.owards

fulfilling the U.S.S.R. fs foreign policy needs and often conflicted with

other communist partyrs domestic policy needs. The result was a constant
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tendency for the CPf to have two factions, one which placed the domestic

needs over those of the fnternationalts, and one whÍch placed the Inter-

natíonalfs needs over the domestic needs. The arrival of the Sino-Soviet

rift finaLized this factionalism by offeríng díverging factíons within

communist parties two different, and on specific points, conflicting

inËerpretations of the world and domestÍc situations. Factions were

thus able to select the interpretation which best suited their analysis,

and turn to either the CPSU or the CPC for legitimacy of theír position.

There are several important elements in the partyrs policies from

L947-56, First, the subjugation of the party to the needs of inter-

national communism produced dívÍded loyalties. These loyalties, second,

led to factionalism. Factíonalism crystalized itself int.o a left oppo-

sition, a right opposítion and a centrist group. It is important to

note that these groups, while backing official policy, consistently

fought for their point of view at every turn. This may be taken to

mean that these posiËíons were becoming rigid. If this Ís so, any

challenge to the U.S.S.R. as the sole interpreter and leader of the

communist bloc would intensífy and harden these positions. The events

of the Sino-Soviel ríft between L956-1960 served to do this exactly.

A discussion of the rift, will indicate the reasons for CPL policy

changes in the 1950-1956 era as well as reasons for the crysLaLization

of the opposition and centrist positions.

Síno-Soviet differences can be Lraced back Ëo the differences

between Roy and Lenints posiËions at the Second Comintern Congress.

More specifically, however, the 1956 Twentieth CPSU Congress provides

a watershed for it set the scene for discussions of the main areas of
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contention. These areas fall into three headings: de-Stalinization

and intra-bloc relations; communes and the road to communism; and, global

revolutionary strategy. These areas came into contention when the CPC

moved drastically to the left between June and November of 1957.

In June the CPC hatted the trHundred Flowers Campaign" probably

because of the massive and bitter criticism of the party during a six

week period. Tn addition, China was in a severe economic crisis. The

CPC evaluation of the situation indicated that China would not be able

to rely on the U.S.S.R. to any great extent for help. The paçty was

divided over the solution to these problems between a moderate and a

radical wing. By September the radical wing of the party had gained

ascendance. The new party leadership reversed both domestic and foreign

policy drastically. DomesËically, a cauEious economic system based on

the Russian model was abandoned for a frenzied system based on exploit-

ation of the por¡Ier of human labour. fn intra-bloc relatÍons, the CPC

went from defenders of bloc diversity to enforcers of unity. Finally,

in foreign policy the previous cautious, defensive policy was abandoned.

These changes conflicted directly with the U.S.S.Rlrs views stated in

1956; The essence of these changes l^7as the demand for a bolder commu-

nist strategy by the CPC.

At the 20th CPSU Congress Khrushchev, to the surprise of world

communist. parties and wiËhout prior Lalks with Ëhem, denied Stalints

posiLive role. After a short silence on the matter, the CPC analysed

the Stalin era in a manner that \^/as meant to temper Khrushchevrs attack.

This was done to soften the attack so as to limit full scale attack on

88. John Gittings, Survey of the Sino-Soviet Dispute: A Cgmmentary

and Extracts Fromjhe Recent Polemics (New York: Oxford Press,

i968) Pp 6t-68
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89

the communist system, to protect Mao from charges of following Stalín,

to put the attack into theoretical terms and explaín Stalinrs mistakes,

and to establish Peking as a source of doctrinal authority.

I,Jhile the CpC admitted that Stalin had made mistakes, it credited

him with having carried out Leninrs principles. The cPC claimed that

Stalints contríbutíons and mistakes must be weighed together and lessons

drawn from both. The purposes in so limíting the attack were to defend

Chinars adoptions of Stalinism and to prevent domestic reaction in
90, 9L

China itself.

Throughout this analysis Maors name was never menLioned. The

analysis was made jointly by the cPC politbureau implying that there

\"ras nortcult of personality't in China. In defending Mao against charges

of Stalinism, ít was noled Ëhat all leaders make mistakes, and that

other leaders could learn from StalÍnts mistakes. Mistakes, the anal-

ysis claimed, were made only when the leader lost sight of his countryrs

affairs.

Theoretically, the CPC offered Maots rtTheory of Contradictionsrr

as a ratíonalization of Stalinism. According to this theory, society

develops through consËant contradictions, thus it was poíntless to deny

that contradicEíons exist, but it was also pointless to over-emphasize

specific contradiclions. The party thus offered the CPSU leaders a

r^/ay out of t.he quesËions which de-Stalinízatíon evoked. Rather than

state, as Khrushchev had, that Stalints mistakes had nothíng to do with

89.
90.

9L.

John Gitlings Survey -of thg Sino-soviet Dispu!9 Pp' 64-66

Donald s. zrgo. r(Princeton,
Princeton University Press, 1962) Pp. 39-65
David Ftoyd Mao Against l{rrushchev: A Short- Histofy-9{-thg-9ilo-

Soviet Contti R. Praeger, 1963)PP'23I-235
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coflìmunism but were a result of personality, the CPC was saying that

differences between the leadership and led could reappear in communÍst

countries, but such reappearances could be avoided by corrective action.

This entire discussion of the Stalin era both challenged the

U.S.S.R.rs supremacy as ideological leader of the communíst camp, while

offering the U.S.S.R. an easy out from the whole question of the Stalin

era. It sought to avoid painful questions through a Lheoret.ical inter-

pretatíon of the era. The Chinese were convinced that Khrushchevts

explanation would not satisfy Titoist type revisionísts. Fina1ly,

the argument sought to rid the communist world of Stalinismrs undesirable

elemenËs while at the same time ínsuring the dictatorship of communÍst

parties. The main lesson of the Stalin era, I^/as Lhe stressed use of

coercion and the lack of permissiveness. The CPC analysis directly

opened Ëhe question of íntra-bloc relaËions ín this analysis.

The 20Ëh Congress had opened up the forces of polycentrísm by

the magnitude of the questions it asked about Stalínrs leadershÍp.

If a Russian leader could make místakes of such a magnitude as those

claímed by Khrushchev about Stalin, was there any longer a reason for

oËher communist parties to assume Russian infallibility in interpreting

Marxist-Leninist docËrine? (It should be remembered here that inter-

national policy had become subservient to the Russian leadership by

Ëhís time in history). The questions of unity and diversity now became

important as lCrrushchev tried Ëo maintain bloc unity while accommodatíng

such partíes as Yugoslavia. Discussions of ttequality't among bloc parties

andrtseparate roads to socialismrtcaused sweeping demands by such parties

as the Yugoslav communist partY.

The CPC sought a middle ground on these problems between poly-
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centrism and the CPSU position that there l^/as no need for intra-bloc

change. They carried thís position out. by supporting Polandrs demands

for a freer hand in building Polish connnunism, a hand that could meet
92

Polandrs "special problemsrt. The same approach was used by taking

a míddle ground beËween the CPSU and Yugoslavia. Extending the trtheory

of contradictionstr, the CPC explained that contradictions were inevit-

able between socialist countries and were a product of correct and

incorrect ideas. lJhile this was true these conËradicËions took second

place to the task at hand: i.e. fighting the conunon enemy. Variation

from the Russían model was permissible as long as it didnrÈ depart from

the rrfundamentals of the Russian experiencetr. These were Marxism-

Leninism as the guide to action; seizure of power by the proletariat

Ëhrough revolution; post-revolutionary dictaLorship for the proletariat

nationalizing industry and agriculture; planned development of a soc-

ialist economy; and, fírm adherence to the principles of proletarian

internationalism. The main areas of díversÍty beyond these principles

was the realm of 'rseparate roadstr, but these should apply mainly to

domestic not foreign polícy. In sum, the CPC formula \^zas a confeder-
93

ative approach to unitY.

The chinese approach had at its base several considerations. First,

the CPC feared disruption of international unity in the communist world-

This would lessen Russian interference in bl-oc countries while retaíning

a solid front against the trIesË. Second, dislocations in Eastern Europe

would impair Chinats economic development. Third, the CPC believed

that the de-Stalínizatíon campaign had gone too far too fast. fL felt

Pp. 69-72
3 9-65

ot

93.
John Gittings Survey of the Sino-Soviet Disputg
Donald S. Zagoria, The Sino-Soviet Conflict, Pp.
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that. the Russian leadership was inadequate to handle the situation,

and offered itself to the task. Finally, the formula that the CPC

offered, if accepted, would prevent excessive Russian interference

in Chinese affairs.

trIhen the radical wing took over the CPC leadership this position

reversed itself completely. The Chinese, rather than upholding div-

ersity, now $IenL further towards condemning revisionism than the
94

U.S.S.R. The CPC reversal started with the justification of the

necessity of the U.S.S.R.rs being the head of the communist movement.

Avoiding references to equality, Mao now supported l{rrushchevrs rej-

ection of the Polish and Yugoslav disposÍLions that Moscowrs position

as head of the movement vras diminished. The CPC also shifted its line

on the applicability of the RussÍan experience for other bloc members'

The role of national characteristícs ùIas no\^l minimÍzed. These new

posítions were an out.growth of the CPC policy changes domestically

and internationally. The left strategy which the CPC had embarked on

demanded bloc unity and strength, internal bloc divisions could only

r^reaken unity and sLrength, The reasons for the demand for uníty and

strength will become clear in Lhe discussion of Ëhe CPCrs nevr global

strategy.

The main question of communíst strategy centres on the relation-

shíp between the communist bloc and the west in terms of military,

economÍc and political strength. Russían developments in TCBMTs as

well as sputnik effected both Russian and Chinese views of the cofllm-

9s
unÍst position.

Pp. 66-74
Pp. L45-227

94.
95.

Donald S. Zagoria,
Donald S. Zagotia,

The -Sino-S_oviet Colf 1ict,
The Sino-Soviet Conf lict,
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In 1957 and t58 Khrushchev claimed Russian superiority in ICBMTs

and cast doubts as to the trIestrs military superiority. These develop-

ments led the Russians to the view that the hlest was deterred, and that

the nature of air and naval poI¡Ier had changed, making it less signifi-

cant. The U.S.S.R. tempered this evaluation in several ways. Russia

did not feel that the world pov/er balance had changed significantly,

nor did she feel that she had military superiority. At the same time

she paid tribuËe to trrlestern economic potential and pro\^less. Nuclear

r^teapons led the Russians to assess total I¡Iar as meaning massive des-

truction Lo capitalist and socialist a1ike. Finally, the Russians

made no estimation of the possible damage whích they could inflict on

the U.S. in a war, thus suggesting that they lacked confidence in their

ability Eo launch a decisive attack on the U.S. The CPC assessment of

Russian arms developments differed drastically.

China now claimed thaË the east wind prevailed over the west and

further, that due to the eastrs large population, Ëotal vlar T¡7ould mean
96

less damage Lo t.he easË than the \^lest. The east $¡as nov/ superíor in

Pekingrs estimation. This assessment led directly to a neI^7 CPC action

prograrnme. This programme called for a stepped'up assault on imperial-

ism in Africa, Asia and Ëhe Mid-east. ff the west tried to resist, the

bloc could force it inËo local hTars I^7hich would not escalate the stru-

ggle due to the ner^/ increase in RussÍan milítary strength. Such local

wars, Ëhe CPC felt, would increase and were ineviËable.

The Russian plan for actíon reflected iËs more conservative esti-

mates of the new situation. Negotiations now became a primary factor

96. John Gittings surve;l of the sino-soviet Dispute Pp. 82-83
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in Russian strategy. Local rnrars, Eo the Russians, still held out a

hígh possibility of escalation. Tn all of this Khrushchev envisioned

running minimum rÍsks for maximum gains. Starting from the belief

that communism would inevitably win, he sought to exploít Russian

military advances to avoid armed stalemate, attract neutralsr avoid

vrestern unity which might be caused by employing the nel¡l l^teapons, and

in general make gains peacefully at minimum expense.

The Russian assessmenË \^ras an outgrowth of Lhe changes in doct-

rine whích had been start.ed at the 20th Congress, while the Chinese

assessment was an outgrowth of the swing to the left by the CPC in

L957. The RussÍan position ís best surmned up in rtFundamenËals of

Marxism-Leninismrr which was commíssioned by the 1956 Congress. Thís

text stands as Ëhe most authoritative guide Ëo U.S.S.R. grand strategy

and makes the differences between the Russian and Chinese posiLions

clearly.

trFundamentals of
97

Stalinfs thinkÍng.

Marxism-Leninism't effectively changes much of

fn the first place it demands the identity of

strategy and tactics, something r^rhich neither Mao nor Stalin were

willing to do. The purpose of this r¡las Ëo give the Party leadership

maximum flexibility for new tactical approaches while at the same time

protecting it against accusations of sacrificing ultimate goals for

short-Ëerm tactical objectives.

Second, the text vlas a warning, again for the purposes of flex-

ibiliËy, that military and political strategy cannot be either equated

nor discussed in the same terms. The polítical sphere, unlike the

97, Donald S. Zagoria, The Sino-Soviet. Conf lict, Pp. 225-235
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mi1ítary sphere, demanded the ability to adapt to the complexiËies

of the modern world.

Revolutions and wars nor^7 took place in a ner^I context. l,Iar was

no longer inevitable in the capitalist era while revolutíons I¡rere

possible without wars. The objective conditions f or revolutions r¡Iere

seen as the inabilíty of the ruling classes t.o maintain their rule in

immuËable form, intense aggravation of the misfortunes of the oppressed

classes, and a significant increase in mass activity. Thus, revolution

is only possible in circumstances of nationwide crisis with tot.al

participation (eg - revoluËion by a communist parËy alone was not

enough). The instances in which these conditions are present vrere left

open to interpreËation. As a result, the Russians did not see these

conditions in the Ïraqui crÍsis of 1958 while the CPC believed these

conditions ÍIere present'

More important than the conditions for revolution \^Ias the posítion

that peaceful revolution lrTas possíble. I{rrushchev posited the belief

that non-violent transition from the capitalist stage was becoming

increasingly possible. This state of events offered the advantages

of trradical reorganizatíon of social lifeil with minimum sacrifices on

the part of Lhe proletariat and minimum destrucËion of the societyrs

forces of production. As the balance of power shifted towards the

east, the bourgeoísíe would prefer to yield peacefully to the transition.

The Russían víew envisioned a gradual revoluËion in the west. This

would be caused by a new type of democracy which was further left than

Ehe old type, but not yet dominated by communists. As such, this new

democracy might or might not evolve to socialism. The new democracy

would end the menace of war, end colonialism, and nationaLíze proper-
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ties belonging to monopolies, thus effectively resLrícting Lheir po\^ier'

Khrushchev felt a long period of co-existence \¡Ias necessary. During

this time, communists I^ieIe to encourage establishment of lef t-wing

neutralist governments, as Khrushchev had done in India by supporting

Nehru, and support democratic movemenls to prepare the masses for the

advance to cornrnuni sm.

The final major area of contention between the U.S.S.R' and China
98

is the coÍìmunes issue and the question of the road to communÍsm' Inlhen

the left wing took control of the CPC it Ínitiated a drastically stepped-

up domestic policy the backbone of which vras the corlrnunes. The cornmune

system in China \^ras a response to the economic crisis in which China

found iËself in L957. Thís programrne was based on an unbending faith

in the masses, and in the possibilities of mass rnobilization. The CPC

believed t.hat Lhe coÍnmtrne would accelerate growËh to such an extent

Ëhat the socialist stage would be reaLízed ahead of time. In so doing,

Èhe entire country would Ëake a Great Leap Forward tohTards commUnism.

The commune system proposed to functíon, at least ín the first

ínsEance, on a free suppLy sysËemrrto each according to his needsrr'

In addition, the cPC seemed Ëo be trying to solve problems of distri-

bution before it had solved problems of creating abundance. This entire

progralnme was an ideological lhreat to the U'S'S'R' If it succeeded

ít would say Èwo things about the Russians. In Lhe first instance, ít

would point to the fact that the cPsu leadership had not tried hard

enough in its attempts to institute corffnunes in Russia, and that the

failure to do so was the leadershÍprs faulE. In the second insËance,

98. Donald S. Zagoría, The Sino-Soviet Conflict Pp. 77 -L41
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if successful, China would have proceeded further towards communism,

at least in terms of the communes themselves, in a much shorter time,

than Russia had in the period since the revolution of L9L7. Khrushchev

hTas vulnerable to such an attack because of his low prestige Ín 1957

as r,¡ell as for a number of unpopular reforms which he had made in

Russia. During the course of the commune programme such claims were

made when referring to Mao as the greatest Marxist-Leninist of the era,

claims which also sËated that Chína had advanced further towards comm-

unism than Russia,

During the commune programme Mao raised the ttTheory of Permanent

Revolutionr'. This theory meant several things. First, it stated that

permanent meant uninterrupted revolution, no halfway halts in progress

towards communism. This implied that Russia had made such a halt.

Second, it implied that Russiats leadership had lost revolutionary

zeaL. Tn essence, the Chinese were going to build socialism in the

shortest time possible.

The CPSU reacted to the conìrnune programme in three ways and three

areas; economic, ideological, and historical. Economically, it was

felt that the commune programme would harm China seriously by depleting

its surpluses. Ideologically, the CPSU tried to límit the CPC ídea thaË

the cormnune sysLem \^ras transferable to ot.her countries. Historically,

the CPSU drew on the Russian failure of their attempts at the conmune

system.

HisLorically the Russian experience with coÍrnunes indicaLed that

a long period of schooling was needed to prepare peasants to go to

communes. The Russian commune system had been initiated in 1917 and

was abandoned in 1933. In 1934 the failure of the system r¡Ias attri-
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buted to three things: underdeveloped technology, the shortage of

products, and conditions of scarcity caused by the premature egalit-

arianism. Certainly China in 1957 did not have the technologyr prod-

ucts or surpluses t.o support a communal system in Russiats view. In

l95g communes vrere ruled out because free distribution of goods pre-

supposed an unlimíted source of abundance - which didntt exist; because

of differences in the economic prosperity of collectíve farms - which

would be inevitable for some time to come; and, because the decentral-

izatíon implied in the communal system $Ias not compatible with the need

for a master Plan for Production'

The communal issue forced doctrinal discussion about the road to

socialism and its pace. At the 21st CPSU Congress l{rrushchev attacked

the CPC progranìme from a doctrínal position giving the most compleLe
99

st.atement on the transition to cofrmunism since Stalín. Fírst, he

noted that from the transition from capitalism to communism a country

must paSS through a capitalíst stage, this stage could not' be violated

or bypassed. spiritual and material prerequisíÈes to communism were

created in each stage of development leading towards communism. second,

whíle there are differences between socialism and communism, there is

no specific dividing line between them, Lhe laLter grov/s out of the

former. Thís conceded the CPC posit.ion of continuity between socialism

and corünunism, it also meant to emphasÍze the progress Russia had made

since LgL7. Finally, Èhe transition to communism was not a deceler-

ated movement, rather it was a movement accelerated only on the basis

of the development of material production. Thus, communísmrs pace

99. Donald S Zagoria, The Síno-soviet Conflíct, Pp. 128-133
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Ì^ras measured t.o some extent by the economic progress of the country

or the bloc. With this statement Khrushchev had charted a course bet-

\,reen the haste of the CPC programme and the (from the CPC point of

view) stagnation of the Russian Progranme.

To emphasize his arguments lG-rrushchev laid down a timet.able for

RussÍan transition. Transition would start to take place only when

the U.S.S.R. had caught up to the U.S.rs per capíta production which

would take another ten to tr¡/elve years. At that time the U.S.S.R.

would be in the first phase of transition. Next, the U.S.S.R. had to

surpass the U.S., at which time they would be building the material

and technical base for communism. The entire conununist bloc would

Ëhen make the transitionttmore or lessttat the same time.

Tn all of this Khrushchev v/as t.rying to regain the doctrinal

ínitiatÍve and emphasize the fact t.hat the transition to communísm

was gradual. Chinese silence over these formulalions soon gave I^iay

to a reversÍon to drastic CPC c1aÍms for Chinese progress and Ëherrner^rtr

contributions of Mao to Marxist-Leninist doctrine. Ln effect, the

Chinese had rejected the Russian analysis.

Lt should be reaLized that all of these various strands of thought

are tied together in the differenL approaches taken by the CPSU on the

one hand, and the CPC on the other, to questíons of de-Stalinization,

global revolutionary strategy and the road Èo communism, As such,

they of fer L\^ro fully developed but completely dif ferent interpretations

of the nature of the present era, interpretations which are fundamental

in nature and basic ín doctrine'

The Sino-Soviet rift on basic questions conf'ôunded the communist

world and added to Ëhe confusion of many different communist parties.
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This is true in at least tr^ro respects. In the f irst instance consider

the fact that the majoríty of communíst parties had blindly followed

the U.S.S.R. ts policy directions throughout their hÍstories, especially

during the Stalin era. They followed these policies with a faith in a

singularity of purpose and a correctness in interpretations. The least

word from Moscow had been enough to cause complete policy change in

parLies like the CPI. Now, suddenly the U.S.S.R. and China were at

loggerheads over the most basic of questions and both had posited the

definite possibÍlity of incorrect analysis on the part of a Russian

leader, although for differenl reasons. Could these parties novr place

their faith in future analyses and policies eminating from the U.S.S.R.?

In the second place these parties watched the two gíants battle it

out with success in emerging as the correct and legitimate source of

authority befalling neither party. NeiLher one of the gíants was able

to get total rejectíon of the otherfs positíon, thus both positions

seemed lo stand equally as valid. Moreover, both countries stood as

successful examples of communist revolution. Russía I^las no longer the

single example of the successful revolution. Under these circumstances

how. could other communist parties heal theír factional differences

which centred, as in the case of the CPI, over many of the same basic

quesËions?
100

By 1960 the crisis, for all practical purposes, was at a stalemate.

The 1960 Moscow Conference, where the Russians came out on top as far

as formalizing the majority of theír points on paper, really did little

but signal one of many halts in the polemics which had taken place

1OO. John GíËtíngs survey of the sino-sovieL Disput-e Pp. 144-L53
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f rom 1956 onwards. tr'lhaL has been the Ímplications of the Sino-Soviet

rift for other communist parties, and for the Indian party in specÍfic?

f have noted earlier that ext.reme changes in CPI policy necessi-

tated by changes Ín Russian policy needs, had factionalized the party.

The parËy was factionalized int.o three groups; a right, a left and a

cent.rist group. The posíËion of the right was similar to that of the

U.S.S.R., while the position of the left was similar to that of China.

The centrist group tried to steer a middle course between the two while

reminding both of the necessity of analysíng the fndian sÍtuation for

polícy direction. During the time when the CPI had only Russia as the

foremosË Marxist-Lenínist authority, radical changes in CPI polícy were

acceptable even though these changes did cause factionalism. This

factionalÍsm 1ay dormant due to lack of international sanction. Fact-

ions outside of the leadership of the party \dere actÍve only when the

single international line saw fit to sanction them but they quickly

lost their active component, as in the case of the Telengana movement,

when international pressure was applied. In the case of the CPT,

internaËional sanct.ion had become the life support for activity of any

specific faction. The presence of one internationally accepted source

of doctrinal legitimacy thus made manouvering both possible and easy.

By Ehe same logic, however, the emergence of an opposing authority

whose interpretation of Marxism-Leninism and the present historical

stage had been neither accepted nor rejected led competing factions

withín che CPI to the conclusion that their policies Ìn/ere correctt

regardless of whether the f action \^ras 1ef t, right or centrist. In

these cases each faction adhered to one of the two giants t interpreta-

tions. When this happened in the presence of continued non-agreement
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between the U.S.S.R. and China, factionalism in the CPI could at best

be no less Íntense than the international stru881e, and aL v/orst would

split the CPI into two parties. It is the contention of this thesis

that, beyond what may be regarded as traditional sources of factional-

ism in communist parties, the Sino-SovÍet rift was directly causal in

the forming and maintenance of factions in the CPI, factions which did

eventually split the CPI into two, and Ëhen three differenl partíes

between 1960 and L968. Zagotia noles that:

The split in the Indian Communist Party has been so con-
spicuous thaË Ít received wide publícity in the ltrestern
press. The LefË, pro-Chinese faction, 1ed by B. T. Ran-
ãdi.n", has its strength concentrated largely ín trüest Bengal,
Andhara and the ?unjab; the Right, pro-Soviet group, led by
Ajoy Ghosh and S. A. Dange, seems to hold a tenuous majority
among the party rank and file. There is still a third group,
led by E. M. S. Namboodirpad, which has sought to remaÍn
neutral. 101

101. Donald S. Zagotia, The Sino-Sovíqt Çotf 11"!, P. 267
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CHAPTER V

FROM OPPOS=TION TO SPLIT: THE gPI 1958 - f964

The cPI had been moving in a rightist dírecËion in line with

C?SU policy sÍnce 1950. The more the party moved ín this directÍon

the more difficult it was to contain right-left factionalism. Faction

buílding had been contained by appealing t.o doctrine as well as to the

authority of current CPSU policy. The rising of factional disputes at

party meetings resulted in middle-of-the-road policÍes avoiding major

quest,ions on the nature of T.ndian independence, the class character

of Congress and the road to comrnunísm in Indía'

As long as the CPSU remained the sole international authority on

Marxism-Leninism, factionalism was contained with relative ease. This

rfas a result of the fact that facËions must appeal to doctrine in

order to legitimize their positions. trrlith Moscorá7 as the sole inter-

national authority on Marxism-Leninism, the positions of communist

party factions r¡/ere measured against the Russian interpretation as

the source of legitimacy. Thus, when the interpretation by a communist

party faction \^7as out of step with the Russian interpretation, that

f actionts interpretation was judged incorrecL. I^IÍth the coming of the

Sino-SovÍet rifË and the failure of either side to emerge dominant,

the positions of individual factions in the C?I could not be discred-

íted. The approach of the CPSU on the one hand, and the CPC on the

other, closely paralleled the left-right factionalism in the CPT and

was used by the factions to legitimize their respective positions' In

these circumstances the party became highly vulnerable to faction

building.

The fate of the CPT between 1958-1964 was largely determined by
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two events which divided the parLy and plunged it into the depths of

the doctrinal arguments between the CPSU and CPC. Internally, the

constilutional victory of the CPI in Kerala and the displacement of

that government by the Central Government raised questions of the road

to comnunism in India and the class analysis of the Tndian government

and nation which reflected on the wisdom of rhe CPSUtsrrpeaceful trans-

ition to communismtt. Externally, the Tibetan revolt, which led to the

Sino-Indian Border Dispute, raised questions of inter-bloc relations

and global strategY.

These two issues took place in a national context in whích the

Indian masses were becoming increasingly radícaLízed while Lhe Congress

government floundered in its economic policy and came constantly under

Ëhe ínfluence of right-wing elements. These facts made both the Ín-

t.ernal and external events more imporLant and dangerous. I will

concentrate mainly on the events in Kerala and on the Sino-Indian Border

as Lhese relate directly to the Sino-SovieË rift and its influence on

factÍonalism in the CPI.

A month and one-half before the Fifth Congress of the CPI the

partyrs general-secretary, Ajoh Ghosh, announced the Aims and Object-

ives of the party. The announcement, on 10 February, clearly indicated

Ëhat the party intended to continue to follow the CPSU line as put

forth at the C?SU TwentieËh Congress. The aÍms of the CPI under its

ner¡r constitutíon, he said, would seek the establíshment of socialism

by peaceful means, These means would include Ëhe development of a

mass parLy which would work towards a majority in the Parliament. As

if foreseeing conflict at the party congress, Ghosh stated that Ínner

party discipline would be a regular feature of party 1ife. He softened
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this a bit, however, by stating that if a member of the new national

executive committee disagreed with the major:ity view of the committee,

the member would have the rÍght to express his views before the new

natíonal council. Moreover, all efforts r¡ould be made to assess the

positions of all state party units on all issues before final decÍsions

were made unless the issue demanded immediate action. Finally, with

the party becoming a mass organization, the thirty-nine-member central

committee would be replaced by a one hundred and one member national

councÍ1 and the nine-member polítbureau would be replaced by a twenty-

five-member national executive committ.ee. A secretariat would be

establíshed to run the partyts day-to-day aff.airs and, like the exec-

utive and general secretary, it would be elected by the national
t02

council. i^IhÍle Lhe change of organizatíon wiËhin the party seems

logícal Ín terms of Íts expanded membership, it seems possible - esp-

ecíally in light of Ghoshrs statement on disciplÍne - that the bodies

vrere re-organized and enlarged for the purpose of sLaffing the party

with a larger number of moderates and right-wingers for the purpose

of overcoming the left opposition.

The new constitution and bodies were easily passed at the 6-13

April congress at Amritsar, while the political Resolution encounl-

ered serious difficulty and was only passed after ten hours of debate.

The resolution felt that there vlas a strong possibility of establish-
103

ing ttalternative democratic governmentsrt in light of the CPI victory

L02 rrAims and Objectives
India. CÍted in Asian

of the Communist Partyrr. The Times of
Recorder Vo1, 1958, L5-2L February P.1905:

rNr {
103. rrAmritsar Congressrt.

in Asian Recorder VoI.
The Statesman & The Times of Tndia. Cited

1959, L9-25 Aprí1, Pp. 2008:INI:E-2013:INI:E
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in Kerala. T.n effect, the resolution T^las reassertÍng the correctness

of the CPSU peaceful transition line. This logic was carried further

by the partyts backing of the Indian governmentrs foreign policy which

had, in recent years, gone in the directíon of non-alignment.

The Amritsar Congress marks the highwater point of the swing to

the right of the CPf. trsocialism through peaceful meansrt, the accept-

ance of the bourgeois definition of freedom of speech, press and

association and Lhe assurance of the t'...right of Opposition Parties

to function freely under a communíst regime tso long as they abided
r04

by the Constitution of the count.ryt t' all poínt to this fact.

Certainly, the left wing of the party must have found these policies

hard to swallow, and, ín the face of them, they had forced a middle-

of-the-road policy upon the party.

The wisdom of following Ghoshrs line seems to have been born out
105

when the CPI r¿on the Devicolam by-election Ín Kerala and in the assess-
106

ment of the growth of the party throughout the country. These facts,

however, dÍd not bring the party dissídents into line. Tn t.he Organ-

ízationaL Report Ghosh discovered that ttOne of the bíggest shortcomings

of the Party is that its ideological homogeneity has seríous1y weakened
r07

in recent yearstr. The report further revealed that the former

central committee had divided and conflícting views on the implications

of the idea of peaceful transition put forth at the Twentieth CPSU

104. rrAims and ob jectives of the communist Partyrr. P. 2008 : TNl:E
105. "CPf Wins Devicolam By-electionrt. Ths_H!3_du & The Statesman.

Cited ín Asian Recorder Vol. 1958, 17-23 May, P. 2054:fNT:C
106. trCP DrÍve For Membershíptr. Times of fnd_Ía. Cited in Asian Re-

corder Vol. 1958, 25-31 January, P. 1871:INI:G
LO7.' "CPts OrganizaXional Reportrr. Times of India. Cited in Asian

Recorder Vo1. 1958. 2I-27 June, P. 2LO7:INT:B
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Congress. Interestinglyr the central committee had never discussed

the issue, which seems to indicate fear that such a discussion could

only drive the two different groups further apart. The report crit-

icized all party units from top to bottom for failing to maintaín close

contact with one another and r¿ith the people. The answer to these

problems, Ghosh felt, lay in slrengthening Marxist-Leninist conscious-

ness of the party cadres by educational and theoretical materials.

These points were reiterated by resolutions of the CPI national council

at its B-13 October session. Additionally, the party came to the de-

fence of the Kerala government which, it claÍmed, was under aLtack by

the Nat.ional Congress. The Congress, according to the resolution,

would disrespect constitutional norms in defence of vested interests.

The dual forces of the Kerala governmentrs overthrow and the begin-

ning of the Sino-Indian Dispute sLarted in 1959. Together, these tv¡o

elements strengthened the left wing of the CPI and opened a factional

division which would never again c1ose.

The cPI had come to povrer in May of. 1957 by means of a constitu-

Eional election in the state of Kerala. This vicLory had lent power

to the right wing and ít.s line of peaceful transítion to socialism.

By early 1959 disruptions in that state had led the CPI to fear Cong-

ress intervention against the communist government. Realizing that

the Kerala governmenE would have to counteract these disruptions, the

CPI Executive expressed the hope that the people of the state would

stand by the communist. government in any actions that they would have

to take. The execulive claimed that the opposition parties were frus-

trated aE their failure to remove the CPf government over the past Lwo

years. This frustration had led the opposítion to preaching violence
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and arousing communal passions. The party claimed Lhat the Congress,

both on the state and national levels, had joined hands with reaction-
108

ary elements to put pressure on the Kerala government. The right

wing of the party was well aware that a reversal in Kerala by means of

central government intervention or ttpopularrr uprising stirred by oppo-

sition parties would mean serious questioning of the official party

line of peaceful transition. Moreover, it would reinforce the more

radical stand of the left rnring elements of the party.

In July 1959 the fears of the right wing of the CPI were confirmed

and the central government of India dismissed the Kerala government.

To make matters r^7orse, immediately after the dismissal the U.S.S.R.

gave India a 350 million rouble credit which, in effect, sanctioned

the Tndian governmentrs domestic and foreign policies. The left resent-

ed this support to the government by the U.S.S.R., as it tended to blunt

the CPIrs struggle agaínst the countryrs reactionary forces.

In an I August resolution the central executive labelled the
109

intervention in Kerala as a rtpartisan and delíberate acttt on the

part of Congress. The executive backed the state cormnitLeets decisíon

to launch a mass campaign for uniting the masses and defending the

gains of the 28 month-old ministry. Even with central intervention

the executive tried to find an optimistic side to the events, stating:

The Central Executive Committee is confident Èhat the attack
of reaction will be defeated and the Indian people will

108. ttCP EXECUTIVE RESOLUTION 0N KERALATT. The Statesman & Times of
India. Cited in Asian A""otd"t Vol 

-19.59INITB - 2674,tNt,ã--
109. 'ICPI RESOLUTION 0N CENTRAI, INTER\IE'NTION IN KERALA". Times of

fndia ô, The Statesman. Cited ín esiatr Recorder Vol. 1954--15J1
August P. 2829:INf:A
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score ne\^I trÍumphs in the battle for democracy and social-
ism. lf0

This statement, coupled with a Statement saying that there T¡Ias no

doubt that the opposition would have been defeated íf it had not been

for the support of Congress and Mr. Nehru, indicate that the right

wing of the party was trying to avoid the obvious questions whích the

left wing would raise in relation to the dÍsmissal. The fall of the

Kerala government dealt a severe blow to the prestige of the policy of

peaceful transition and the class analysis and support thaL the'CPI

had been giving to the Nehru government. The fact that a U.S.S.R.

credit followed immediately on the heels of the dismissal only added

fuel to the fire of the left wing.

On 19 October the Kerala unit, true to form, passed a resolution

admíttíng its mistakes while in power. These mistakes, howeverr rrtere
111

attribUted to ,tinexperiencelr and rrcarelessnessfr rather than to

incorrect policies and measures. The Kerala unit was swallowíng its

pride to keep within the spirit of the central CPIts offícial line.

That. thís was the case is obvious, for on 27 November a trProgressive

Communist Partyrt was formed in the state separate from the regular

unit.. This new unit criticized the CPf as an anti-Marxist-LeninÍst,

bourgeois organization. The new unit also accused the CPI of upholding

the starets landlords by legislation (Federal) during the 28 months

t.hat the communists were Ín power. The new rtpart.ytrvlas comPrised of

moderates, and claimed that the regular CPI was always subservient to

110. rtCPI Resolution on Central Intervention in Keralair
111. rtKerala CP on its Mistakesrt. The Hindu. Cited in

V-o.I.. 1959, 31 October-6 Norr"*butl-Fl7Ð5: INI:G

, P.2829:INI:A
Asian Recorder,
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either the CPSU or CPC.
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The regular CPI UniL in Kerala followed

Vol. L959, 12-18 December, P. 3057:INI:R
Kerala ElecEionstt. The Hindu, The Hindustan
Asian Recorder Vol. 1959, 26-31 December,

through with the right.Íst line of the central parÈy, calling for reforms

of a Parliamentary nature in its 17 December Election Maniferao.tt'

ltrhile the Kerala dísmissal dealt a blow to the peaceful transition

line which the CPI was following, it. was far overshadowed by events on

the Sino-Indian Border. These event.s ,had their origin in the Tibetan

Revolt and Ín the unsettled border belween India and China. Prior to

1959 the Indo-Chinese border had been the subject of discussion bet-

ween the two countries in October of. L954 when Nehru noted that Chinese

maps claimed parts of India as Chinese territory. The Nehru government

claimed at that time that the Chinese through Chou En-lai had stated

that the maps vlere old and ouL of date, having belonged to the Kuomin-

tang, and that the new government had not revised them yet. Four years

laler the TÍbetan revolt raised the questÍon of the border all over

again.

I^Iith the Tibet Revolt relations between China and Tndia started

Ëo deteríorate. Realízíng that this situation could work to the advan-

tage of rightist elements in the country, the CPI executive passed a

resolution on 12 May on Sino-Indian friendshíp. The resolution ex-

pressed the belief that the difficulties could be easily overcome by

It...strict adherence to the prínciples of peaceful co-exi"a"r,.""114

The difficulties were seen as among frÍends, and the party called on

Formed in Keralalt. The Times of India. CÍtedtrProgressive CP

in Asian Recorder
tL2.
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all patriotic and national forces to defend the frÍendship of the two

natÍons. fn relation to Tibet, the executive st.ated:

llhaE happened in the Tibet.an Region of the Chinese Peoplers
Republic was a rebellion organized by a handful of serf-
oT¡rners and bígoted lamas in order to block out all reforms
and thus perpetuate brutal oppression and tyranny. 115

The rebellion was not a popular uprising, according to the CPT resol-

ution, and it did not serve the interests of the Tibetan people. By

íts staLement, the CPf had backed CPC claims Ëo Tibet as part of China,

as such India had no say in the affairs of the government in Tibet

because it was an rrinternal problemtr. The resolution críEicízed var-

ious st.atements which Nehru had made on the Tibetan Revolt, but backed

statements by hÍm which reiterated Indiars adherence Lo the prínciples

of non-alignment. The necessÍty of Sino-Indian friendship v/as empha-

sízed in face of the organization of SEATO and the recent bi-lateral

U.S.-Pakistan milítary pact. In essence the party leadership had taken

a limited gamble, for it was trying to befriend a fel1ow socialist

country while at the same tíme supportíng Nehrurs foreign policy. If

the issue melted away quickly the party would noË run the risk of inner-

party as r.rell as national criticism. If, on the other hand, matters

got. v/orse the position of the CPI would be tenuous as best.

fn January Chou questioned the established border between the two

counLries, and in April, afLer the Lama RevolL was crushed and the

Dalai Lama fled to India, Chou claimed 501000 square miles of Lndian

territory as belonging to China. In the previous month there had

been an armed clash between troops of both countries across the border.

A1l of this compromised the C?Irs posítíon and demanded that the party

i15. rrC? Executive on India-China Friendshiptt P. 2673 :fNI:B
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take a defínitive stand.

Meeting in Calcutta on 27 September, the central executive tried

to work ouE a statement on the dispute. ?rivately, the CPT had tried

Ëo restrain the CPC in letters dated 3 and 5 May supporting CPC claims

generally, but condemning Chínese claims of fndian expansíonism. The

meeting in Calcutta, however, marks the begínning of the division of

the party. At that meeting two schools of thought prevailed in the

executive. The first was led by ?. C. Joshi and S. A. Dange and called

for acceptance of Nehruts position that the MacMahon Line was the

Boundary and that minor adjustments could be made by negotiation.

The second group, led by B. T. Ranadive, fully supported the CPC pos-

ition both in its claim on Indian land and in denouncing the Indían

position on Tibet. The result of these positions was a compromíse

resolution.

The resolutíon claimed that the incidents between the two count-

ries had been blown out of proportion by domestíc reactionaries and

foreign imperialists. This being sor the differences between India

and China could be sett.led by friendly discussions and negotiation

without either party demandíng prior acceptance of its claim before
LL6

the discussions. The measure of the compromise, and its lack of

ease, can be noted in the resolution. The C?I claimed that it stood

with the people for the territorial integríty of India, but at the

same time stated that socialist China could '?...never commit aggres-

sion against Ïndia jusË as our counLry has no ÍntenLion of agression

Border Dispute". Hsinhua_!{-ews, The

Cited in Asian Recorder Vo1. L959
fl6. 'rResolution orl

Statesman & Times
Sino- Indian
of fndia.
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This statement, directed as much to a Chinese asagainst Chinart.

an fndian audience, is interesting in light of the fact that the CPI

had sent no less than t\^/o notes to China, while the Tndian government

had exchanged eight r,lith the Chinese. Neither of the CPI notes had

been answered, while all of the Indian governmentrs notes had been

answered and the CPI kept in the dark about them.

Prior t.o t.he ealcutta meeting Ghosh had been in Moscow discussing

Ëhe border diffículties. The U.S.S.R., responding to Ghoshrs appeals,

published a statement in the second week of September, dropping Èhe

U.S.S.R.ts neutrality on the issue and indicating to Ëhe Chinese that
118

they could not rely on Russia for support on the border question.

The Tass statement called for settlement of the dispute in a spirit

of friendship. In effect, the CPSU had equated Socialist ChÍna with

non-socialisË India, The CPSU would not support China against a peace

zone state - India. For their part the Chinese never recognized India

as part of the peace zone, disliked the equation of Lhe two states as

Itequaltl and saw Èhe entire Tass statemenË as a \^Iay to please Eísenhower

on the eve of the l{rruschev-Eisenhower Talks.

The Tass statement freed the CPI from having to defend Chinese

border claims and actions since the CPSU no longer supported them.

I(hruschev furthered the Tass sËatement by claiming that the Chinese

were trying to test the stability of the capitalist system by use of

force on the border, With this not only was the CPI ent.irely free from

having to back the CPC claims, but the issue of the border dÍspute be-

LL7. rtResolutÍon on Sino-Indian Border Disputerr. P. 2941 :INI:A
1lB. Mohan Ram, Indian Communísm: Split Within a Split. (New Delhi,

Vikas ?ublications, 1969) Pp. 84-86
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came an element ín the growing sea of differences in the Síno-Soviet

ri ft.

The CPIts general-secretary continued to defend the CPC and call

for peaceful settlement of the Íssue. Returning from Moscow he claimed

that both the CPC and CPSU wished Ëo see the issue settled immediately.

At the same Lime, when asked about aggression, he tried to steer a

míddle-of-the-road 1íne :

Your question assumed that there has been aggression. You

know that Tamadem \,ras occupied by Indía, but later thís area
was evacuated. Could we say Ëhat India had committed agg-
ression at that time? I do not believe that there has been
any aggression on any side... 119

Eleven days before Ghoshts statement, members of the CPIts Mahar-

ashtra unit had been forced into voting affirmative on a resolutíon of

the Parliamentary Board of Samyukta Maharashtra Samití, statíng that

the organÍzation st.ood behind Nehru rtin defense of the honour and terri-

torial integríty of our great counËry against aggression or coer"iorr".120

After the vote

A prominent coÍünunist member of the Board, who did not wísh
t,o be named, told ner^/smen that the acceptance of the resol-
ution by the Maharashtra coÍlmunisLs would result in a clash
beËween the Central Executíve of the CPI and its Maharashtra
Unít. ILL

In light of this statement one can see that the Maharashtra Unit was

coming to a parting of the ways with the central leadershíp, for on 14

October the state unit passed a resolution backing the Samiti Resolution.

The CPI central party was soon forced into a firmer stand on the

119.

t20.
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border situation after an armed clash between the Indians and Chinese

on 2L October in the Kong-ka pass of Ladakh. This incident took place

just as a CPf delegation vlas returning from China. Reacting strongly,

the CPI secretariat said that the activity of the ChÍnese in that area
L22

had rrno justif ication whatsoeverrt. trIith this incident S. A. Dange,

leader of the right wing, said he wanted to tel1 Chinese comrades I'you
L23

are pursuing a T¡Irong line on the fndia-China border issuerr. Dange

stated that the MacMahon Líne should be accepted as the basis for neg-

otiations, although he noted that he spoke for himself, not the party.

Dangets idea of accepting the MacMahon Line was passed as a reso-

lution by the Poona unit of the party on 27 October. This was the first

CPT unit to publÍcally refute the leadershiprs line of rejection of

prior claims as the basis of negotiation.

As a result of their statements on the Ladakh incident, Dange,

the Maharashtra executive committee, and other CPf members, \^7ere censured

at the 10-15 November CPT national council meeting. A resolution at

this meeting officially accepted the MacMahon Line as the border between

Tndia and China. Various statements by l{:rrushchev, one calling the con-
L24

flict a "sad and stupid storytr had made total backing of the Nehru

governmentts claim possible. The backing of the MacMahon Líne, however,

was qualified. The resolutíon held that Ëhe area south of the line rris
L25

nol¡r a part of fndia and should remain in Tndia". Resistance to this

L22. t'statement of Chínese Aggression in Ladakhtr.
of India. Cited in Asian Recorder Vol. 1959_,
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line of thought was sËiff, and forty amendments lvere put forth before

the resolutíon T¡ras passed. The resolution noted that "A socialist ChÍna
r26

can never have any warlíke designs on fndia...r' All charges of agg-

ression rrere groundless as there I^Ias an unclear border. The resolution

\^rent on to claim that on the trrlestern part of the border Indiars tradi-

tional border should be accepted as correct, but that traditional borderrs

definition should be negotiated as to its definitíon. The commitment to

the MacMahon Line must have angered the left wing of the party, the

many proposed amendments to Ëhe resolution indicate a fierce left-right

baltle wÍthin the national council. The year ended with the border

issue unsettled and wíth a dívided CPT officially backing the Nehru

government and siding with the CPSU against Chína, EssenLially the

party had three factions assessing Nehru and the border conflict in

three differenL T^rays. Sundarayya led one facLion which felt that nat-

ionally Nehru had given up to the reactionary elements in Indian society.

This faction blamed India for the border problems, claiming it had caused

the problems Ëo take the populationts attention off the fact that the

government r^/as retreatíng f rom progressive policies.

The second f action, led by Ghosh, felt that Nehru \^/as resisËing,

if poorly, ríghtist pressures. lfhile China had noË commítted aggression

in their eslimat.ion, her attitude and maps had lent strength to Indian

reactionary efforts to oust Nehru from office.

The third f actionr led by S. G. Sardesai, f elt that Nehru \^ras resist-

ing reactionaries in India alone. They felt that the Chinese had misread

Nehru as the leader of fndian reactíon and had caused the difficulties

126. ttCP National Council Meeting't P. 3034: INI:B
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on the border to try and set Nehru back on the right track.

Taken together Ëhese three factions held the CPf Ín a dynamic

sËate of tension whích lasted a year. Throughout 1960 no major issues

arose to put the facËions into pitched batEle, buE the calm was to be

only on the surface, and broke out full force in 1961.

Any hopes that the CPI had to regain po\^rer in Kerala vüere \^Iashed

away in Ëhe elections in 1961. An alliance of opposition parËies in

the state defeaËed the communists easily. The Kerala party, although

its popular voËe rose, failed to secure even one-half of its 1957 seats.

These results must have been watched keenly by Èhe CPI, wiËh Lhe right

wing losíng heart and the left wing assuring itself of the correctness
t27

of its analysis.

On the 16th of February the CPI vielcomed an invitation to Chou

En-lai to visit India calling for peaceful settlement of the border
L28

crisis. This \^Ielcome was followed by a staLeneút in May that, while

Ehe talks hadntt solved the problems, they were a construcÈive step.

The May sËatement welcomed the decisÍon by the tr^io governments to carry
r29

on the discussions on an officíal level. The conclusions of the

Chinese, however, r^Iere s1íghtly dif ferenË. Chou stated that Nehru had
130

made statements ttnot friendly to China". Þloreover, Peoplers Dai-ly

stated that there had been six points which the Chinese felt were common

between the two countries, but reacËion and imperialÍsm had kept the

lndian government from pursuing these.

See Asian Recorder Vo1.1960 , 20-26 February, P. 3 165 : INI:B
See AsÍan Recorder Vo1. L290, 5-11 March, P. 3188:INI:A
See Asian Recorder Vo1. 1960, 7-L3 l{.ay, ?. 3303:INI:A
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A meetíng of the national council ín May agreed to hold a party

congress ín January of 1961 at Víjayawada in Andhra. The national

council was to finalize the political resolution and annual report

for the congress during mid-October. Beyond this the national councíl

regreLted that Chinese-Indian talks had not yet settled the border

question, but felt that they were the correct thing Èo do about the
131

situaËion.

I^Ihile 1960 appears Ëo have been a quiet year for the CPI (esp-

ecially when one looks at Ëhe public documents) it was actually a year

of great activity in whích the party tried to deal wíth all of its

problems. The party secretariat had been unable to reach an under-

standing of the political situatíon in India at its March meeting,

and passed the íssue on to the executive.

After the setback ín the Kerala elections two lines of thought

emerged. The 1eft, led by Ranadive and Basavapunniah, felt that the

party musL be strong as an alternative to the Nehru government. The

rising reaction ín the government, in the leftt s estímation, had led

Nehru to compromise, resulting in a penetrat,ion of foreígn capital and

a shift. in foreign policy towards the l^Iest. Ghosh and Dange, on the

other hand, felt that the Indian economy I^ias not in crisis and that

not all foreign aid led to enslavement. This was an argumenL over

correct tactics withín the party in which the ríght defended the pol-

icies of the government against the reactionary elements and \nianted

the CPI to move closer to the government. Since the CPI vlas not yet

Conf erence.rl
May - 3 June

131. "CPI National
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a\^rare of Sino-Soviet ideological differences, the differing attitudes

of the two factions r¡Iere but extensions of their thinking on the dom-

estic situation.

The party was thus dívided before the 3 April executive commíttee

meeting. Ranadive wanted left uníty against the bourgeois offensive,

while Dange saw the ?roffensÍvelt as nothing more than a maneuver of the

bourgeoisie - a bourgeoisie which would not give up non-alignment.

Joshi called for the seeking of allies among progressive congressment

Ranadive for abandonment of the Amritsar Line, and Dange a shift to

the right of the Amritsar Line.

Ghosh tried to compromise these three different línes of thought

by combiníng Dangers economic analysis and Joshits political analysis.

This attempt, however, failed and after successive amendments by the

left a resolution was passed with Ghosh remaÍning neutral in the voting

in an effort to avoid splittÍng the party.

I^Iith this drift the party was coming into conflict with the Nehru

government. The executive draft had called for fighting the governmenË

policy shift to the right. llhen the draft was placed before the nat-

ional councí1 the result tnras a deadlock due to ideologícal confusion.

when the national council met it was faced with two different

documents, one the April executive draft and the other a rightist doc-

ument by Sardesai, K. Damodaran and Bhowani Sen. Ghosh, under pressure

from Dange, refused to move the April executive resolutíon which re-

sulted in a clash which was settled by a motion to shelve the issue on

the part of T. Nagi Reddy. The left, however, attacked on three issues:

the fact that foreign aid had undermined Indiats independence; the fact

that leadership of the bourgeoisie for Índependent capitalist develop-
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ment \,vas impossible; and, that action against the right with democratic

and progressive Congressmen was impossible"

In the midst of this situation the Sino-Soviet rift broke ínto

the open with the Red Flag publication of rrlong Live Leninísmrr. The

Russians retaliated with an att,ack on the CPC at Bucharest" For sev-

eral months the CPI, caught totally off guard, published various art-

ícles balancing out the arguments of the two sides" The different.

positíons, however, divíded the CPI ideologically" Ghosh defended

the CPSU line and the left wing of the CPI r^/enL out of its way not

to commit itself. The left, under Ranadivets leadership, was trying

Ëo avoid getting involved in the conflícÈ" The party was finally forced

into making some kind of decísion ín terms of the Síno-Soviet rift and,

after several public staLements, came out ín support of the CPSU with

the left wing of the party voting against the resolution as a minority.

The resolution iËself carried forward the Amrítsar analysis of

the Indian government, although it blamed the government for initiatíng

the border crísis" On the other hand, ít accused the CPC of makíng an

incorrect analysis of the Indian scene. In this last, it affírmed the

Russian analysis which treated the conflict as one between two countríes

of the rrpeace camptt. On the international ríft ítself , the part.y ex-

pressed fear that continuation of differences would have serious con-

sequences for the movement and communist parties, especíally in Asia

and Africa. In addition, while the differences needed to be discussed,

the parËy deplored discussion of them in public. The CPI quickly

found ítself in trouble over this position when the l^Iest Bengal State

Council of the CPI rejected the position and the Punjab Council stayed

neutral . The Inlest, Bengal Unit had received a view from Lhe Chinese
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posÍtion through Harekrishna Konar, one of its members, who had just

returned from Peking and VÍetNam.

Havíng publically supported the CPSU in the international ideol-

ogical dispuÈe, the CPI was called upon to be on the international

commission for the 1960 Moscow Conference. Itts representative was

Ajoh Ghosh. The basÍs of the commissionts work was a letter t.o frat-

ernal partíes from the CPSU, a 160 page rejoinder by the CPC and the

resolution of the CPL executive committee. I^Ihíle the CPI allowed

copies of the CPSU letter to be circulated to various Party members

before the Moscow Conference, the CPC letter was introduced by Konar

on his return from Peking and VietNam. As a result, the CPI executive

committee was divíded on its brief for the coming Conference. The

fína1 brief r^7as passed only by an enforced majoriEy decisÍon without

a national council discussion.

In the first week of January 1961 the CPI national council met

in Bombay hailing the Moscow Declaration as a ttsource of ínspíration
L32

and guidance for our Partyrr. Party members vrere called upon to

study the document carefully in an effort to sharpen their understand-

ing of Marxism-Leninism. Thís backing of the Russian position certaínly

could not have sat well wilh the left wing of the party, and it had the

effect of alienating many party members. 0n 14 February a National

Marxist Association was formed with the avowed purpose of wiping 'tËhe

Communist Party from the soil of Indiatt and leading'rlndia Ëoward true
133

socialism under the banner of Marx and Lenintr. The appeal of this

L32.
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group was specifÍcally addressed to Dange, Ahmed and others, hoping that

they would join their organízaLion and abandon t,he I'anti-national char-

acterrr of the CPI. In effect, thís group was furËher right than the

Ghosh leadership at the time.

The national council met. again in February and upheld the tradition-

al borders between India and China in the west and the MacMahon Line as

the de facto border in the east. In its resolution on the border dis-

puËe, the party expressed regret at the deadlock in talks and called

for direct negotiations between the two countries on a political basis.

Direct negotíalions \^/ere becoming a recurring theme as a result of com-

promise between the right and left wings.

In preparation for the coming national congress, the national

council passed a Political Resolution. Considerably more than one

thírd of those who voted on the Political Resolution voted against it.

The Resolution, written by Ghosh and Dange, sal^7 fndia as artbourgeois

democracyt' which could become an Itindependent national democracylt

through parliamentary methoCs. This could be accourplished, in part,

by a more positive attitude on the part of the CPT in dealing with pos-
L34

itive progressive elemenLs, íncluding those in Congress. This thesis

called for a sLrategy ofttbroad natíonal democratic frontrrof communists,

Congress and other progressives. It is significant that this strategy

came forth at thís time, especially when it had been rejected at the

Palghat Congress after intense debate. Such a strategy r¡Ias paramounË

to a bid for a further drive to the right in CPI policy. Ghosh may

. The Statesman, The HiIdusLaIMeet. ingrl
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have believed that with the Moscow Declarat.ion and ínternational events

he was now in a positíon to soundly defeat the left wing of the part.y.

inlhatever the case, Ghosh failed to make a clean sl¡Ieep of the situation

as is indicated in the analysis of the political and economic situation

of the country.

The poliLical and economic analysis r^ras a series of compromises

in which the right wing accepted elements of the leftts arguments.

Compromise did not satísfy the left, however, and as a result it. cir-

culated a rrminority documenttr. ft was agreed that documents from both

the left and right would be accepted at the coming Congress and Ëhat

these would be circulated. The national council meetíng was merely a

\^rarm-up for a confrontation which would drive the CPI to the brink of

split at the party congress in April.

I^lhen the Sixth Congress met. it faced two draft programmes and three

draft political resolutions. The documents of the right wing had offi-

cial standing as Ehey had been passed by the national council. Both of

the right documents took the position that the countryrs independence

r¡/as a reality, buË that the class character of the bourgeoisie elimi-

nated the possibílity of correct policíes for improvement of the peoplers

condition. The ansrrer to this situation uras a unity of democratic forces

in a four class front to struggle against reactionary forces. Signifi-

cantly, Congressmen were to be included in this front, which in effecl

sanctioned Congress as a progressive parly.

The left draft. challenged the basic elements of the official draft.

It called on Ehe party to provide a correct and alternat.ive leadership

uniting democratic and patriotic forces under working class leadership

t.o establish a Peoplers Democracy. Tn this, resistance and mass up-
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heavals would be used against rightist policies.

Several days of debate failed to settle the situat.ion and it was

only settled in the lasL by the direct intervention of Mikhail Suslov,

secretary of. the central committee of the CPSU. Suslovrs intervention,

in the form of a speech, gave support to the right wÍng and confused

moderate elements in the CPI. The upshot of his intervention was that

the draft programme was puL off for fuLure debale in Èhe national coun-

cit with an agreement that the party continue to follow the now out of

date Amritsar Line.

The political resolution, carrying immediate tasks, could not be

put off. Hererthere \^rere three drafts, the official one of Ajoh Ghosh

which had been accepted by the national council; the left draft of Ran-

adive which had been rejected by the national council, and a surprise

draft by E. M. S. Namboodíripad. The compeLition of these three drafts

resulted in a compromise. The official draft noted that the ímmediate

danger \^ras a further shift to the right of natíonal foreign policy,

aggravation and perpetuation of the Sino-Lndian conflict and a change

in índustríal policy to the benefit of privaËe capital. This situation

had to be countered by means of a broad front of workers, peasants,

petty bourgeoisie and national bourgeoísie. llhile Congress was the

organ of the nat.ional bourgeoisie, it was incorrect to equate it wíth

right reaction. The problem that the party faced was that varíous pol-

icies were beíng used by Lhe right reaction to slrengthen its position,

and these policies had to be fought. I^lhile much of the rÍght reaction

was insÍde of Congress, so \^rere potential allies. Thus it was necessary

for the cPT to make links with congressmen and get their supporL.

This draft, along wiËh the left draft, caused deadlock. The dead-
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lock was overcome by an agreement to withdraw Ranadive and Namboodi-

ripadrs drafts and amend the official draft. The final draft \^¡as a

limiËed vÍctory for the left. Tt. rejected a united front with Congress

and called for uníty with struggle. The íssue of national democracy

or peoplets democracy remained unsettled. The immediate task was a

national democratic front. In the last neÍther the ideological nor
13s

the political differences of the CPI were setËled. The left gained

one other slÍght victory in the form of increased representaEion on

the national council when that body vras expanded from 101 to 1I0 mem-

bers. This victory \^ras, however, meaningless as deadlock prevented it

from electing the central executive committee or the secretariat.

Suslovts role in all of thís cannoL be under-estimated. Hís ínter-

vention both tipped the forces towards supporting the right wing of the

party and aided in averting a split. Moreover, the final decisions of

the Congress, especially the recognítion of the Congress as a progress-

ive party, aided the U.S.S.R. in its efforts at detente wíth India. On

the other hand, for the CPI itself, the Sixth Congress I^/as a master-

piece of opportunism which avoided major questions and was so vague

and general that the part.y could not act decisively on it. The deci-

sions at the Congress only testify to the rapidity with whÍch the party

was disintegrating.

The neutralization of the party as a decision-makíng organization

was testífied to in the election of the central executive and secret-

ariat in June. 0f the twenty-five members on the executive, twelve

The Hindu, Tlmes of, In_dia,l35. ttCommunist Party Congressrr.
Statesmag, The Hindustan Times,
Vol. 1961, 28 May - 3 June, ?p.

& New_4ge.
3975:INI:R -

Cited in Asian
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\^r,3re from the left wing, twelve from the right, with the final member
136

being Ajoy Ghosh in a positÍon of right of centre. The crisis

which Suslov had helped the party avoid was waiting under the surface

and could and did erupt with the further developments between the

CPSU and CPC in 1962.

i,Jhen the Sino-Soviet rif t f irst became public knowledge, the CPI

had backed the Russian position in the dispute. For its part the

part.yts left wing had tried to avoíd challenging the CPIfs official

position in an effort t.o stay out of the dispute. The 22nd CPSU Con-

gress upset thÍs balance withÍn the CPI. So fierce was the denigra-

Ëion of StalÍn and the atÈack on Albania that even pro-CPSU parties

were shaken. These parties would have to prove their loyalty to Mos-

cow by following her lead in degrading St.alin. Under these circum-

stances the left wing of the CPI could have isolated the right wing

if Ehat wing had supported the CPSU at the 22nd Congress. Perhaps

reaLizi-ng this, Ghosh neíËher accepted the degradation by joining in

speaking for the CPSU position, nor did he reject it' Before Ghosh

returned home the nernr assault on Stalín had set off a storm in Kerala,

Andhra and llest Bengal. During this same time Ghosh had exchanged

criticisms with the CPC charging them wilh incursions int.o lndia and

demanding thaE these st.op. The Chinese accused Ghosh of trailing behínd

Nehru and failing to get all the facts on the recenL charges.

The event of the Third general electíons in fndia brought all the

unsettled matters of the party to the surface again after Lhey had

136. rrCP. National Council Elects
tariat. The Hindu & Hindustan

Itts Central Executive and Secre-
Tímes. Cited in Asian Recorder

Vo1. 19ó1, L6-22 July, P. 4059zINI:M
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been put aside at the Sixth Congress. The issue was again a question

of whom to attack - the ríght reaction in India or the Congress. The

right wing wanted to fight reaction by looking for allies in Congress,

the left wanted to aËtack Congress since it viewed mass unrest as a

result of Congress polícies. In its continued state of deadlock, the

national council shelved the election reviehT but rejected the idea of

a united front with Congress T¡ihile still calling for a national demo-

In late 1961 Ghosh refuted the CPC position on the Indian govern-

ment. rtfndiats policy is one of peace and anti-colonialism and the
137

architect of that policy is Mr. Nehrurr. He accused the Chinese of

totally misunderstanding the Indian position and added that if Chína

crossed the MacMahon Line rtlndia would be justif,ied in taking all meas-

ures to repel thegrrand the Connnunist Party of India would support the
138

Governmentrr. Finally, Ghosh scolded the CPC leadership rrOur víews

are...basically different from the Chinese views on Indiats foreign

policy. irle (CPI) are better judges of the Indían situation than any
t39

ot.her Party, including the Chinese Communist Party'r.

Ghosh t s attack on the position of the CPC was among the lasË

things he did before he díed in January of 1962. His death put the

cratic front.

The nexË national council

the election review. Dange, at

the issue shelved.

meeting again took up the quesÈion of

this meeting, was able to again have

On Indiars Foreign Policy" P. 4358:
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party inLo a position of organizationaL crisis. The majoriLy of

Ëhe national council wanted E.M.S. Namboodiripad as Ghoshrs successor,

but the right wíng would agree to this only íf Dange was placed in

Ëhe position of chairman, a post which had to be created by amending

the partyrs constitution. A composit secretariat r¡las established by

the same process and this balanced the partyrs left and right factions.

This worked smoothly for five months until the Sino-Tndian border war

broke ou¡. A meeting asked the secretaríat to prepare documents on

the ideological questions facing the communist movement' the signífi-

cance of the 22nd CPSU Congress, the post-election sítuation in India,

and a paper on the otganizational problems of the party'

The central executive of the party met in late April and early

July at which time the rÍght and center elements of the party combined

to outvote the left wing and endorse Krrushchevrs analysis of: Stalin'

The resolution which the executive passed was to be put before the

national council aË iLs coming meeting in Hyderabad. If the naEÍonal

council accepLed the resolution it would place the CPI squarely on the

side of the U.S.S.R. The proposal of this resolution marked the begin-

ning of an offensive by the partyrs right wing in whiðh the left wing

suffered a severe setback.

lfhen the national council met in August the Sino-Lndían border

was alive with Indian and Chinese troops trying to outflank each other'

After four days of debate, the national council accepted the ideol-
L4L

ogical conclusions of the 22nd CPSU Congress. This conclusion was
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considered an indication that the national council would fully back

the posÍtion of the Nehru governinent on the Sino-Indian border issue.

Going further, the CPI also labelled Albanian statements on the CPSU
t42

position'rregrettable and unjustifiedr', which \^ras a subtle attack

on the chinese posit.ion. on the major ideological questions of the

inevÍt.ability of war and peaceful coexistence, Lhe statement said that

it was a distortÍon to inLerpret these to mean that the basic Marxist-

Leninist class stand must be abandoned. Rather, what these meant vras

that Èhe transÍtion to socialÍsm could be made ín a rtless painfulrl

manner.

The situation on the border continued to ceteriorate and, at a

meeting in October, the secretariaË found itself divided over the

issue. The new clashes v/ere takÍng place in the eastern part of the

border, which had formerly been a quiet area, and in which the Mac-

Mahon Line had been accepted generally as the border. The executive

resolution accepted the Indian government position that the Chinese

had violated rndían territory, and that rndia had a right to take Ëhe

necessary defensive steps,

Behind the executive resolution was a seriously dÍvided secre-

tariat. Ahmed, of the right wing, had made statements holding the

chinese guilty of violations in the eastern area. The left wing

wished to press for disciplinary action against him for these state-

ments. This request, however, \^/as not honoured because there had

been no violation of the party Line. Moreover, the issue of disci-

pline could not be pressed because four of the nine members wanted

I42. 'ICDI Endorses Khrushchev Line on Ideological Disputen. p. 4793:
INT:D
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disciplinary action, four were against it and the ninth member,

Namboodiripad, was neutral. A call for action on the basis of the

discussions on the border issue also restrlt.ed in stalemate. The final

decision of the secretariat on the border situation in the east was
r43

passed by the national council on I November. The border issue had

been used by the right to push the divíded secretarial to the right.

llhen the resolution branded China as the aggressor, iËs three leftist

members resigned. This push by che right vlas successful and the evenË
r44

of the arrest of leftist CPI leaders in November, clinched control

of the party by the right even Ín leftist strongholds'

The Russians had Ëaken a neutral stand on the new border flare-

upr probably as a result of the fact that Ehey were tied down to their

ornrn problem,.in the Cuban missile crisis. Coming on 1 November, the

CPT posítion labelting the Chinese as aggressors put pressure on the

U.S.S.R. This was followed by a visit by Dange to Moscow, his visit

had been preceeded by a letter from the ríght faction of the CPI clar-

ifying the officíal party stand. The push to put pressure on the CPSU

to align its policy wíth that of the Nehru government and the official

CPI Line worked, and on 12 December Krruschev stated at the Supreme

Sovíet:

The areas disputed by ChÍna and India were sparsely pop-
ulated and of little value to human life. The Soviet Union
could not possibly entertain the thought Lhat India r¡Ianted
to start a vlar with China. The Soviet Union adhered to

L43. trChinese Agression, CPI Resolution Onrr. The Hindustan Times,
Times of lndia. The Hindu. & The Statesman" CÍted in Asian
R"""td"r v"l. iEø,-fç"".*bã?-l-7-õãããtãt, P. 4910'îÑrã

L44. rrCommunist Leaders Arrestedt'. Thg Statesman, Hindustan Times,
& Times qE In{Lþ. Cited in Asian RecorderJol 19ó2, 3-9 December,
P. 4922zINI:A
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Leninrs views on boundary disputes. Tts experience over
45 years proved that. there \^7as no boundary dispute which
could not be solved wíthout resorting to arms. 0f course,
it was good that China had unilaterally ordered a ceasefire
and withdrawn its troops, but would it. not have been better
if the Chinese had not advanced from their original positions?

L4s

hihen the CPI executive committee and national council met in

February of L963, ín the midst of intensified Sino-Sovíet polemics,

Ít had as its main business the international ideological dispute.

The right wing used this meetÍng to isolate the left labelling them

as trpro-Peking'r. A ten man commission appointed to write a draft on

the Sino-Soviet dispute produced two drafts, one by Namboodiripad and

a second by Sardesai. Namboodiripadrs draft did little in terms of the

Sino-Soviet dispute. It merely said that the CPT should stay out of

it. Rather, it sought to revÍew Lhe left and right zig-zags of the

CPL over Lhe last twenty years. Sardesairs draft was of little more

body, its position was unclear and it satisfied itself with attacking

the Chinese on political and ideological grounds. A third draft by

Dange only did a more careful job of attacking the Chinese. As a result

the natíonal council rejected all three drafts, but used Sardesaits

draft, whÍch it rewrote, to back the U.S.S.R. stand withouC qualifica-
r46

tions in the form of an open attack on the Chinese. This action

amounted to total right wing victory, or more acLually subjugation,

of the CPI. LE effected a united front with Congress thus violating

the Vijayaweda Line of f961. In addition, it extended the dífferences

f45. Mohan Ram, Indian -Communism, 
P. I44

146" ttCPI National Council Condemns Chinese Aggression -
Resolutionsrr. Times of IndÍa & The Statesman. Cited
Recorder Vo1. L963, L9-25 March, P. 5099:INI:D
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in the party to include both the political line and ideological

questions.

From this tíme on the split in the CPI became complete in all

but name. In addition, it also became a subject of the international

polemícs. An example of this is found in the PeoPlers Daily attack
L47

on Dange of 9 March. CPf criticism of the CPC continued through-

out the year. Domestícally, the party continued to push for support

of the Nehru posÍtion on the border problem and against reactionaries
148

who were using the border dispute. At a 20 July secretariat meet-

ingr the CPT joined the CPSU in calling on the Chinese to stop their

splittíng activities in the international movement.. There \^/as no

doubt about the CPI position:

On the most important questions which effect the vÍtal
interests of our people - on questions of war and peace,
of the role and development of the world socialist sysEem,
of the struggle against the tpersonalíty cultr, of the
strategy and tactics of the world working class movement
and the national liberation struggle - the position of the
CPI is wholly with that of the international communist
movement and the Communíst ParEy of t.he Soviet Union, and
is wholly against the erroneous views of the leadership
of the CPC. I49

By the end of the year the CPI found that units of the party

were fighting against the official line. The national council session

in November discussed disciplinary action against the triest Bengal unit

for demonstrations against the line, but deferred this to a lat'er meet-

ing. The decision was put off because it was feared that such action
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vrould split the party. The council did, however, censure A. K.

Gopalan, its Lok Sabha leader, for t'open and wilfull defiance and
150

public slander of the PartYtr.

The línking of the CPf factions with the internaLional fact.ions

quickly developed into a crisis throughout 1960 -1963. In 1964 xhe

party came to the zenith of this crisis. Ln the first month of that

year the executive called on all of the party members to be vigilant

against steps taken by groups or individual members to split the
151

party under the guidance of the CPC and Indonesian communist party.

On April lt the split within the CPI became physical as \^Ie11 as

ídeological when thirty-two centrists and leftísts walked out of the

natíonal council meeting. Speaking for them Jyoti Basu announced:

trIe are the Communist Party¡ we donft recognize them (sup-
porters of Mr. Dange) as the Communist Party. lle are out
of it. L52

The Ímmediate cause of the split was the issue of a series of letters

from Dange Lo the British government in the [920ts. The walkout came

when the centrists and leftists failed to secure the issue of these

|eËters as the first item on the agenda. Lt was claimed that Dange

had offered his services to the British during the 1920ts. Behind

this, however, \^Ias a parallel newspaper being run by the dissidents

150. rrCPI National Council on China, Tdeological Differences and

Organizational Díscipline't. Times_ of Tndi_a & The StatesmaS.
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as \^/ell as a forty-one page document which they had prepared for the

seventh party congress later in the year. Debate raged between the

two sections of the party over the authenticity of the Dange letters.

ActÍng hastily, on 14 April seven of the leftists were expelled

and twenty-five council members suspended. The expulsions were later

converted into susPensions.

It was not originally the intention of the thirty-t\^Io members

who walked out to split the party. tr^Ihat r¡Ias clear was that they were

making a bid for the party leadership. The council exonerated Dange,

but called for an investigation into the issue of the L920ts letters.

Ln line with this, all of the CPI base units were asked to revíew the

position of the thirty-two suspended members and then to hold state

meetings assessing the state partyts attitude in preparation for the

party congress to be held in November. The statement of the Ehirty-

tr^ro suspended members proposed a compromise. This compromise called

for a reorganízation of the party centre (secreËariat, central exec-

utive committee and natíonal council), a complete probe of the Dange

1et.t.ers, postponement of all disciplinary acEion for sp1íttíng activ-

itíes until the seventh congress, and a fresh scrutiny of party member-

ship by an agreed process and an agreed commission to examine the

documents for the coming congress.

On 15 April the leftists released their draft programme. IË

called for a united front to replace Congress. This call was the

anti-thesis of the official programme, however, the Kerala unit started

working towards its end ímmediately. A day later the i{est Bengal unit

of the party disowned the national council and refused to recognÍze

the Dange leadership.
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A meeting of the national council took place in June at frihich

the draft progranune of the left was discussed and rejected. The

council told the left faction to dissolve its separate committees

and pave the way for unity aulkr.153

On 4 June members of the left group and the party secretariat

met but failed to come to agreement on steps for unification. The

left demanded dissolution of the present secreËariat, the appointmenË

of a joint coffnission to prepare for the seventh congress, and expan-

sion of the commitËee investigating the Dange letters. The secretar-

iat felt that the emphasis by the left on agreement would be in effect

a minority veto. In addition they objected to the leftts idea that

the L962 secretariat should be re-instated and to the idea that a

joint commission should prepare a joint document for the seventh con-

gress inasmuch as each side had already prepared documents for the

Congress. The secretariat felt that al1 documents could be circul-

ated, but qualified this ¡^rith a demand that. the left return to the

nalional council. It was clear from this Lhat there I^las no common
ls4

ground for the two sides to get back together.

In July Ëhe left faction held a convention in Tenalí in which

ít was concluded that Èhere $Ias no hope of unity. The convention

passed a resolution calling on Ehe Indian governmenl to directly

negotiate a settlement of the border dispute with China, and welcomed

the Colo¡nbo inítiative which emphasized this approach. The resolution

153. ITCPI National Council Session In New Delhirr. The Statesman, &
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further decided to hold a seventh congress of the centrists and left-

ists charging the Dange group with t'makÍng uníty Ëalks a smoke screen

behind which they could consolidate themselves as a factíon and deceive
155

a section of honest Party members who were anxious for Parly unit.yrt.

The convention called on all party members to isolate the Dange group

from both the cormnunist and socialist movements.

The year ended with the left faction holding a conference in

October which ít labelled the seventh congress of the Communist Party

of lndia. The resolution on political organization completely refuted
156

the Dange line as rtclass collaborationist and revisionist...rr. The

(teft) party based its programme on the Tenali Draft, accusing the

government of causíng economic crisis after two decades of rule in

aLtemptíng to build capitalism. The slogan of rtPeoplers Democratic

Frontrt was put. forward.

on the 4th of November the communist Party of Tndia (right) nat-

ional council met. in Trivandrum. At Lhis meeting the ríght was faced

with the resignation of Khruschev which, from its slatements, shook

its securÍËy quite a bit. This meeting decried Lhe manner and method

in which the resignation \^Ias announced.

The bald announcement...unaccompanied as it was by any
appreciation of his services or even a hint of errors or
other compelling reasons...heightened the concern felt
ever¡rwhere. 157
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Thus, just as the right had gotten free of its dissident elem-

ents and was in a position to follow the C?SU line unopposed from

wÍt.hin, the chief exponent of that line suddenly and wÍthout explan-

ation dropped out of sight. The long shift to the right, which had

started in 1950, had come to an end with the Communist Party of Indía

becoming involved in, as \^/e11 as being an issue itself, in the inter-

national communist dÍspule with the result that the party split from

Ëwo factÍons into two parties.
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CHAPTER VI

FURTHER FACTIONALIZATION: THE CPI 1965 - 1968

The presence of the Sino-Soviet Rift significantly added to the

pressures which ultimately split the CPI Ín two ürays. The first of

these was by offering the Party two anti-theËical interpretations of

Ídeological questions concerning relations betr^/een Parties in the

Communist bloc, strategíes for world revolution, and the nature of

Ëhe present era. Alone, rhis factor would have cerlainly reinforced

severe factionalism in the CPT (as it did ín oËher communist parties, )

but it would not have been enough to split the Party. The second fac-

tor, that of direct councilling for split and of indirect action vis-

a-vis Tndia, when combined with the Ídeological questions of the Sino-

Soviet Rift, led directly to the split.

I¡Iith the Chínese-fndian border dispute, and later Ëhe Indo-

Pakistani border dispute, the CPI was forced into taking a posítion

either supporting or withdrawing support from the Tndian governmenL.

For her part, the U.S.S.R. had been giving fírrn backing to Indía on

these issues, as urell as on f.ndian f oreign policy generally. The CPI

had been following the CPSUTs lead which, inevitably forced CPI policy

t.o the right. Siding with the Indian government on the border dispute,

however, meant at least rejecting part of the claims of a fraternal

party - the CPC. Had the border dÍspute levelled off initially, and

the Sino-Soviet Rift remained dormant, the origína1 CPT position of

trying to support the Indian government and Ëhe CPC at the same time

might have worked. The íntensificatÍon of both dispules prevented this

from happening.

Continuation of the border dispute and intensification of the Sino-
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Soviet Rift with the Bucharest crisis and Twenty-Second CPSU Congress

forced the CPI into branding China as the aggressor. The Indian sit-

uation became part of the polemics between Moscow and Peking.

!üithin the CPI the right and left factions became clearly ident-

ified and a centrist position slightly less clearly defined. Under

normal circumstances, vrith one international MarxisÈ-Leninism authority

(Moscov¡) one of the factíons would have made a challenge for the CPI

leadership. This challenge would have succeeded or failed on the basis

of the position and strength of the Party rank and file, as \^Ie11 as

Ehe direction of the single international authorÍty. Such a challenge

\^/as, in fact, made by the left wing in terms of the leadership of S.A.

Dange. Dange was able to control the challenge, but Ëhis could not

defeat the challenge of the left wing. The left wing could not be

completely defeated and ísolaled due to the direct ideological (if not

other kinds) of support which Ít received from the CPC. Continued bor-

der dísturbances forced the ríght wing further right and the left wing

first to a neutral position and Ehen a pro-Chinese position. Both wings

were in a posiÈion in which they could ttpredicLtt the national and inter-

nat.ional consequences of actions and back their predictions wíth fully

developed Marxist-LeninÍst theory either from the CPSU or the CPC.

This resulted in stalemaËe.

The CPSU role in finally splitting the Party seems to have been

of primary significance. The interjecËion of Mikhail Suslov at the

Sixth Congress of the CPI reinforced the posítion of the right wing

and relatively neutralized the left wing. By 1963, the right leader-

ship believed rhat ír had Russian backing to split Ëhe Party. The

Russians seemed to be relying on CPT backing Ín such dividing of the
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Up to the present tÍme 65 Communist Parties have condemned
the views and actions of the Chinese schísmatics...and have
expressed complete solidarity and support for the principled
CPSU posiËion in its struggle for the ideological purity of
revolutionary theory and unity within communist ranks. 158

Ëime that thÍs statement was published, the ríght leadership

CPI was puttíng increased pressure on the left wing. Mohan

158. ltMarxism-Leninism is the
MovemenËrr. KormnunÍst, ( tA
Lndian Conrnunism, P. L75

BasÍs for the Unity of the Communist
October 1963). CÍted in Mohan Ram,

Ram notes:

The CPSU leadership was perhpas unnerved at Ëhe growing
leftist challenge Lo the Dange leadership and thought that
an immediate split was the only method of carrying the
majority CPT wing on its side, even if Ít meant the forma-
tion of a rival party by the leftists. 159

Tnterestingly the CPSU did not follow this procedure,,with other parties

such as the Lndonesian PartY.

Finally, on the eve of the March and April meeËings of the CPI

central secretariat, the right faction seems to have had knowledge of

the CPSUts intent to confront the CPC and force a split in the inter-

national movement. Link, a pro- U.S.S.R. publication, indicated in

March that the CPI leaders belíeved CPC-CPSU relations were at a zenÍth.

These events made Ëhe C?I righË leadershíp bolder and it atÈempted Lo

force a showdown. JusË before the 9 April central executive committee

meeting and the 10 April 1964 national council meet.ing, the left factÍon

met. The secretaríat viewed this meeting as rra conference of seceders
160

from Ëhe Party, a conference to set up a nehT rival Communíst Partyrr.

For its part, the cPC too seemed intent on split. It heightened

159. Mohan Ram, fndiah CoRrnunism, P.
160. L_ink, I March 1964

L75
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the tension within Ëhe CPT whenever possible by increasing the border

conflict, Attacks by the Chinese press and by the Chinese through

D. N. Aidit, chairman on the Indonesian pro-Peking party, all worked

to sever the right from the left. Finally, the CPC supplied the left

wing of the CPI with documents on the border dispute through CPT

r6l
leftists.

trlhen the split came the Russians had a CPI which would follow

their lead without alteration. The Chinese, on the other hand, had

a combination of leftists and centrists. The leftistst position was

clear enough, the centrists t position, however, I^Ias unclear. This

combÍnation of leftists and centrists was unstable, as I will show,

and was pressured by the CPC from 1964-1968 for the purpose of evolv-

ing a more Peking-griented partY.

trriith the complete break with the lef t wing faction, the CPI (Ríght)
L62

held its Seventh Congress in December of L964. The split in Ëhe

Party allowed the (CPI(R) to Lake a compleËely firm position in líne

with the CPSU. The Political Resolution of the Congress lÍsted the

immediate tasks as seËtling the conflict with Chinarr...on the basis

of the Colombo Proposals or arbitration by non-a1Ígned friendly powersrl.

TL called for settlement of the dispute with Pakistan by bilateral

talks between India and Pakistan. Domestically, all democratic parties

were called upon to join together for the immediaËe task of defeating

161. From this poinË on the CPI right part.y will be referred to as
CPI(R), and the CPI left party as the CPI(M) or CPI (Marxist).

L6Z. rrcpf rrRíght'r 7th Congresstr Times of India (Bombay and New

Delhi), státesman (calcutta), u"d@lMudras). ciÈed in
Asian R".oqde,r Volt*" 1959, (B-14 January) Pp.6233:INI:C -
6235t rNT, c
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the reactionary right. Included in such a

The CPI(R) claimed that it was not hostile

ment, but did feel that the government had

the worse since Nehrurs death.

combinatíon was the CPI(M).

towards the Lndian govern-

made a definite shift for

fn a resolution on ideology the C?](R) staked out its position,

clearly repudiating the stand of Ëhe CPC on the issues of Ëhe signí-

ficance of the era, r^7ar and peace, peaceful Lransítion to Socialism,

peaceful coexisËence, the national liberation movement, national dem-

ocracy and the unity of the world communist movement. The sËand of

the CPC was cited as ltdogmatic, disruptive and spelling out great dan-
163

ger for the world communist,.movementrt. Theoritically the CPC stand

was said Lo suffer from rrnarrow nationalistic and even chauvinistic
L64

distorLionsrt, The lÍnes of the C?Cts devíation were traced to

Chinats alternatÍve general line of June 1963 which, the C?I(R) claímed,

repudiated the Moscow Declaration and the 1960 Moscow Statement. The

Chinese deviation vras tied into the Tndian situation by noting that

the applicaEion of the CPC alÈernative line reached íts crudest point.

in the CPC attack on the fndian border. These attacks were followed

byrtopen slanderous attacks against the CommunÍst Party of Tndia (night-
165

ists) and a call to splÍt itrt.

The CPI(R) rs Programme offered the perspective of national demo-

cracy as a stage on the road to socialism. The ParEyts path would be

to reverse the growth of capitalism.

rrThe non-Capitalist path is a stage in which the growth of

163.
L64.
165.

'rcPI rRÍght,'r 7th
rrcPI rrRightr 7th
rrcpI rrRightrt 7th

Congressrtt P. 6233
Congress,tt P. 6233
Congress ,tt P. 6234
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capitalism will be restricted progressively and the pre-
requisites created for putting the country on the road to
socialismtr. 166

This would be done by an alliance of the working class, the peasants

and the middle-class, Once this a1lÍance had taken pohTer, it would

form a national democraLic front to eliminate foreign and Indían mono-

poly combines, bring full land reform and extend and strengthen demo-

cracy. The formation of such a front did not mean merger of progressive

parties with the Congress or formal alliance with it.

As might be expected the Partyrs Organizational Report called for

ner,r organiza|ionaL forms to insure continuous guidance and better co-

ordination. Organizationally trour own failure to discharge ideological,
L67

political and organizatíonaL responsibilitiesrr along wíth CPC ins-

piraríon had led the ParLy to the 1964 split. The Organizational ReporË

did not slíght the necessity to recover from the split, or the effects

of ít:

rrNevertheless, it is not a splinter group Ëhat has gone out
of our party, but an influencial secËion led by some impor-
tant leaders, though a minority. This has made it imposs-
ible for the CPI to unitedly intervene in Ëhe presenL serÍous
situation in the country. Even now, if all Left Parties
came together the Congress might be defeaËed in the Kerala
mid-term electionsrr. 168

Part of the organizational Report \nIas stern criticísm of the

CPI(R). The Party r¡ras seen as suffering from bourgeois habits and

methods at the top of the organization. Meetings were not business-

like and there was a trsect'ariantt resistence Eo enrolling miliËants as

Party members. The Party also suffered from the |tcult of personality'r:

L66.
t67 .

168.

rtCPI 'tRight't 7th Congressrr, P. 6234

'tCPI rrRight'r 7th Congresstr, P. 6234
trcPf rrRight'r 7th Congresstt P. 6234
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But individual leaders are demi-gods for sections of Party
members in their respectíve areas: our party is functioning
at the lowest level mostly on the basis of the leader-
follower pattern; it is only Ín our party that changes in
leadership are rarely donett. L69

Interestinglyr after thís extensive self-criticism Dange was absolved

from any guílt in terms of the ltDange Letterstr, which it was claimed

were not authentic, and was re-elected to the post of chairman. C.

Rajeshwara Rao was made party general-secretary.

irlhile the CPI(R) Congress r¡Ias making its posÍtion clear, a sectíon

of the CPT(M) made iEs position clear by direct action. In December

L964 the government arrested large 'numbers of CPI(M) members in a

nationwide Sl^/eep f or reasons of domestic security. These arrests

were made on an indívidual basis. Interestingly, certain centrists

like Namboodiripad rn/ere not arrested as they were classified as not

dangerous. ArreStS I^7ere most common in Kerala, Andhra, but also took

place in Madras, Punjab and trIest Bengal. Inlhile the arrest of certain

members by the government and failure to arrest others seems to indi-

cate that the government was trying to divide Ëhe CPI(M) by causíng

internal suspicion, the pattern of arrests seems to indicate that there

r^rere some major dif ferences between the cenËrists and the extreme

leftists.

Along with the arrests the government seized a rrRevolttt plan.

The preamble to this plan (according to the government) gave an ideo-

logical programrne in which peaceful and parliamentary road to socialism

was dropped at the Calcutta Convention and replaced by rrrevolutionary

L69. I'CPI ttRighttr 7th Congressrr P. 6234
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methodsrr and ttTelengaga type revoltsÌr.
170

The documents claimed that

Arreststr. Statesman, (Calcutta and
(Bombay). c

Delhi);New
Vo1.

the major short-coming of the Telengana movement, which ended in 1951,

was that it took place in an area far from a border with a socialist

country. A powerful socialist neighbour near fndÍa (i.e. China) was

now Ín a position to aíd the fndian revolutionary forces. The docu-

ment further stated that the Chínese Peoplers Republic (CPR) had been

leL down ín L962, but that the next tíme that CPR troops were in India
171

ít would be a sígnal for rruprisings, sabotage and subversiontt. The

government claimed Ëhat the CPI(M) \^Ias sustaíned by the CPC economically,

politically and ideologicallY.

The captured documents went beyond mere attacks on the CPI(R) and

the fndian government.. A Bengali booklet entiLled: I'THE PRESENT

SITUATTON AND THE COMMLNTST ?ARTYtS POL]CY" gave a detailed Party

progranme along CPC lines. The CPI(M) was to build a revolutionary

Party through a dictatorship of the proletariat forming cells. The

class structure \n/as to be changed, bringing into the Party field cadres

tested in methods of agitation. All revÍsíonist leaders would be re-

moved and the parliamentary paËh abandoned. All ce1ls would be formed

on a class basis for the purpose of class struggle. Link committees

would be established between the cells during the transformation from

a parliamentary to a revolutionary party. Tn essence, the documents

r¡rere a call to Maoist tactics and strategy.

In the first week of February 1965 Dange, returning from Moscow,

L7O. tt],ef t Communists
& Times of India,
I5-2L JanuarY, PP.

L7L. 'rleft Communists
- 2648:INT:A

P. 6247
6247:fNI:A
Arre s ts tr.

L965
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seized the arrests as a basis for an attack on the CPC and the CPI(M).

By doing so he backed the governmentts charge that the CPI(M) was

acting under Pekingts inspiration. He said of the Cpf(M):

rr...they have divided themselves wÍËh new tendencies and
groups and those who are arrested have started calling those,
who were not, as another shade of modern revisionistsrr. 172

There can be little doubt thaË Dange r¡las trying to divide the CPI(M)

by separating the centrists from the leftists. Dange claimed that

the CPI(M) was doing the cause of communism harm, especially in fol-

lowing Chinats leadership.

ItOur revolution wíll have its own line of development,
while adhering to Ëhe general laws of Marxism-Leninism.
For Ehat we need not bow down to the rthoughtt of Mao Tse-
tung, however profound it may be for the Chinese people
and however correct'i-t was'..tr L73

In mid-February Dange cont.inued this attack by calling on the

government to follow Nehrurs assurances that ot.her languages should

be given basis in law and fact while Hindi, the national language,

was adopËed slowly. This criticism had the effect of aÈtacking the

governmentts language policy and also attacking the CPI(M) policy.

The CPI(M) had been held responsible, by the governmentr for inspíring
L74

anti-Hindi demonsLraËions in Madras on l0 February.

By mid-February Ehe goverrìnent released more information on the

CPT(M) pro-Peking activities. It was claimed that the Party vlas pre-

paring for subversion and violence. Harkishen Singh SurjeeE, the

L72. trs. A. Dange Attack on Chinatt. New 4ge and Sta!-esman, (New

Delhi). Cited in Asían Recorder Vol. 196å, L2-18 March,
Pp. 6344:INT:C - 6345:INI:C

L73. trs. A. Dange Attack on Chínarf , P. 6344
L74. rrCPI Right Memorandum on Language fssuetr

of fndia, (New De thi ) ; & Hindu, (t"ladras ) .
Vol. 1965, 26 February - 4 March, P. 6317:

. S_tat_e-sman and
Cited in Asian

Time s

INf :B
Recorde r
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CPI(M) leader in Punjab, reportedly had t'...emphasized the need to

start as many secret cells in the border areas as possible Ín order
175

to maintain direct links with Lhe Chineser'. The government further

noted that:

rrMr. Saukar Dayal Tewari, a member of the National Council,
gave out at a party meeting that Chínats aim \^las not to
gain territory but to help the CPI with arms and ammunition
ín the likely event of a civil conflagration in the counEry.
This was the reason why the State comrnittees of West Bengal
and the Punjab, the two States close to the Chinese líne of
control, did not regard Chinese action as aggression. L76

Tn its assessment of the election in Kerala the CPI(R) attacked CPI(M)

leader Namboodiripad for siding wilh the communalists to defeat Congress.

The CPI(R) also attacked the government for

in the State, claiming that rt...wherever the

Lo secure an absolute majority, it may seek
L77

through Presidentts Rule'r. The CPT(R) fe

in the election because of a Ittotally wrong
L7B

of the part.y in Keralart.

The natíonal council of the CPI(R) meË in May and, in line with

the Moscow Communique issued at the Moscov¡ Consultative Meeting of

conrnuníst partíes, adopËed a resolution re-iterating the need of a

confererice of corûnunist parties Lo settle ideological difficulties.

continued Presidentrs Rule

Congress Party is unable

to perpetuaËe its hold

lt that it had done badly

assessment of the sLrength

of Pro-Peking Communistsrt.L75. ?'Ant.i-Natíonal Activities
India, (New Defhi). Cited
P.6332:fN]:F

TÍmes of
5Jt-Tãich,in Asian Recorder Vol. L965,

176. r?Anti-National Activities of ?ro-Peking Communists
Statementrt. Times of India, (New Delhi). Cited in
Vo1. L965, 5-ll March, P. 6332:INI:F

L77. ttCPI Right SËand on Continued Presidentts Rule in Kerala'r. Hindg,
(Madras), & Times of India, (Ner Delhi). cited in Asian Recorder
vo_1. 196i, 9:rl AFrlÞ. osgo 

'rNr 
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178. ttCPI Right Stand on Continued ?residentrs Rule in Kerala't,
P. 6390
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The resolution said lhat such a

visit to Peking had PoÍnted out

only in the event of a war. In

ional council was to circulate

the Bombay Congress amongst the

Party should initiaÈe bilateral

conference \^Ias unavoidable as Kosyginrs

that the CPC forsaw communist unity

preparation for a conference the nat-

the ideological documents prepared at

rank and fÍle. Additionally, the

talks wíth cornrnunist parties ín the

region.

Reviewing developments since the Bombay Congress, the councíl

noEed the need for a unity of democratic forces. ttunited poliËical

íntervention on a national scale has become the supreme need of the
L79

hour for the defence of the vital interests of the working people'r.

In June a Committee held a unity conference in an attempt to over-

come some of the elements whích had split the ParËy. As an Ínitial

move iË was demanded that Dange be removed as the Chairman of the

CPI(R). Centrists from lüesE Bengal sLated that rMr. Dange has become

a stumbling block in the way of strengthening the endeavors of uniting

the two factionsrr, his removalrrhad become an urgent need in the int-
180

erest of the unity of the Communist movementtt. The committee wel-

comed the progress of the two CPIS: in working to bring about United

Fronts (Un¡ Ín trnlest Bengal, Gujerat, Andhra and elsewhere. tr^ihile a

meeting of leaders was proposed, it was decided that the two CPIs

remain separate until the ríval groups unite. The committee claÍmed

L7g. ttCPI Right National Council Meetíng in New Delhir'. Statesman
and Hindustjrn Times, (New Delhi). Cited in Asian Recorder Vol.
L965L30 April - 6 MaY, P.6427:INI:B

180. ttrommunist Unity Committeefs Conference (first) Held Tn Calcuttatr
Statesman, (Calcutta). Cited i" ' 

9-15
July, P. 6547 ': fNI :N
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that it did not wish to grow into a third communíst party.

Tn June the C?l(R) opened another assault of the C?C. Again,

it criticized the Chinese Party for sharpening the ideological split

rrAË a time when the Communist and workerts parties the
world over are taking practical steps to initíate, despite
ideological differences, world wide action against contín-
ued U.S. imperialist aggression in Viet-Nam, the leaders
of the CommunisË Party of China are continuing their un-
seemly slander campaign against brother parties, parËicu-
larly against the CPSU.

Exactly when Pravda is making passionate appeals for
f orging unity, the leaders\:)of the Chinese Communist Party
miss no opportunity of delivering their slanderous attacks
on the Soviet Communist Party.rt lBl

At the same time

for a joint front

that the CPI(R) was attacking China it was calling

with the CPI(M) on issues of mass agítation. There

had been contact between leaders of both partíes for the purpose of

avoiding confrontation in the upcoming elections. The CPI(R), however,

noting that the sec-set aside the

retariat did

rival camps.

idea of unity between the Parties,

not feel that mass communisË membership

The execuËive conunittee of Ëhe CPT(R)

a resolution on unity with the CPI(M) in the future.

Tn response to the idea of possible unity, E.M.S. Namboodiripad

stated that ttTt is impossible to think of unity now between the two
LB2

parËiesrr. He elaboraËed the dif ferences betlnleen the two parLíes

as the reason for this. First, the two partíes characterized Congress

completely differently. Second, the CPI(R), in its anti-China posture'

LB1. trRight CPf Criticism of Chínese ?arLy'r. Sta-tesman,
Times of India, (New Delhi). CíËed in Asian Recorder

was divided into

was going to adoPt

(Calcutta);

. StaLe sllan, (New De th i )
2TAugust-2September,

Vol. L965,

9-15 July, P. 6547:INI:0
LB2. ttE.M. S.Namboodiripad 0n CPÏ Unityrt

Cited in Asian Recorder Vol.
P. 663 l:fNI:D

L965,
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183

was trbecoming the tail of the ruling Congress ?artyrr on the question

of the border dispute vrith China, Namboodirípad did see the possibilíty

of unity in action, but that was all. He emphasized the importance of

the international differences in the communist movement:

ttTheoritically is it possíble, that if for the momenl \^7e

leave ouË discussions on ínternaËional quesËions and con-
fine ourselves to internal issues, there can be an
agreement. 184

Namboodiripad knew that his theoritical alternatÍve \,ras impossible,

because inLernational quesEions had become of primary significance

between the two CPIs. This was pointed up by an attack on Chinese

support to Pakistan on the issue of Kashmir by the CPI(R) in late Aug-

ust and again in mid-SePtember.

The first public indication of difficulties in the CPI(M) came

ín the beginning of October. At that time Z.A.Ahmad, a member of the

CPI(R) secretariat said that the CPT(M) seemed to be going Ëhrough a

crisis. This crisis Ëook the form of rethÍnkÍng the Partyrs position

on China, and had been caused by Chinats support of Pakislan which had

shocked many of the CPI(M)s rank and file. Amhad carried this state-

ment into an attack on China which rt...vlas pursuing policies of war-

mongering, aggrandisement and incendiarism, which only fascist coun-
185

Lríes followedr'.

Ahmadrs assessment seems to have been close to events in the

CPI(M). A meeËing of the CPI(M)ts central committee in mid-October

183 .
184.
185.

ItE.M. S.Namboodiripad on CPI Unityrr.
rrE.M. S.Namboodiripad on CPï Unitytr.
I'CPI Lef L Re-Lhinking China Polícyil

P. 663L
P. 663L

. Hindustan Times, (Uew

Delhi). Cíted in Asian Recorder Vol.
P. 67 49: INf :B

L965. 22-28 0ctober,
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resulted in rrdivergencies'r of approach and emphasis by different party

members. A majority of the Partyts top and middle leaders were rtnot

186

available for collectíve discussionstt which indicates that they

had been unable to come to a conclusion which satisfied the majority

of members. The central committee argued that Jammu and Kashmir were

different than other Lndian states as witnessed by the number of talks

between India and ?akistan on this problem. The central committee and

Ëhe Partyrs leader, Namboodiripad, called for dírecE negotiations with

China on the basis of recogniLion of Chinese suzerainty over Tibet and

accomodation with Chína in the Aksaichin region. Kashmir should be

recognized as a part of Lndia I^/Íth rtspecial statustt.

Between the end of 1965 and early L966 Príme Minister Kosygin

made several moves to try and quiet the Pakistan-lndian dispute.

These moves were probably aimed at resËoring some kind of normalcy

in the area as well as at rebuffÍng China which had been sLirring up

the dispute. These moves resulLed in the Tashkent Declaration. The

CP1(R) welcomed the U.S.S.R. intervenLion in the siËuation noting thaË

the declaration called for tt...renunciation of the use of all force
L87

and for solving of all disputes through peaceful meansr'. This

settlement vras a victory for both the CPSU and the CPI(R) as \^/ell as

a defeat for the CPC and C?I(M).

At its January meeting the cPI(R) national council violently

186. "Left CPI View On Lndo-Pakistan Conflictr'. New York Times,
Times of Lgndon, IirÉs, (Madras); Statesman, (õãt".,fEã¡--Tit"a

, 26 November - 2 December, P.679I:INI:A
L87. " t Declaration¡t. Tass, Times € rnl4a

& Hindusran Times, (New Defhi). CiËed in Asian Recorder VoL_l9É9,
ãg-J""""ry-f-2. F"úruary, P. 689B:INI:A
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attacked the CPCts rejection of the U.S.S.R.ts call for uniLed action

of all communist parties in working against U.S. aggression in Viet-

Nam. f.t was quite clear that the Chinese wished to have primary con-

trol over the Viet-Nam war within the communist camp.

trWhile the overwhelming majority of Communist and workerrs
parties are taking the stand of united action against imp-
erialism, the principled position of restoríng the unity
of the world communist movemenL and the socialist camp,
the Communist Party of China (CfC) is pursuíng the path of
political and organizational division, Lhe path of split-
ting the Communist movement, based on its unilaterally
decided general line which it put forward in June 1963 " 188

On national issues the council found clear cut decisíons ímposs-

íble. Disagreements left the council in a position where it was unable

t.o come up with a Political Resolut.ion. The secretariat I s draft reso-

lution for the council meeting talked of a shift to the right by the

Congress governmenL. The problems of characterizíng the government

and drawing lessons from it were the main íssues before the councÍl.

After a long and bitter debate it was concluded thaË the CPT(R) would

continue its approach unchanged, even in view of the dangers which

this posed. I^IiLh the re jectíon of the secretariat t s draf t it was

proposed that the council make a draft for the ?olitical Resolution.

When the council did this it was also rejected as it was felt that it

did not reflect the memberst views adequately. Stralegically, the

council did agree that the strategy for the next election would be

a move for a left front to fight the Congress with a common programrne

as the basis of the front. The deadlock over the Political ResolutÍon

188. rtRight CPI NaËional Council Meetíng - New Delhir'. Slatesman
in Asian Recorder Vol.& Times of IndÍa- (New Delhi). Cited in Asian R

tgZZl-5.f t-¡'eEãry, Pp. 6913:rNr:K - 6913:rÑl:x
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reflected a difference Ín the memberst interpretaËions of the decisions

of the Bombay Congress,

Tn February the C?I(R) carried íts call for a united front of

left parties further by asking the CPI(M) to join it in the mass

movemenE setting aside ideological and political debates. Rao, CPI(R)

general-secretary, said that such a united front would be of benefit

Eo both parties. In Raors estimaËion:

If both factions worked unitedly, other leftist partíes
r,¡ou1d also come into the movement. Then I^le can actually
change evenËs and mould them. The bitterness betv¡een the
factions will also be overcome. Comrades must think more
Ín terms of going to the people and workíng among them
Ëhan in terms of debates. Then we can unite Ëhe communist
movement and uniËe progressive forces and show a path to
our country. 189

AË this time there was a report that Suslov had sent a letter to the

CPI(M) directing such united action. Rao said that he had no know-

ledge of this let.ter and thaË it díd not have the power to direct

sj-nce 'rnobody in the ínternational movement after the death of Stalin
190

has been able to do such a thing as ordering usrt. A CPI(R) dele-

gaLion to l"Ioscow in May seems to lend support to the CPSUts possible

hopes of united action in India. A communique by Ëhe CPI(R) delegation

and Ëhe CPSU stated that rtThe Delegation of the CormnunÍst Party of the

Soviet Union wished the Communíst Party of India success in the stru-

ggle for uniting in the ranks of conrnunists and democratic movement
19r

of the country...tr. At the same time, however, the communique

189. "Right CPI Appeal For Unity ltrith Left Factionrr. TÍmes of fndia,
(New Defhí). Cited in Asian Recorder Vo1. 1966, Pp. 6963IINI:R-
6964:INI:Rr 5-11 March

L9O. 'rRight CPI Appeal For Unity llith Left Faction?t, P. 6963.
191. "CPI Delegationts VísiË To U.S.S.R.tt. Híndustan TÍmes & Statgs-

man, (New Defhi). Cited in Asian Recorder re]-:-l-æ-q, 18'24 June,
Pp. 7L36;INI:F - 7L37:INI:F
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called for relations between fraLernal partíes on the basis of equa-

lity and non-interference ín their internal affairs.

In May Ehe politburo of the CPI(M) met for the first time in

sixEeen months. The meeting was all but insignificanl with the exc-

eption of the fact Lhat the Party put off discussion of the internat-

ional ideological dispute until after the coming election. The time

period between polítburo meetings and the putting off of the ideolog-

ical question seems to índicaËe fear to have open discussion of this

issue for fear of dissent. This conclusion seems more certain in

light of the possibiliËy that the Party $ras in the midst of a dis-

cussion of its policy on China in 1965.

In preparation for the elecËion the CPI(R) national council met

in June esEablishing an election programme aimed at a minimum prog-

ranme for united opposition to Congress. This progranme would consist

of a t'practical alternative to Congress policies based on urgently
192

needed radical changes in the economic structurerr. The political

task of the Party was to forge a democratic unity of leftist forces.

The Party was beginning to get uneasy about its position towards the

government, especially in light of the newly formed Indo-U.S. Found-

ation which it viewed as a Ìtgigantic ínstrument of massive American

penitration into Indian cultural 1ife, above all, the sphere of
193

moulding the ideology and polit.ical oullook of adolescent youth...rr

The CPI(M) central commiËtee met in June passing a resolution

Ig2. ttNational Council Session In Hyderabad't. Hindu, (Madras ) ; &

Hindusran Ii*"r, (New Delhi). CíËed in Asian Recorder Vol.l966,
9:13 JulyJp. 7r73:lNr:B - 7L7s:TNr:B

193. I'National Council Session In Hyderabadrrr P. 7T74
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on the PolitÍcal Situation which was full of optimism,

The period ahead is full of possibilities for making still
further advances in developing the unÍty of the people in
the sLruggle against the Congress Governmenl and it.s classy
policies. L94

The Party decided to take a part in organizing mass demonstratíons

against government policíes. The election strategy deferred discus-

sion of the ideological correctness of eÍther the CPSU or CPC until

a later date. The main aim in the election ü7as to reduce the Con-

gress to a minority wherever possíble. To accomplish this, the Party

would make adjusLments with opposition parties in an effort not to

split the opposition vote. This election campaign I^Ias a far cry from

the renunciation of parliamentary tactics of 1964-65. In effect the

strategy \^/as a victory for the centrists and moderates of the CPI(M).

Deferrment of the ideological íssues, however, indicates deep diff-

erences within the party.

As Íf recognizing the shift in the CPI(M), the CPI(R) launched

another attack on the CPC in late November. The national councÍl

called the recent CPC attack on the U.S.S.R.

a stab in the back of the world front. of anti-imperialist,
democratic forces, of which the socialist camp, headed by
Èhe Soviet Union, is an imporËant contingent. L95

The Party further attacked the Great ?rolelarian Revolution as a:

...campaign of vandalism being carried out in a socialist
countrytr which ¡tgives a weapon in the hands of the bour-

194. 'tleft CPI Central Committee Meeting in Tenalirr . Statesman,
Recorder Vo1.(New Defhi); & Hinjlu, (uadras). Cited in Asíag

L966, 9-15 July, P. 7L75zINI:C
195. 'rRight CPI Criticizes Chinese Campaign Against

man and Hjndustap Time!, (New Delhi). Cited in
Vol. L966, L7-23 December, P. 7443zlNI:B

Russiatt. Stat.es-
Asian RecorE?-
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geoisie to discredit CommunÍsts and proletarian cultures
and has to be repudiated' L96

The CPI(R) Election Manifesto issued in December of 1966 had

as its main thrust the dísplacement of Congress wherever possible.

The Manifesto noted that the CPI(M) had taken Ëhe CPI(R) as the main

enemy. The Party nonetheless blamed the splÍt in the Party on CPC

inst igat ion.

On the 9th of April, after the electÍon, the C?I(M) gave a dec-

laration on the class struggle. This declaration vlas the first step

in Ëhe CPI(M)rs public departure from a leftisÈ policy on class

struggle. The Politburo called on the people and the constituent

units of the united front t.o recognize the need for class struggle.

Yet the limits of thís struggle seem almost tame next to the Partyrs

position in L964-65:

Every issue from peoplets food to workerts livelihood will
be an arena of class struggle and unless the people and
the partíes of the United Front recognized this Lruth, they
will not succeed in defeating the vested interests I offen-
sive. I97

The facr is that the GPI(M) was shaken by the defeat of the con-

gress at the polls. The election results saur non-Congress ministrÍes

in eight staLes covering half of lndiats populaËion. Most of these

governments were composed of a coalition of partíes in which the

CPI(R) and CPI(M) played a part. The CPI(M), however, had sv/ept to

the dominant position in Kerala and tr'lest Bengal.

196. "Right CPT Criticizes Chinese Campaign Against Russia'r.
P.7443

Ig7. tt],ef t CPI Declaratíon on Class Strugglett. Stateslnan, (Ca1-
cutta). Cited in Asian Recorder Vol. L967' 2I-27 M'ay, PP. 77TL
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fhe CPI(R) seems to have been no less Ímpressed with the success

at Ëhe polls. While the national council called for careful obser-

vation of reacËionary parties, it felt that its fÍrst task was to try

and overthrow the Congress aL the centre. ft saw the non-Congress

staEe ministries as the lever wÍth which t.o do this. The ?artyts

general-secretary, Rao, called for an intermediate aim of a non-Congress

democratic coalition government at the cent.re as a transitional form

between what presently existed and a future national democratic gov-

ernment.

The event of the siege of the Indian Embassy in Peking by Red

Guards drew little comment from the CPI(M). In addition, the Party

ignored Chinafs first H-bomb which had recently been exploded in the

air. Finally, the Party on 18 June hetd back its draft on ideology.

All of these events point to Ëhe drift that the CPI(M) had taken to

a parliamentary road. The transformation wíthin the ?arty after the

election is almost. beyond belief. The class struggle became an excuse

for partícipation in the parliamentary system and, for all intents

and purposes, r^Ias buried:

In clear class terms, our partyts participation in such
governments is one specific form of class struggle to win
more and more people and more and more allies for the pro-
letariat and its allies in the struggle for the cause of
People rs DemocracY. f98

The Kerala and trIest Bengal minÍstríes became the centre of the CPI(M)ts

strategy and world:

Since the fortunes of the entÍre party, at the present stage
of development, are closely linked with the successful run-
ning of these ministries and the role our party plays ín
them, the whole party throughout the country will have to

198 . Mohan Ram, Lndian Communism, P. 222
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be mobíIized to back the agreed programmes of these two non-
Congress ministries and to see that they are earnestly
implemented. L99

The CPT(M) line had been so transformed that differences between it

and the line of the CPI(R) can hardly be found. Both were pursuing

the same basic aims and in a parliamentary manner.

Crisis was awaitíng the CPI(M) just around the corner' it had

been brewing for a long time, which \^7as the reason that the Party had

deferred the discussions of the ideologícal questions for such a long

Ëime. Internally the crisis came from the Naxalbari area of llest.

Bengal. Members of the CPI(M) had been operating in this area for

tvro years in defiance of the central partyts directíons, In that tÍme

they had been organízíng a peasant movement. tr{hen the united front

CPI(M) 1ed ministry Look office in WesL Bengal in February 1967, a

meeting of the extremists came to the conclusion that a united front

government would be of no advantage t.o t.hem and decided to call for

seizure of land and the establishment of liberaËed areas.

The activities of the Naxalbari rebels put the C?T(M) in an

impossible position. If they crushed the rebellion they would be

liable to the charge that theirs was a government exactly like any

bourgeois-landlord government. Alternatively, failure to crush the

rebellion would be an open invitatíon to the central government to

dismiss the ministry. The Party made the decision to crush the re-

bellion¡ however, this made it symbolíc to other extremists operating

in Naxalbari as well as in Kerala, ?unjab and Uttar Pradesh.

Externally the CPC, which had remained relatively silent for

t99. Mohan Ram, Indian Counnunism, P. 222
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some time, opened an attack on the CPT(M). In April the radio in

Peking begged the question of the existence of a communist party in

India and concluded that there \^IaS none, rrthere are only certain indi-
200

vidual congnuniststt. Just after the election, Peking Revig¡ asserted

that the trrlest Bengal and Kerala ministries, among others, were being
20L

used to contain the revolution. Throughout. May, June and July the

CPC continued its attack on the CPI(M) and its supporL of the Naxal-

bari rebellion unLil ít was crushed. These attacks compared the be-

trayal of the Naxalbari rebellion with the betrayal of the I949'I95L

Telengana rebellion.

f.n reaction to the situation the CPI(M) expelled thirteen of iËs

members, all from the lJest Bengal unit, on the first of July. Prev-

iously the Party had expelled twenty-one members for rranti-parËy act-

ivit.iesrt in Calcutla, Paranas and Burdwan.

on the second of JuIy the CPI(M) counter-attacked, sËating that

Ëhe CPC assessment of rhe Naxalbari rebellion .n/as tt...in total variance
202

wÍth that made bY our PartYrr'

Our party had repeatedly stated that the Naxalbari struggle
ís a struggle of hungry peasants for land, social justice
and against eviction. Tt is afl economic problem and should
be settled as such. 203

Even as the CPI(M) was sayíng this the expelled members in tr^lest Bengal

were setting about. to establish a parallel party centre labelling the

CPI(M) as a ttneo-revisionist grouprt. The objective of the parallel

200.
20L.
202.

203.

Mohan Ram, Indian Communism. P. 224
Peking Review, L4 JrLY L967
tr0n Naxalbarirt. Statesman,
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cenLre \^/as to l^/in over the party membership and ísolate the leaders.

Peking Radio arracked the CPI(M) agaín on 3l July labelling the

ParLy as revisionist. The broadcast claimed that when the peasants

launched an armed sËruggle, the C?I(M) otganized ítself to weed out

the revolutionary elements in its ranks. The CPC chief of staff, Yang

Chang-wu, criticized the CPI(R) and CPI(M) in the same breath and then

compared the Naxalbari Rebellion with reference to peoplers war in

Viet-Nam. This attack was reiterated on 3 August by Peoplers Daily.

The artícle claÍmed that sÍnce llorld trfar II there had been a sËruggle

beÈween tI^Io opposing lines within the CPI.

One is the line of Marxism-Leninism and Mao Tse-tungrs
thought adhered to by the revolutionaries in the Party,
that is, to follow the road by which the Chínese Revol-
ution had advanced to vÍctory, to boldly rouse the peas-
ants Èo revolution, build a peoplets army, establish
rural revolutionary baseS, I^Iage a proËracted armed Stru-
ggle, encircle the cities from the countryside and
eventually win nation-wide víctory. 204

The other line was the revisionist line currently under Ëhe leader-

shíps of S. A. Dange and E. M. S. Namboodiripad.

The CPT(M) was findÍng it harder and harder Ëo operate under the

conditions it was faced with. The extremists within the Party pushed

from within, and the CPC pushed from wíthout. 0n 5 August the Party

expelled another sixty members all f rom the tr'lesË Bengal Unit.

The cPCts attack on the CPT(M) reached a zenith on 7 Augusl. 0n

that daËe Peoplets Daily carried an artÍcle enËitled ttl,et the Red Flag

of Naxalbari Fly Still Highertt. This article was, in effect, a call

Leaders CriticÍzedrt. New China News
Delhi). Cíted in Asian Recorder

204. rrfndian Marxist ?arty
Agency; & Patriot, (New
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205

for the formation of a new party of revolutionaries.

On the 24th of. August the CPI(M) central corunittee met and passed

the long awaited Statement on ldeology. The statement ciLed revision-

ism as the maín threat to the world movement and said that it halted

consolidation and advance of the communíst movement. All points in

the StatemenL Inlere to be fínaLízed by an Al l-India plenum on 15 Jan-

uary 1968. The central committee claimed that the present epoch was

one of transition from capitalism to socíalism and in which the soc-

ialisL system was becoming a decisive factor in the development of

the world. The victory of the CPC and the national liberation move-

ments r¡/ere seen as altering the internatíonal balance tor^7ards the forces

of peace, democracy and socialism. The Statement criLicized the CPSU

peaceful transition line and held thal Lenints thesis on imperialism

was sti1l valid. This statement hardly coincides with the Partyrs

actions in trrlest Bengal or elsewhere.

fn a central committee meeting of the CPI(M) on 26 August the

Party displayed further ambivalence in its position. Lt roundly crit-

ircltzed rhe CPSU ideologícal position and totally rejected ít. on Lhe

other hand, it only agreed \^Iith the CPC position broadly. The Party

concluded saying that it would follow iËs own prograrnmes based on its

own assessment borrowing from the experÍence of other communist parties.

As regarded the international situation, the Party said ít would

follow an extra-parliamentary struggle of a non-violent Lype. The

CPC also was

ated that the

criticized by the Statements. Again the Party reiter-

Chínese had misunderstood Lhe Naxalbari developments

Ram, Indian Cormnunism, P. 228205. Mohan
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The Chinese Party was criticízed for back-

ing CPI(M) extremists:

We are at a loss to understand how the comrades of the
Chinese Communist. Party, in utter violation of every Marxist-
Leninist tenanË of assessing a given political situation and
tactics to be adopted are advocatíng armed struggle as seen
in the case of the Naxalbari peasantry. This stand of theirs
is neither theoretically correct nor tallies with our exper-
ience in our movement in our country. 206

On a more personal level, the central committ.ee attacked the CPC for

attacking Íts leaders:

Such methods strike at the very roots of fraternal relaËíons
between Communist Parties, and no party can allovi its leaders
to be denounced by other parties if it r^Iere to continue its
independent exístence. 207

Ln the middle of all of thís, small extreme left parties started

to surface. The Statesman noted that for two years, a Peking oriented

polÍtical group had been actíve called t.he Tamilnad Red Flag Movement.

It had mainly functioned as a tool of CPC propaganda. Tts president,

K. Sundaran, was a former communist party member'

The Red Flag Movementrs thesis is simple; only those who

believe in violent revolution are true Marxists. The Party
has painted both the right and left communists with the
same revisionist brush and accused Ëhem of being tools of
the so-ca11ed Soviet-American clique. 208

The contradictions in Lhe August central committee statements by

the CPT(M) were picked up immediately by the CPI(R).

the StatemenLs:

The CPI(R) called

...the height of opportunísm when the CPT(M) leaders on

206. t'CPI Marxist Central Committee Sessionrr. Hindu, (uadras); and

Statesmgn, (Calcutta) . Cited in Agi?{, necorõr Tol . 1967,
tO-tO Sãptember, Pp. 7907:INf :M - 7098:fNf :M

207 .
208.

in
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'rTamilnad Red Flad Movementrt. Statesman, (New Delhi).
Asian Recorder Vol. L967, 10-16 September, P. 7908:INI
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the one hand extol the Chinese ideological line and pretend,
on the other, to fight adventurism and left opportunism.209

A study of the central committee C?I(M) August statements convinced

the CPI(R) that:

in L964 the CPI was split by the Leftists, not primarily
over dífferences on internal Indian questíons, but in
response Ëo the alternative 1íne which the Chinese leader-
ship wanted to impose on fraternal partíes and in parti-
cular to Ëhe chinese Partyts open call to split the Comm-

unist Party of India. 2lO

On 16 November it was announced that a third Cormnunist Party

would be formed along strictly Maoist lines. The task of this Party

\"ras to achieve 'rpeoplers democratic revolution through buildíng mil-
2LL

itant rural bases and extending them to encircle Ëhe citiestr. The

conference to establish Ëhis party rálas attended by many expelled

CPI(M) members including Charu Mazumar the theoritÍcian of the Nax-

albari movement.

By December of 1967 borh the GPI(R) and CPI(M) showed growing

concern with the future of the united front governments. The naËional

council of the CPI(R) called for these ministries to stop vacillaËing

in carrying Ëhrough their policies and progranmes. The ?arty claimed

that the central government and the right reactionary parties were

trying to dislodge the united front governments by starting conrnunal

riots. To counter such disrupt.ion, the Party ca1led for left unity

2Og. rrCommunist Party Right On Left Communists ?ro-ChÍna Rolert.
Hindustan Times & Statesman_, (New Delhi). Cited in Asian Rgcorder
v"t:-L9-ffi-21 ocãouãÇ rp. 7966:INT:H - 7967:lNT:H

2IO. trCommunist Party Right On Left Communists Pro-China Roleil
P. 7966

2LL. ttThird cornrnunist Parly MarxisL To Be Formed". sta.lg¡tat,
(Calcutta). Cited i" , 3-9 December,
Pp. 8048:fNT:G - 8049:INI:G
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to prevent Congress from exploiting the unstable elements in the

state s .

0n 7 Deceniber, the same day that the national council of the

CPI(R) met, the CPI(M) also met. The ParLy warned of serious conse-

quences which would follow further repression of the government in

l'/est Bengal. Their warning seems to have been an indicalion of a

reassertion of Lhe more radical elements in the Party, for on 28

December it was reported that the CPI(M) r¡7as establishing a secret

party machinery at the provincial committee level.

The secret parLy was part of a plan to seize pol7er by armed

insurrection. The Viet-Nam war ilras to be the pattern for this armed

insurrection and would be intensified along the Chinese and Pakistan

borders. Documents seized at the time called for infiltraLion of the

army and police whÍch would give the Party some reliable disaffection

in these forces in the event of insurrection. These infiltrators

would also be a source of arms to the insurrection. AddÍtionally,

one CpI(M) leader in Uttar ?radesh also promised a supply of arms

from China Ëhrough Tibet. The efforts of the insurrection were to

concentrate on the border with China to avoÍd the failure of the

Telengana revolt, i.e.: trabsence of contiguity wíth a socialíst
212

statert. Finally, a lÍnk r^ras established with Pakistani Communists

Ëhrough an fndo-Pakistan Coordination Committee. This link attached

itself to the EasË Pakistan CommunísË Party which was pro-CPC in

orÍentatíon. Shortly after this it was reported that whole sections

2L2. ttArmed Insurrection Plan By Left Communists Link hiith Pakistan
Cíted in Asian þ-
:F - 8137:INI:F

Communistsrr. Híndust.an Tímes, (New Delhi).
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of the trriest Bengal CPI(M) knor^n as the Naxalbari group, had gone

underground. This process had started just after the dismissal of

the government of the state.

The CPI(M) was showing serious signs of factionalism by the first

month of the ner^r year. It was obvious that CPC criticism of the Party

was having an effecL on at least some sectÍons of the Party. At a

six day plenum general-secretary Sundarayya said that the Party was

pursuing Lhe Congresst directive of Ëhe 1964 Congress. It r¿ill be

remembered that this was a more radical policy than what Lhe Party

had been pursuíng ín 1966-67. A large number of documents were draft-

ed by the plenum, but these had to be circulated among the state

parties before they could be made concreLe and before the Party could

be said to be on a fírm Marxist-Leninist path. The plenum, however,

stressed the correcLness of the Partyr s participation in united front

governments and stressed the need to fight left devíation in the

Party.

Against the growing radical wing within the CPI(M) the CPIts

Eighth Party Congress on 7 February painted a hopeful picture for the

parlíamentary road to socíalism. Its strategy lras a left-democratic

coalitíon which would replace the Congress. The Congress concluded

that:

The stability of Lhe Parliamentary system under the exclu-
sive control of Ëhe State Power by the natíonal bourge-
oisie, no mat.ter which bourgeois parËy or parties run the
government, is no longer possible. 2L3

'|CPI(R) Congress Sessíonrr StaËesman, (Calcut.ta and
Indían Nation, Panta; & E4{gq-Gtt Ti"*;, (New Delhí).

New Delhi);
Cited in
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The Partyrs job was to forge a democratic coalÍtion to take over at

the centre and to thís end the Party decided t.o double Íts membership

by 1969. To help stimulate this growth, the Party critícized itself

for failing to forge tran effecËive all-fndia centre which is the first

guarantee for building the party as a fighEing vanguard of the work-
2L4

ing classrt.

By mid-year it. elas apparent that the CPI(M) was in a state of

crisis. fn May the Finance Minister of Assam State claimed Lhat. there

T¡ras rr. . . a desperate bid of CPI(M) leaders of the districL to seek the

aid of Pakistan and the Federation Government of Nagaland (rebels) Ëo

train local volunteers in subversÍve activities to create chaos and

confusion to overthrow the present government, and form a government

by CPI(M) with the secret help of the hostile nagas and Pakistan and,
2L5

if necessary, Chinatt. The CPI(R) noted Lhe same trend in a 14 May

statement on the political crisis in the CPI(M).

The report stated that Lhere had been a fall in the CPl(t"t)ts

membership in lJest Bengal since Ëhe emergence of the extremist group

in that Party. The Party claimed that several hundred members of the

CPI(M) had been expelled for being Nagalites since the beginning of

the year. The origin of the most recent dissent had been the draft

ídeological document of the previous April. llhile the CPI(R) claimed

thaL the extremists had not been able to build a large organization,

they had been able to disrupt Ehe CPI(M) on the local level.

2I4. ''CPI(R) Congress Sessiontt?. 8214
2L5. tT{aga Hostile t s Co1lusíon T,,lith CPI(M)tr. Hindustan Times, (New

Delhi); S,tatesman, (Calcutt"); Ei!Ég, (t"tadras)ì Cited in Asian
Recorder Vo1. 1968, 22-28 Apri1, P. 8282:TNI:E
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According to the CPI(R) report, many extreme leftists had broken

with the CPI(M). Thís group was calling itself revolutionaries and

had broken over t.he ideological issues facing the international move-

ment and the discussÍons issuing therefrom at the April meeting. This

group defended its position against revisionÍsm wiËh quotes from Enver

Hoxha. The extremist groups had held a co-ordination committee in

Calcutta in L967 (November), but denÍed that its purpose was to form

a third Communist Party.

In late May the CPI(M) took drastic action Ín Jammu and Kashmir

dissolving all of its ?arty uníts there and expelling R. Sharaf, a

central committee member in that State. Sharaf was charged with

writing articles against the Party. The StaËe units were charged

Lrith boycotting Ehe plenum in AprÍl, with denouncing the CPI(M) as

rrneo-revisionísttr, and with seceding from the CPI(M) for the purpose

of starting a new PartY.

By June the Andhra CPI(M) split with the extremists following

T. Nagi Reddy, a secretariat member of that staËers state committee.

The split followed a provincial committee session which had demanded

that Reddy explain his ttanti-party activítÍesrr. Reddy accused the

politburo of being disruptive and dictatoríal and thus causing a

crisis in the Party. The polítburo, Reddy claimed, had forced uni-

lateral organizational decisions on the Andhra committee, banned its

report on Ëhe Aprí1 plenum to the dist.rict comnittees, and expelled

a number of Andhrafs imporlant leaders.

Having thus trÍed to prepare lhe political ground to isolale
us from the Party membership, the Politburo and the Provincial
Committee leadership have t.aken an organizational decision
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to take action against us. 2L6

I^Iith this Reddy called on Party members to revolt against the CPI(M)

leadership. The aLtitude of the CPI(M) leadership was obvious when

on 17 June a politburo member stated thaL the Patiuy would not rrtoe

2L7

the line laid down by the Communist Party of Chinart, but would

tt...judge issues on the basis of our own experience and undersland-
218

ing of Ëhe siËualiontr.

The Statesman assessed the Andhra splít in the following manner:

Ever since the CPI(M) Central Committee approved its ideol-
ogical document at Maduraí in L967, the Marxist leadership
has had to tackle bush fires of revolt in many State units.
The adoptíon of the Ídeological draft at the Party plenum
in Burdwan in April 1958r it was hoped, would once agaín
restore a semblance of unity Ín the Marxist ranksrr. 2L9

The more militant members, however, \¡lere preparing f.or a showdown

with the leadership. The immediate crisís leading to split had its

origin in the rejection by the Andhra unit of the Madurai document

ín January of 1968. The leadership had tried to bury the problem

by expanding the membershÍp in Andhra \^Ihere extremists r¡7ere in Ëhe

majority both in the state committee and secretariat. Other CPI(M)

state units were starting to show the same trend.

Tn July the CPI(M) politburo met to try and come Lo some dec-

isions regarding the defeclíons from the Party. The po1ítburo noted

thaË over 12r000 members had either been expelled or left the Party.

Of these 121000, were included half of Ëhe Partyrs membership in

216. "Andhra CPI(M)
sman, (Calcutta).
P. 84L4: INI:F
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Andhra and 31000 in Uttar Pradesh. The politburo sLated firmly that

it had no intention of changing its political Iine, and said of the

extremists:

The truth is that Ëhey have lost all sense of faith in
and loyalty to the parly and its political line. No

party member who has respect for the democratic verdíct
of the party Congress will ask for an open revolt the
moment seríous differences arise. 220

The co-ordinating cormnittee of communist revolutionaries met in

Andhra in early July, passing a resolution for 'rdefence of the Telen-

gana Movementrr. The reference to the L949-5L Telengana movement vras

a hínt at revival of the armed struggle which had ended in 1951. The

resolution sËated Ëhat feudal landlordism was again in control in the

Telengana district and had nullified the gains of the I949-5L struggle.

The resolutíon ruled out any possible gains by parliamentary methods

statíng that Mao had shown the need to throw out both imperialists

and feudal forces. T. Nagi Reddy indicated that the differences

between the Andhra revolutionaries and the A1l-India Co-ordination

Commíttee could be overcome, which r¡Ias an indícation that extremÍst

splinter groups could get together and form a new party. The Andhra

state commíttee gave instructions to its rank and file to intensify

the ideological struggle and mobiLíze the people on class issues.

In late September it was reported that. the Tamilnad Red Flag

Movement had established a ParËy on Maoist lines. This trParLytr was

similar to Ëhree or four othertrpartiestr which had been built out of

splinÈer groups from the CPI(M). In October the CPI(M) central conm-

220. trPolítburo Decisions On DefectÍonsÎf. St"t""*"t, (CaIcutta;
and Times of Tndia, (New Derhi). cited i" At"t"" Recorder vol.
iOOs;-11 a*"r"'to. 8456zrNT:c - B4s7,rnil
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ittee gave its assessment of the reason for defections from the Party.

The assessment indicates a slight movemenl to the left, perhaps in an

effort to t.ry and avoid further splinter groups.

The central committee claimed that the defections \¡Iere a result

of basic weaknesses in the movement in India. Moreover, they were a

result of the scism in the international communist movement. The

origÍn of the weaknesses r^7as in the petty bourgeois nature of the

character of the movement. In essence, the proletarÍan base of the

communist movement in LndÍa had been weak. The central cornmittee

believed that 'r...unless a radical turn and reorientation is taken
22t

in buílding trade uníon and kisan movementsrr, no amount of self-

critÍcism would improve the situation. Finally, the central committee
222

claimed that ttparliamentary illusionsrr had reduced class and mass

work to the level of trying to win elections. Two days after this

analysis the CPI(M) broke relations with Ehe CPC. Thus, the Party,

which had broken with the CPSU in L964, no\^r severed any tíes with

either of the international giants, and presumably sought its own

road in India independently.

Throughout October and November the extremists held small con-

ventíons trying to overcome their differences and join together.

While none of these succeeded, there seems to have been some slow

progress to this end. In all of these meetings Maofs strategy of

armed insurrecËion from a rural base was stressed.

221 . I'CPI(M) Defections, And Reasons
Cited in Asian Recorder Vol.1968,
P.85922ril
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In November some of the planning for armed Ínsurrection seemed

to come Èo a head with an attack on a police station in Kerala. The

purpose of the attack of 300 Naxalbari Maoist extremists, according

to Miss Ajitha, one of its organízers, T^7as to cause confusion and
223

chaos paving the way to rÌemancipation of the oppressedrr. Radío

Peking cited Ëhese raids as Itrevolutionary actions of the peoplerr.

Additionally, letters from the Chinese Embassy to one K. P. Balak-

ríshnan discussed aid to the Kerala group. The attacks in Kerala

seem to have been motivated for the purpose of discrediting the

CPT(M) government of Namboodiripad. If this is true, then it seems

quite possible that there l¡ras some form of CPC aid to the rebels. In

itself, it is another instance of the CPC putting pressure on the

CPI(M). The New China News Agency claimed that the Kerala government

rnzas rta typical obnoxious example of the parliamenLary road taken by

the revisionists in Indían Communíst Party and the Dange renegade
224

cliquetr, thus again asserting that. there r¡/as no dif ference bet-

ween the CPI(R) and the CPI(M).

The end of 1968 saw many little extremist organizations and

rrpartiesrt sprinkled throughout Tndia. The main one of these was

the All-Tndia Co-ordination Committee of Communist Revolutionaries

(AICCCR) which \¡ras comprised of the original All-Tndia Co-ordinatíon

Committee which had met in May 1968 and the Andhra CPI(M). This

enlarged group soon showed signs of falling apart when, in February

223. rWlarxists Extremists rTerrorism in Keralatr. Hindu, (l'fadras);
Statesmjrnr_ (Calcutta and New Delhi); Times of lndig, (lornbay).
Cited in Asian Recorder Vo1. 1968, 23-31 December, Pp. 8684:
TNI:E-8ffi

224. tMarxists Extremiststr Terrorism in Keralatt. P. 8686
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of. L969, it disaffÍliated itself from the Andhra Pradesh group over

issues of Lactical line. The dífferences centred around the fact

that the main body felt. that fndia was ripe for Maoist Lype revolu-

t.ion while the Andhra group did not share in this assessment.

Tnterestinglyr the ATCCCR (without the Andhra group) reversed

itts previous decision to not form a party, and sËated that the idea

of not formíng a party until

tt...after all opportunist tendencies, alien trendsr uD-
desirable elements have been purged through class struggles
is nothÍng but subjective idealism. To conceive of a party
without contradictions, without the struggle between the
opposites, i.e.: to think of a pure faultless party is
to indulge in idealist fantasy. 225

Thus, on 22 April 1969 the Third Communist Party of India was formed,

calling Ítself the Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist) (CPI ML).

Basing itse 1f

contradict ion

on

in

the ideas of Mao Tse-tung, the party sar/r the main

fndia as between feudalism and the peasant masses.

The party separaled itself from the CPI(R) and CPI(M) by its reject-

ion of parliamentary methods. This new party does noË represent al1

of the splinter groups from the CPI(M), and differs from the remain-

ing splinter groups in several ways. First, it sees the contradiction

of feudalism and the peasant masses as Ëhe only contradicËion, while

other groups see it as only the major contradiction. Second, the

CPI(ML) sees guerilla warfare as the only form of struggle in Lhe

present era, they reject all forms of mass organízation. This act-

ua11y counters Maots ideas, but is quite close to the ideas of Che

Guevara.

AgaÍnst this the Andhra groups offers an alternative MaoisE

225, Mohan Ram, Indian Communism Pp. 258-259
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position. This group have an organizatíon called the rrRevolutionary

Communist Committeer?. Basic among their differences with the CPI(ML)

is the fact that they have a strong experience in revolution in the

countryside through the Telengana struggle. They are more inclined

to seek an applicalíon of Maots theories creatively to the Indian

situation. This group forsees the Indian revolution in t\^io stages,

fírst a rT\ew Democraticrr stage and then a trStage of Socialist Revo-

lutionrt. Potentially, due to theÍr more realistic approach, their

revolutionary background, and the fact that they have given thought

t.o both the countryside and town (unlÍke the CPI(ML) r¡hich has con-

sidered the countryside only) there is a strong possÍbility that the

Andhra Committee will eventually become the fourth conrnunist party

of India, Indiats fourËh CPI and second þtaoist CPI. If this happens,

it is líkely t.o be a larger and more powerful Maoist CPT than the

CPI(ML). f.n many respects, t.he advent of yet another cPI in India

will be only another example of the constant facËion building whích

has led to split. and new party formatíon in the country.

In the final chapter T will try and draw all of the elements to-

gether to gain two different but related sets of conclusions on fact-

ion building in the Communist movement. in Indía. One set of conclusions

pertains to faction building in CPts generally, the CPI specifically,

and the CPI in relation t.o the Sino-Soviet Ríft. The second set of

conclusions relates to the Indian political scene as a unique entity.

lfhite this latLer set of conclusions is not a mainly determínant. one,

it is a factor and should not be ignored because it effects the CPIs

as well as other parties, and is reflected in the dÍstinctly State

flavour whích the factions in the C?Is of IndÍa display.
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CHAPTER VI]

CONCLUSION

Factionalism seems to be a part of the life of political parties

regardless of the country ín which the party is located, or the pol-

it.Ícal orientation of the party. The creation of faclions has as

íts root disagreement by a section of the party with part of the

partyts policies. Generally, a factíon supports all but a small

part of the parLyts polÍcies and is accomodated by the leadership

due to the fact that the faction is not dangerous. The reason for

lack of danger to a party by its factÍons, is the fact that party

policy is not functionally interdependent. Lack of functional in-

terdependence gives flexibility and allows for accomodation of díff-

erent points of view on issues.

An examÍnation of political parties in Indía reveals extreme

factíonalism within mosL Indian parties, especía1ly withín the Nat-

ional Congress r¡hich is lndiats main and ruling party. Even with

this factionalísm, the Congress has managed to be a functioning and

powerful party from its birth to the present day. Several factors

cont.ribute to the partyts abÍliËy to function properly with a high

degree of factionalism. The first of these fact.ors is the role of

the partyrs leader. The leader of the Congress party functions as

the partyts unifer. Tndian party leaders have a style of leadership

which enables them to be detached from specific factions as vlell as
226

from the partyts formal structure. This allows the leader to be

226 . See Myron tr'ieiner Party Pol itigj jln_ I_n-d_ia (Princeton: Prínce-
ton University ?ress, 1957)' Pp. 24L-242
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arbitrator of disputes as well as permitting him to stand as the sym-

bo1 of party unity on major issues. The leader thus is compromiser,

the source of articulation of party values, and source of party

prestige.

In addÍtion to the influence of the leadershÍp over factional-

ism, the factions themselves Sho\^/ a great deal of toleration for one

another. In the case of Congress, the party is facilitated in terms

of keeping the factions together by the fact that ít is the governing

party. Factions, if they wish to be in posítions of political power,

are much more likely to attain these positions by being part of Con-
227

gress rather than part of or an Opposition party. The Congress has

also developed an internal mechanism whÍch deals Tnlith facËional dis-'

putes. This mechanism operates in such a manner as to accomodaLe and

satisfy rather than irrítate factions.

A final factor which tends to unify Indian political partíes is

the fact that there is within parties a broad consensus on basic party

policy and direction which cuts across factíonal lines. Thus, while

there may be disagreement on certain issues, these take second place

to the partyts major policies and dÍrections.

ltrhy do most Tndian parties manage to accomodate factions while

the CPI cannot? The difference between most Indian parties and the

cPI is in the area of the source of the party t s authority. I^ihile

other Indian parties have as the source of their authorÍty either a

charismatic leader or a const.ituency, the CPI has as íts source of

227 See Myron l,leiner Party Politics in India Pp. 242'245
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authority an ideology. Earlier I stated that the int.erdependence

irnplied by ideology creates an unavoidable framework for analysis
228

defining ultimate objectíves to which party members must relate.

Programmes, strategies and tactics are thus also bound by thÍs inter-

dependence. It is this interdependence ürhích makes communist parties

intolerant of factions. Questioning of any element of CPI polÍcY, bY

definÍtion, challenges the leadership of the party and opens the entire

questíon of the interpretation of the doctrÍne.

Yet factíonalism seems to be inherent in communist parties. As

early as the L92Ot s the CPSU had a right, Ieft and cent.re around

Bukharin, Stalin and Trotski. The international movemenL, even before

its subjugaËion to Stalinism, showed the same tendency in people like

Rosa Luxemburg. This tendency to develop several different factions

is, of course, based on the abilíty of the human being to analyse the

same situation from several different standpoints leading to several

different conclusions, even though the same Lools of analysis (Marxist-

Leninist ideology) are used. Lenin foresaw this possibility and

attempted to overcome it. through the use of democratic centralísm.

DemocraËic centralism envisioned constant debate and analysis which

would be moulded into an effective decision-making mechanism capable

of making correct policy. In theory, this would have taken account

of the possibílity of different analyses of the right, centre and

left variety. In fact, however, the mechanism did not work very well,

and no solution to factionalism existed untíl Stalin came t.o por^7er.

Stalints solution r^7as to elíminate factions by suppression. It can be

228" See page 1.
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argued, however, that although he eliminated the factions themselves,

he did not eliminate the existence of their doctrinal positions' The

right-lefL zígzags of the Stalín eÍa can be Ínvoked as evidence of the

exístence of these doctrinal positions. Thus, on the basÍs of communisË

party history, both wiLhin the CPSU and other communist parties, it seems

that factionalism is inherent, at least to the same degree that it is

inherent in other types of political partíes. The important differerice

between communist parties and other partÍes is the fact thaË, due to

the basis of communÍst authoríty in MarxisL-Leninist doctrine, faction-

alism is not tolerable! Thus, communist parties are caught up in a

t.ension between the ideal of correct, unanimous analysis and decision-

making, and the impossibilíty of attaining this ideal-

Stalints solution to the problem of factionalism could only endure

as long as Stalin endured. A scant. three years after his death, the

positions of the facËions which had existed in the l920ts, came forth

again aË the Twentieth CPSU Congress. Tt would be Íncorrect to say

that all of the questions of the 1920ts arose again. Rather, the con-

tinuity between the debates of the Igzots and those of the 1960rs and

70rs exists on major topics which have noË been resolved or relegated

Èo past history. Moreover, some of these major topics have reappeared

in different contexts, such as the necessity of revoluLion and its re-

lation to the existence of nuclear weapons. Still, the positions are
229

analagous.

The breakup of the Stalínist solution, and the beginning of the

229. Tsaac Deutscher rtThree Currents in Communismrt

Left Volume 4, Number l, 1964 PP. 6-8
Studies on the
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I{rrushchev era reopened all of the major importanL issues. Looking

at Lhe world communist movement today the analyst is faced with a dÍl-

eÍtma. This dilemma may be phrased as follows: Is the exístence of a

right, centre and left position in the internatÍonal conmunist movemenË

something inherent in the movement itself r^rhich would have come about

ín all parties had they been able to exist without beíng influenced by

other communist partiesi ot¡ is it merely a ref.lection of the siluation

wit.hin Lhe CPSU? Both of these posit.Íons of fer strong arguments'

The argument that a right, centre and left position would have

evolved inherently seems to be supported by the existence of such a

dívision within the CPSU from earliesE times. Moreover, such a dÍvision

seems to appear in other parties and in the international movement in

general príor to the coming to pohrer of Stalin. Finally, the fact that

Lenin sought a \^ray to overcome potential division by development. of the

principle of democratic centralism seems to argue that he saw this kind

of factionalism as inherent.

ltrhile the above argument is compelling, it does not eliminate the

possibility that much of what is happening in other communist parties

and in the inLernational movement may be a reflection of the right,

cenLre and left viithin the CPSU. T have demonsLrated within the thesis

hor¿ communist parties became subjugated to the policy orientatíon of

the CPSU, even when this orientation conflÍcted with their analysis of

theír own domestic situation. To the degree that these parties mirror

the RussÍan party, it is possible that development of right, centre and

left factíons in other communist parties are directly related to such a

division within the C?SU. From this viewpoint, it may be argued that
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cofffnunist parties were caught up in the right, centre and left debates

of the I92Ots, suppressed these positíons when Stalin suppressed theqr,

and let them surface again when the Russian party allowed them to sur-

face. Such a point of view would not be illogical when one considers

the fact that all communist parties have looked to the Russian party

as the source of correct interpretation of the doctrine and as the

motherland. Deutscher argues that the years of ?rmonolithic uníform-

itytt have had such an effec!, even when carríed over into the Sino-

Soviet Rift:

They stíIl determine the character and style of the present
cont.roversy. In every one of its secËors, the Maoist, the
Khrushchevite and the ItTitoisttl communism is at present
reacting against stalinism; but every'lvhere it is reacting
in a Stalinist Manner... 230

In all likelihood neither of these posit.íons ís entirely correct' but

elements of both probably factor into the current siËualion.

The important thing about the right, centre and left factíona1

situatíon in international communism is the effect that it is having

on communist parties throughout the world. irre have seen that such

faction building seems Ëo be inherent ín communist parties, whether

by the course of their development or by reflection of the experience

of rhe CPSU. The cPI throughouL most of Íts hisËory has displayed

these three positions, often all at the same time. The fact, however,

that Lhese positions have now become legitimated has changed the comp-

lection of the problem of factionalism completely.

During that period of history when all communÍst

t.o the CPSU for guidance, factÍonalism was contained

parties looked

with relative

P. 7230" T.saac Deutscher ttThree Currents in Communismrl
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ease. Only that faction of the CPf which had a position corresponding

Lo the CPSU position at the tíme (be it rÍght, centre or left) was

deemed legitimate. Thus, non-legitimated factional positíons existed

within the C?I, but these posed little danger. Each faction, in its

turn, 1ay dormant unËil the CPSU position changed enough to legiLimíze

rhem. liiËh the opening of the Sino-Soviet rift the left and right

factions both found that they could seek and receive legitimacy for

their positions. This would not have been the case if either the Russ-

ian or Chinese position had prevailed, but t.he stalemate between the two

giants made mutual, but contradictory legitimizaEion possible. Factions

could no longer be deterred by lack of legitimacy. The posiLíons of the

right and left factions helped to legitÍmize a centrist position. This

cenLrist posÍtion is not dis-similar to the cent.ríst posÍtion taken by

other members of the international movement. It argues that neither

the CPSU nor the CPC ís correcL, but that Lhe correct interpretation

lies somewhere in between the two, The end of monolithic communism

also allows the flexibility for a centrist position'

Of equal importance to the presence of a right and left source

of legitimization internatíonally, is Ëhe facl that both the CPSU and

the CPC have appealed to other parties to support their positions' It

is one thing when factions within the CPT appeal to either the CPSU or

the CPC for legitimization of their positions and another when, as

happened between 1958 and L968, the two giants respond and even appeal

to these factions to be used as legitimizers! The effect that this

latler fact has had on the CPI has been to split the party. It can be

argued that the party, due to the differences within it and within the
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conmunist movemenL generally r¡lould have split any\^Iay. But, the active

support and encouragement which the CPSU and CPC have given to these

factions has allowed them to exÍst as separate corununist parties after

they had split from the original CPI. In this respect the Sino-Soviet

rift has had enormous consequences on factionalísm within the Communist

Party of India.
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